EXPERIMENTS IN ELECTRO-PHOTOGRAPHY
Explore the world of Kirlian photography, Lichtenberg figures, and more

MODEL TRAIN AND SLOT-CAR CONTROLLER
Build a controller that outperforms more-expensive commercial units.

RECEIVER CIRCUITS YOU CAN BUILD
Cook up a radio that meets your needs with these useful circuits

BUILD A MOBILE CHARGER
Recharge your camcorder batteries while you zip from place to place

A VISION SYSTEM FOR ROBOTIC TOYS
Give your robotic creations the gift of sight

STEPPER MOTORS
Learn about these useful devices and how they work

OLD-TIME CIRCUITS
Yesterday's radio circuits can teach you about today's electronics

IN THIS ISSUE
3 NEW FactCards

$2.50 U.S.
$2.95 CANADA
### Integrated Circuits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14505 T11</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14510 CVSS</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Silicon Transistors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14550 T11</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14555 CVSS</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1 Amp Silicon Rectifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14150 T11</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14155 CVSS</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Carbon Film Resistors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14140 T11</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14145 CVSS</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Wire-Wound Resistors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15450 T11</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15455 CVSS</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Metal Oxide Film Resistors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15460 T11</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15465 CVSS</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Disc Capacitors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15500 T11</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15505 CVSS</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Digi-Key Corporation

1-800-344-4539

AK, Puerto Rico: 218 681-6874

FAX: 218 681-3360

TWX: 9103508362 DIGI KEY CORP
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MOBILE BATTERY CHARGER
Build this take-along charger, and save yourself some time and aggravation.

RECEIVER CIRCUITS YOU CAN BUILD
We give you the building blocks, you build your own receiver.

A VISION SYSTEM FOR ROBOTIC TOYS
Give your robotic toy the gift of sight.

BUILD A MODEL TRAIN AND SLOT-CAR CONTROLLER
Add a touch of realism to your model-train and slot-car hobby.

THE SIMPLEST MICROPHONE PREAMP
Build it with just two or three common parts.

FEATURE ARTICLES

EXPERIMENTS IN ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY
Learn about Kirlian photography, Litchenburg figures, and more!

OLD TIME CIRCUITS
An introduction to the what was might help you understand the what is.

AN INTRODUCTION TO STEPPER MOTORS
Get all the information you need to make those devices work for you.

THE DIGITAL ELECTRONICS COURSE
Getting acquainted with the 555 monostable multivibrator.

PRODUCT REVIEWS

GIZMO
Including: Casio ST-650 Keyboard, Smart Max Fax Switch, Canon A1 Hf8 Camcorder, Yamaha DSP-100 Digital Sound Field Processor, and more.

PRODUCT TEST REPORTS
Len Feldman
Zenith VM7150 VHS Camcorder

HANS-ON REPORT
Microtac Software French Assistant.

COLUMNS

THINK TANK
The answer, and another question.

ANTIQUE RADIO
Getting started in wireless.

CIRCUIT CIRCUS
RF circuits for better performance.

COMPUTER BITS
And the winner is...

DX LISTENING
What's new at Voice of America.

HAM RADIO
Working DX has its own "awards."

SCANNER SCENE
Turbo-charged scanner.
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EXPERIMENTER'S DELIGHT

We at Popular Electronics try to make each and every issue something special for all of our readers, and this one is no different. However, those whose first love is experimenting will be especially delighted by this month's offerings.

“Experiments in Electrophotography” deals with the fascinating and beautiful world of high-voltage photography. In this article you will learn about the true nature of Kirlian photographs and Lichtenberg figures, and about experiments you can perform with just a minimum of inexpensive gear.

The modern age of electronics experimenting really began with the radio pioneers in the early part of this century. Their efforts launched our electronics hobby, and today's electronics industry. Even now, many an electronics hobbyist's first love is radio and RF experiments. If you're one of these people, you'll want to read "Receiver Circuits You Can Build." This article introduces you to basic radio circuitry, and shows you how to design receivers for your particular area of interest—from VLF (very low frequency) to the shortwave bands.

One of the hot areas of the 1990's is robotics. If you are becoming involved in this field, there are two articles of particular interest in this issue. "A Vision System for Robot Toys" describes an easy-to-build way to give your robotic creations the gift of sight, and it can be easily adapted for other applications. In "An Introduction to Stepper Motors" we show you how those motors work, and how they can be used in robots or elsewhere.

And, as always there is Circuit Circus, Think Tank, and a potpourri of other stories and features to help you expand your horizons. It's a true experimenter's delight; read it and enjoy!
More I.1...

Electronic Advanced who... from radio receivers, applications around the home transistors, high-voltage devices, high-current devices, high power devices. BP179-INTRODUCTION... shows how to find and solve the common problems that can occur when building projects. BP110-RAILROAD CONTROL... the main problem is in interfacing the computer to the system. BP110-HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WORKING... How to find and solve the common problems that can occur when building projects.

BP239-GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER... $5.95. Covers basics of analog and digital meters. Methods of component testing includes transistors, thyristors, resistors, capacitors and other active and passive devices.

BP87—IC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS... $5.50. Power supplies, radio and audio circuits, oscillators, timers, switches, and more. If you can use a soldering iron you can build these devices.

BP27—50 PROJECTS USING RELAYS, SCR'S & TRIACS... $5.00. Build priority indicators, light modulators, warning devices, light dimmers and more.

BP94—ELECTRONIC PROJECTS USING RELAYS, SCR'S & TRIACS... $5.00. Build priority indicators, light modulators, warning devices, light dimmers and more.

BP117—PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS—Book 1... $5.75. Circuits with applications around the home that are powered by the energy of the sun. Everything from radio receivers, to a bicycle speedometer, to timers, audio projects and more.

BP117—PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS—Book 2... $5.75. Circuits with applications around the home that are powered by the energy of the sun. Everything from radio receivers, to a bicycle speedometer, to timers, audio projects and more.

BP195—INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE TV... $9.50. A definitive introduction to the subject written for the professional engineer, electronics enthusiast, or others who want to know more before they buy. 8 x 10 in.

BP190—ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SECURITY PROJECTS... $5.95. Includes a passive infra-red detector, a fiber-optic loop alarm, computer-based alarms and an unusual form of ultrasonic intruder detector.

BP235—POWER SELECTOR GUIDE... $10.00. Complete guide to semiconductor power devices. More than 100 power handling devices are included. They are tabulated in alpha-numerical sequence, by technical specs. Includes power diodes, transistors, Triacs, Power Transistors and FET's.

BP234—TRANSISTOR SELECTOR GUIDE... $10.00. Companion volume to BP235. Book covers more than 1400 JFET, JIC, JIE, and brand-specific devices. Also contains listing by case type, and electronic parameters. Includes Darlington transistors, high-voltage devices, high-current devices, high power devices.

BP99—MINI-MATRIX BOARD PROJECTS... $5.50. Here are 20 useful circuits that can be built on a mini-matrix board that is just 24 holes by ten copper-foil strips.

BP42—SIMPLE LED CIRCUITS... $5.50. A large selection of simple applications for this simple electronic component.

BP122—AUDIO AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION... $5.75. Construction details for preamps and power amplifiers up through a 100-watt DC-coupled FET amplifier.

BP92—CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION... $5.50. Everything you need to know about building crystal radio receivers.

BP45—PROJECTS IN OPODELECTRONICS... $5.50. Includes infra-red detectors, transmitters, modulated light transmission and photographic applications.

BP185—ELECTRONIC SYNTHESIZER CONSTRUCTION... $5.95. Use this book to learn how to build a reasonably low cost, yet worthwhile monophonic synthesizer

BP49—POPULAR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS... $5.95. Radio, audio, household and test equipment projects are all included.

PCP104—ELECTRONIC BUILD AND LEARN $9.95. Starts off with construction details of a circuit demonstrator and shows a variety of circuits for experimenters.

BP56—ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES... $5.50. Includes both simple and more sophisticated burglar-alarm circuits using light, infra-red, and ultrasonics.

BP59—SECOND BOOK OF CMOS IC PROJECTS... $5.50. More circuits showing CMOS applications. Most are of a fairly simple design.

BP72—A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER... $5.00. We start by designing a small computer and show how we can overcome its shortcomings.

BP74—ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS... $5.95. Provides the experimenter with a variety of practical circuits including a Fuzz Box, Sustain Unit, Reverberation Unit, Tremelo Generator and more.

BP91—AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DXING... $5.50. How you can tune in on those amateur and commercial broadcasts from around the world in the comfort of your home.

BP94—ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR CARS AND BOATS... $5.50. Fifteen simple projects that you can use with your car or boat. All are designed to operate from 12-volt DC supplies.

BP222—GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER... $5.95. Covers basics of analog and digital meters. Methods of component testing includes transistors, thyristors, resistors, capacitors and other active and passive devices.

BP27—50 PROJECTS USING RELAYS, SCR'S & TRIACS... $5.00. Build priority indicators, light modulators, warning devices, light dimmers and more.

BP106—ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE COMPUTER CONTROL OF MODEL RAILROADS... $7.50. It's easy to interface home computers to model railroad control. The main problem is in interfacing the computer to the system.

BP105—ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR CARS AND BOATS... $5.50. Fifteen simple projects that you can use with your car or boat. All are designed to operate from 12-volt DC supplies.
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Letters

A READER RESPONDS

Your request for letters (Editorial, Popular Electronics, October 1989) came at a good time for me. That particular issue contained a veritable feast of articles germane to my hobby interests—vintage and modern radio in all its aspects.

Items that I’ve earmarked for further reference include “Tapped-Coil Crystal Radio” (I’ve ordered the kit), “High-Performance Shortwave Converter” (I ordered that kit, too), “A New Age For Radio,” “Electronic Quackery,” and the random-wire antenna tuner from “Antenna Measurements for Hams and SWL’s.” Of course, I always get something out of Think Tank and Ham Radio. I’ve also been looking over “The Digital Electronics Course,” although I would find one on analog electronics more interesting and useful.

I’m sure that the computer hackers wouldn’t agree, but I found the October issue nicely “balanced” for a magazine that calls itself Popular Electronics. I’d welcome more issues like that one.

J.H. McLean, VA

CIRCUIT SEARCH

I enjoy the new Popular Electronics magazine very much, but I would like to see more RF projects. As a 62-year-old “kid” I enjoy building many of the projects offered, but my passion is receivers, especially regenerative receivers. Over the years I have built dozens of them, covering many of the frequency bands.

Thanks again for a great magazine, and don’t go computer on us!

W.S. Columbus, MS

We aim to please! Check out “Receiver Circuits You Can Build” in this issue for a potpourri of useful and practical receiver circuits. And we have many more RF articles scheduled for the coming months.—Editor

TWR SHORTWAVE AWARD

Many thanks for your November 1989 “DX Listening” column, featuring Trans World Radio and the Confirmed All TWR Shortwave Transmitters Sites Award. I first heard about it from the TWR Sri Lanka Frequency De-

partment. (It seems that Popular Electronics reaches Sri Lanka before it gets to the Netherlands Antilles!) TWR Sri Lanka wanted to point out that the SLBC owns the “TWR medium-wave transmitter” there. As in some countries, a “foreign” organization, or group cannot own a transmitter. TWR purchased and installed the equipment and as air time was used it has become the property of SLBC (amortization). The TWR Sri Lanka Shortwave license is still under renegotiation and, until an agreement is reached, TWR is not on shortwave from Sri Lanka. In the meantime, the Confirmed All TWR Shortwave Transmitter Sites Award is still available. If a listener has the present tour TWR confirmed, the certificate will be awarded. If the listener should have all five, it will be awarded for all five. (On a certificate for the four, Sri Lanka will be struck out.)

If a listener has confirmations of Voice of Tangier (forerunner of TWR), or any Long Wave (Monte Carlo) or Medium Wave, these will also be indicated on the certificate.

Total languages broadcast over all the combined TWR stations is over eighty! In paragraph four of “DX Listening” there was a typo that changed 11815 to 1.815. Sharp readers will have questioned that and caught the correct frequency later—on page 95, in the paragraph that began “TWR Bonaire. This out is...” Unfortunately, that paragraph also has typos; it gave a time of 0115 instead of 0105. It used to start at 1115 UTC. TWR-Bonaire will confirm reception reports for a period of a minimum of 15 minutes. Outline something of what was heard. Do NOT send a transcript. We don’t have time to read transcripts! On the other hand, “English-religious talk” or program title is inadequate! Indicate something of the subject matter, the theme of the program. We do not confirm tape recordings.

Other TWR stations such as KTWR (Guam) may require a longer reporting time. Guam requires 30 minutes.

Chuck Roswell
Trans World Radio
Bonaire, Neth. Antilles

SCA DECODING

I am interested in learning about Subsidiary Communications Authorization (SCA) decoding. A few people I’ve spoken to said that you have published information on that subject in Popular Electronics. How could I go about obtaining the issues that cover SCA decoding?

J.P.C. III
Manchester, CT

See “Subcarrier Adapters for FM Tuners” in the January, 1989 issue of Popular Electronics. You can get a copy from your local library, or it can be ordered from our Reprint Bookstore; see the order blank elsewhere in this issue—Editor

YOUNG ANTIQUE-RADIO FAN

I just turned 12 in November, and I bet I’m the youngest reader of Marc Ellis’ “Antique Radio” column. About a year ago, around the time I first saw the column, my grandmother gave me a Silvertone model 1915 console receiver. I took the chassis out of the case and immediately began my first restoration. I knew very little about electronics then, but I decided to give the set a good cleaning before I did anything else. I used a rag and a mild solvent to clean off a 50-year accumulation of dust and grime. In an hour’s time everything looked different—the chasis was clean and the tubes were shiny. I knew I was getting somewhere. I called a friend of mine who fixes radios as a second job. He came over with his tools and we dismantled the set even further. He told me that the power transformer was faulty and the filter capacitors were bad. After a short soldering lesson, he let me install the new parts. He came over the next day with a few gifts—nine tubes and a book, “How to Fix Old-Time Radios.”

Since then I’ve done two full restorations: an Emerson model 503 and an RCA model 9ST. I’m now beginning a third. The “Antique Radio” column has been very helpful, and I enjoy reading it.

J.S.
Yakima, WA

HAVES & NEEDS

I am seeking information on an old RCA radio, a Radiola Super-Heterodyne model AR-812, No. 388943. Could anyone advise where I might get a wiring schematic, a photograph, etc.? Any information would be greatly appreciated.

Frank Elliot
3900 Sourdough Road
Bozeman, MT 59715

Can someone come up with circuitry and specs for the defunct Tobe Deuchmann Corp. LCR wide-range, precision bridge, type I-B? Also, while I could live with a vacuum tube or two in this instrument, can someone suggest an equivalent in solid state?

Nils Lyssel
30 Brent Street
Dorchester, MA 02124

I have a radio receiver that I don’t have much background on. It’s a Marconi CSR-5, type 110-930, 79 to 518 KC’s, 1.5 to 30 MC’s, with six bands. I think it was built in 1927, and it takes 11 tubes and can use 2 crystals. If anyone can provide any history on the set—or any information at all—I would like to hear from them. Thanks for your time.

Paul O’Toole
222 Rose Hill St., Suite 3
Nanaimo, BC
Canada, V9S 5G8
THE WAITE GROUP’S MS-DOS BIBLE: Third Edition

By Steven Simkin

With MS-DOS becoming increasingly popular—it’s now running on more than 20 million computer systems—each edition of The MS-DOS Bible has been a big seller. The third edition has been completely updated for the new MS-DOS version 4, but follows the same style of its predecessors.

It features easy tutorials, hands-on examples, and a step-by-step presentation of the material, and covers the basics right up through advanced programming information. The tutorials have been revised to include version 4, and contain new information on batch files, memory, file management, disk structure, installable device drivers, and more. Three completely new chapters—covering the DOSHELL utility, customizing an MS-DOS system, and using the additional RAM with the new Expanded Memory Specification—have also been included. A comprehensive reference section presents descriptions of each command in alphabetical order, including syntax and examples. A section on the SELECT utility guides the reader through MS-DOS installation on a hard-disk drive. Tables of MS-DOS interrupts and functions are provided, including a “jump table” that helps the reader quickly locate the command, procedure, or topic needed.

The Waite Group’s MS-DOS Bible: Third Edition is available for $24.95 from Howard W. Sams & Company, 4300 West 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268, Tel. 800-426-SAMS.

CIRCLE 95 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SAFETY GUIDES
from the Electronic Industries Association/Consumer Electronics Group

A trio of brochures from the EIA/CEG—Video Products Safety, Television Safety, and Audio Products Safety—are provided as a public service to consumers. Each guide contains a mixture of commonsense advice and practical information intended to keep consumer-electronic products functioning properly and safely. They each include information on the proper in...
Electronic Library

installation and use of the equipment, and
describe the warning symptoms that indi-
cate when servicing is necessary. The audio
and video guides also explain how to in-
stall antennas effectively and carefully. Each
brochure is fully illustrated.

Video Products Safety, Audio Products
Safety, and Television Safety are available
by sending a stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for each one requested to The Elec-
tronic Industries Association/Consumer Elec-
tronics Group; P.O. Box 19100, Washing-
ton, DC 20036.

CIRCLE 100 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

TOOLS & TEST EQUIPMENT

from Contact East

This supplement to Contact East’s Gen-
eral Catalog features a wide assortment of
high-quality, brand-name products for as-
sembling, testing, and repairing electronic
equipment. Electronics students, hobbyists,
and professionals will appreciate the broad
selection of items it contains. Included in the
full-color, 45-page brochure are precision
hand tools, static-protection devices,
analog/digital oscilloscopes, soldering sup-
plies and stations, tool kits and cases, tele-
data-communications instruments, wires
and cables, and electronic adhesives. New
products include a 4-in-1 multimeter, a dual-
display 5-digit DMM, and a portable field-
service vacuum cleaner. Every item is de-
scribed in detail with specifications, pho-
tos, and prices.

The Tools & Test Instruments Supple-
ment is free upon request from Contact
East, 335 Willow Street South, North An-
dover, MA 01845; Tel. 508-662-2000.

CIRCLE 102 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

THE C4 HANDBOOK: CAD, CAM,
CAE, CIM

edited by Carl Machover

The decade since The CAD/CAM Hand-
book was published has seen not only dra-
tic increases in the versatility, productivity,
and applications for Computer-Aided Design/
Manufacturing (CAD/CAM), but also the
dawn of Computer-Aided Engineering
(CAE) and Computer-Integrated Manufac-
turing (CIM). Together, these four technol-
gies are now known as C4. Completely
updating the original, this book is a col-
cation of articles written by experts in their
respective fields. It provides a com-
prehensive overview of CAD/CAM, CAE, and CIM
concepts, capabilities, and applications, as
well as a look at what developments are
likely to unfold in the 1990’s.

The book explains exactly what to ex-
pect from the latest C4 technology, and
how it is being used in industry. It provides
complete descriptions of available tools—
such as PC workstations, scanners, auto-
ated data-capture systems, and solid mod-
elers—as well as the specific roles played
by those and other tools. Basic costs are
discussed, to help readers determine the
economic feasibility of a C4 system in their
businesses. The book offers all the re-

ources needed to make intelligent, in-
formed choices and to implement a system
quickly and smoothly.

The C4 Handbook: CAD, CAM, CAE,
CIM is available for $44.50 from TPR, Divi-
sion of TAB Books Inc., Blue Ridge Sum-
mit, PA 17294-0850; Tel. 1-800-233-1128
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ACCESSORIES CATALOG

from Carter-Craft

Billed as the “One Source U.S.A. Consumer
Electronics Accessories Company,” Carter-
Craft presents a wide array of audio, video,
and computer accessories in their

Accessories Catalog #AVC896. Each item
is illustrated, and descriptions include ap-
plications and packaging details. Catalog
numbers are clearly defined for easy refer-
ence, and “video tips,” “tape tips,” are also
helpful. Other product categories include
video/camcorder maintenance products;
video amplifiers, cables, adapters, and
switches; stereo headphones; TV anten-
as; microphones; and cleaning and main-
tenance items for heads, tapes, cameras,
and cassettes.

Accessory Catalog #AVC896 is free upon
request from Carter-Craft, Inc., 1926 Sev-
enth Street, Rockford, IL 61125; Tel. 815-
963-1780.

CIRCLE 101 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

MODERN TELEPHONY

by M. Harb

The telephone is one of the primary com-
munications tools of our society, reliably
providing basics as well as sophisticated com-
munications options. This book offers a com-
plete overview of telecommunications sig-
als and links in a clear format that lets
readers grasp the fundamental concepts.
It is aimed at students as well as telecom-
munications professionals.

The book explains the nature of sound, the
origin of signals, and the electrical rep-
resentation of speech. It discusses the in-
vention and subsequent “fine-tuning” of the
telephone, providing a look at early equip-
ment and the dialing process. The basics of
subscriber loops are explained. Practical
examples that illustrate the nature of trans-
mission for both analog and digital sys-
tems are included. Fiber optics and optical
communications are covered, as well as
cellular mobile communications.

Each chapter ends with a summary and self-
quiz questions. Appendices explain the
Fourier series and the spectrum of the fre-
quency-modulation signals.

Modern Telephony is available in hard-
cover for $29.80 from Prentice-Hall, Engle-
wood Cliffs, NJ 07632.
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1990 ARRL HANDBOOK

FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

edited by Kirk Kleinschmidt, NTOZ

If you’re into amateur radio—and you don’t
already own one of the previous 66 edi-
tions of this popular reference source—
you’d be well advised to clear several inches
of readily accessible shelf space for a copy
of the 1990 edition. For decades The Amer-
ican Radio Relay League’s (ARRL) annual
publication has been a primary reference
source on the technical aspects of amateur
radio and radio-communications technology
for beginners and advanced hobby-
ists alike. Over the years it has evolved
into a practical resource for engineers and
radio technicians around the world, and a
popular teaching tool at technical schools
and universities.

The handbook, which is revised annu-
ally, has something for everyone in its more-
than-1200 pages—basic electronics theory,
practical circuits, and construction projects.
A chapter devoted to component data in-
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includes everything from transmitting-tube and transistor specifications to aluminum-tubing sizes. The chapter eludes everything from band (ACSSB) on (1260 – 1270-MHz uplink). New information on Amplitude-Compandored Single Sideband (ACSSB) is included, as is the most up-to-date data on digital- and RF-communications techniques. More than 2100 tables, charts, and figures illustrate the text.

The construction projects are geared to the abilities of the average amateur-radio operator. They include power supplies, measuring devices, QRP transmitters, VHF/ UHF preamps, a high-performance communications receiver, a high-power HF and VHF amplifiers, a 1296-MHz transverter, and a digital-audio memory keyer. Many new projects are featured in this edition, including three high-performance VHF/ UHF Yagi antennas.

The 1990 ARRL Handbook is available in hardcover for $23.00, plus shipping and handling ($4.50 UPS) from The American Radio Relay League, 225 Main Street, Newington, CT 06111.
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1001 THINGS TO DO WITH YOUR IBM PS/2

by Dave Prochnow and Mark R. Sawusch

This book is written not only for IBM-PS/2 owners, but also for those who are considering the purchase of one, and even for those who are intrigued by the hardware but are unsure of its possible applications. One-thousand and one of those possible applications—some utilitarian, some entertaining, some educational—are included in this book, along with full-fledged programs. Its pages are filled with ideas and information designed to stimulate the readers' creativity, encouraging them to stretch the limits of their own problem-solving abilities and of their PS/2 systems. Some of the authors' ideas for using the PS/2 include home plan-

CABLE-TV
WE'LL MATCH OR BEAT ANYONE'S ADVERTISED RETAIL OR WHOLESALE PRICES!

BONANZA!

CALL FOR AVAILABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>1 UNIT</th>
<th>10 OR MORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAM: IN MCC 3000-35 CURVED REMOTE CONVERTER (Ch 1)</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANASONIC WIRELESS CONVERTER (our best buy)</td>
<td>98.00</td>
<td>79.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-1000 MTH</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>59.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERROLD 400 COMBO</td>
<td>153.00</td>
<td>119.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERROLD 405 HAND REMOTE CONTROL</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERROLD 430 COMBO</td>
<td>199.00</td>
<td>139.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERROLD 450 HAND REMOTE CONTROL</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERROLD SB ADD-ON</td>
<td>99.00</td>
<td>63.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERROLD SB ADD-ON WITH TRIMODE</td>
<td>109.00</td>
<td>71.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. 35 B COMBO UNIT (Ch 3 output only)</td>
<td>99.00</td>
<td>70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. 35 B COMBO UNIT WITH VARI-SYNC</td>
<td>129.00</td>
<td>75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINICODE IN-12</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINICODE IN-12 WITH VARI-SYNC</td>
<td>109.00</td>
<td>55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINICODE VARI-SYNC WITH AUTO ON-OFF</td>
<td>145.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECONOCODE minicord substitute</td>
<td>59.00</td>
<td>42.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECONOCODE WITH VARI-SYNC</td>
<td>79.00</td>
<td>46.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-1200-3 (Ch 3 output only)</td>
<td>99.00</td>
<td>62.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-1200-2 (Ch 2 output)</td>
<td>99.00</td>
<td>62.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZENITH SAWY CABLE READY</td>
<td>175.00</td>
<td>125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERFERENCE FILTERS (Ch 3 only)</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAGLE PD-1 DESCRAMBLER (Ch 3 output only)</td>
<td>119.00</td>
<td>65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA ADD-ON REPLACEMENT DESCRAMBLER</td>
<td>119.00</td>
<td>65.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 Californian Pen Code §593-D forbids us from shipping any cable descrambling unit to anyone residing in the state of California. Prices subject to change without notice.

PLEASE PRINT

Name ________________________________
Address _____________________________
City __________________________________
State __________ Zip __________
Phone Number ( )_____________________

[] Cashier's Check [] Money Order [] COD [] Visa [] Mastercard

Acct # ___________________ Exp. Date _______________
Signature ____________________________

FOR OUR RECORDS:

DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE — I, the undersigned, do hereby declare under penalty of perjury that all products purchased, now and in the future, will only be used on cable TV systems with proper authorization from local officials or cable company officials in accordance with all applicable federal and state laws. FEDERAL AND VARIOUS STATE LAWS PROVIDE FOR SUBSTANTIAL CRIMINAL AND CIVIL PENALTIES FOR UNAUTHORIZED USE.

Dated: ____________________ Signed: _______________________

PACIFIC CABLE COMPANY, INC.
7325% RESEDA BLVD., DEPT. # P-3 • RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 716-5914 • No Collect Calls • (818) 716-5140

IMPORTANT: WHEN CALLING FOR INFORMATION
Please have the make and model # of the equipment used in your area. Thank You
Electronics Library

ning, grocery-shopping aid, weather forecasting, personal accounting, computer tutor, keeping health records, car-maintenance calculations, personal robotics, statistics, and finance. The programs are complete as they appear in the book; for added convenience an optional diskette containing all the programs can be ordered separately.

1001 Things to Do With Your IBM PS/2 is available for $17.95 (the diskette, for $24.95 plus $1.50 shipping) from Windcrest, Division of TAB Books Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17239-0850; Tel. 1-800-233-1128.
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CASE CATALOG

from Jensen Tools Inc.

This full-color catalog contains 32-pages of cases and containers for electronic equipment. Included are lightweight and heavy-duty products for protecting and transporting computers and peripherals, communications equipment, tools, circuit boards, test equipment, and other delicate instruments.

Also featured are vacuum cases, static-shielding bags, magnetic-disk portfolios, hand trucks, and travel carts.

The Case Catalog is free upon request from Jensen Tools Inc., 7815 South 46th Street, Phoenix, AZ 85044; Tel. 602-968-6231.
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How the Computer could have changed history!

By Harry Nelson

"Our data base says the odds on a Custer massacre are 7 to 5 in our favor."

Sorry! According to the specs, it's two cubits too short!

"Sire, our graphics program suggests that a round table isn't a practical shape!"

"All the clues point to Sir Malcolm? Pity, they executed Lord Hallbrook yesterday."

"There's the trouble, Xerxes, we've been using only six tanna leaves."

"Strength of materials report indicates that the material wood is inappropriate!"

(Continued on page 12)
No other training—in school, on the job, anywhere—shows you how to troubleshoot and service computers like NRI

DIGITAL MULTIMETER
Professional test instrument for quick and easy measurements.

LESSONS
Clearcut, illustrated texts build your understanding of computers step by step.

SOFTWARE
Including MS-DOS, GW BASIC, word processing, database, and spreadsheet programs.

Only NRI walks you through the step-by-step assembly of a powerful AT-compatible computer system you keep—giving you the hands-on experience you need to work with, troubleshoot, and service all of today's most widely used computer systems. You get all it takes to start a money-making career, even a business of your own in computer service.

No doubt about it: The best way to learn to service computers is to actually build a state-of-the-art computer from the keyboard on up. As you put the machine together, performing key tests and demonstrations at each stage of assembly, you see for yourself how each part of it works, what can go wrong, and how you can fix it.

Only NRI—the leader in career-building, at-home electronics training for more than 35 years—gives you such practical, real-world computer servicing experience. Indeed, no other training—in school, on the job, anywhere—shows you how to troubleshoot and service computers like NRI.

You get in-demand computer servicing skills as you train with your own AT-compatible system—now with 20 meg hard drive

With NRI's exclusive hands-on training, you actually build and keep the powerful new AT-compatible West Coast 1010 ES computer, complete with 1 meg RAM and 20 meg hard disk drive.

You start by assembling and testing the 101-key "intelligent" keyboard, move on to test the circuitry on the main logic board, install the power supply and 1.2 meg 5¼ floppy disk drive, then interface your high-resolution monitor. But that's not all.

Only NRI gives you a top-rated micro with complete training built into the assembly process

Your NRI hands-on training continues as you install the powerful 20 megabyte hard disk drive—today's most wanted computer peripheral— included in your course to dramatically increase your computer's storage capacity while giving you lightning-quick data access.

Having fully assembled your West Coast 1010 ES, you take it through a complete series of diagnostic tests, mastering professional computer servicing techniques as you take command of the full power of your computer's high-speed 8088 microprocessor.

In no time at all, you have the confidence and the know-how to work with, troubleshoot, and service every computer on the market today. Indeed you have what it takes to step into a full-time, money-making career as an industry technician, even start a computer service business of your own.

No experience needed, NRI builds it in

You need no previous experience in computers or electronics to succeed with NRI. You start with the basics, following easy-to-read instructions and diagrams, quickly moving from the fundamentals to sophisticated computer servicing techniques. Step by step, you get the kind of practical hands-on experience that makes you uniquely prepared to take advantage of every opportunity in today's top-growth field of computer service.

What's more—you learn at your own pace in your own home. No classroom pressures, no night school, no need to quit your present job until you're ready to make your move. And all throughout your training, you have the full support of your personal NRI instructor and the NRI technical staff always ready to answer your questions and give you help whenever you need it.

Your FREE NRI catalog tells more

Send today for your free full-color catalog describing every aspect of NRI's innovative computer training, as well as hands-on training in robotics, video/audio servicing, electronic music technology, security electronics, telecommunications, and other growing high-tech career fields.

If the coupon is missing, write to NRI School of Electronics, McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center, 4401 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20008.

AT is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
agreements, licensing, and warranties. To that end, laws, concepts, and legal procedures have all been translated into plain English, and unique diagrams and examples simplify the complex concepts. The book explains the best way to work with intellectual-property lawyers and outside consultants, and how to handle outsiders' ideas. Worksheets and checklists that make it easy to keep records, to itemize the costs involved in getting a patent, and to give the legal experts the information they need are included in the appendices. The appendices also include samples of registration forms and ready-to-use legal letters and contracts.

Protecting Engineering Ideas & Inventions is available for $49.00 in softcover and $59.00 in hardcover from Penn Institute, Inc., P.O. Box 41016, Cleveland, OH 44141; Tel. 800-425-7495.
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LEARNING ELECTRONICS: THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS WITH COMPUTER-AIDED INSTRUCTION FOR THE IBM

by R. Jesse Phagan and William Spaulding

Approaching electronics from a novice's viewpoint, this book shows how to use your IBM PC/XT/AT or compatible computer to help build your electronics skills. In a self-study format, it ties together the three areas needed to achieve proficiency in electronics—theory, to explain how things work; math, to perform the necessary calculations; and hands-on experience to fit everything together.

The book is divided into learning units that you can tackle at your own speed. Each section contains completed sample problems followed by practice problems and exercises, and concludes with tests. What sets this book apart from other electronic tutorial is that each chapter also has a computer program designed to quiz you on the important concepts of theory, math, and the use of test equipment. Some of the programs provide practice with ohmmeters, voltmeters, ammeters, and the oscilloscope. Other topics covered include DC and AC circuits, soldering techniques, and even engineering notation. The programs are listed at the end of the book, or are available on an optional diskette.

Learning Electronics: Theory and Experiments with Computer-Aided Instruction for the IBM is available for $16.95 (the disk costs $24.95 plus $1.50 shipping) from TAB Books Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0850; Tel. 1-800-233-1128.
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THE RS-232 SOLUTION

Second Edition

by Joe Campbell

For anyone looking to save time and avoid frustrating errors when hooking up peripheral equipment to any PC or Macintosh serial port, this newly revised book could come in handy. It includes details on how to link printers, modems, terminals, and plotters to a computer—and requires no expensive tools and only minimal knowledge of electronics.

The book is divided into two sections. The first covers all the details about the basics of interfacing, including cabling, connector pins, noise, cabling tools, handshaking, tricks and tips, and logic levels. Part II uses real-life examples to explain some common interfaces for IBM PC, Apple Macintosh, Spinwriter, KayPro, Epson, Smartmodem, and other computers. Each chapter outlines an increasingly complex procedure and then describes the techniques and tools needed to install, test, and troubleshoot the connection.

The RS-232 Solution, Second Edition is available for $21.95 from Sybex, Inc., 2021 Challenger Drive, Number 100, Alameda, CA 94501.
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TOOL CATALOG

from Techni-Tool

Featuring more than 18,000 high-quality items from more than 850 manufacturers, Techni-Tool Catalog 37 selection of tools and accessories for today's high-tech environment is sure to have something for everyone. Included is an extensive line of standard tool kits and cases, test instrumentation for various applications, production equipment, field-service rework and maintenance equipment, and static-control products. Customized tool kits and cases can be designed to fit specific needs. Power and hand tools are offered, including drills, grinders, pliers, cutters, screwdrivers and nutdrivers, wrenches, vices, and grips.

Catalog 37 is available from Techni-Tool, 5 Apollo Road, Box 368, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462; Tel 215-825-4990.
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SOUND RECORDING HANDBOOK

by John M. Woram

Those who work—or who would like to work—in the professional audio field could benefit from the author's more-than-25 years of experience in and around the recording industry. Written for the serious professional, this comprehensive reference contains the nuts-and-bolts technical information needed to get around today's complex recording studios. Concise explanations, accompanied by clear illustrations—and math, when needed—take the reader from the basics to the most recent developments in the industry. The book provides in-depth studies of recording-studio fundamentals and the complete sound-recording chain—microphones, loudspeakers, delay and reverb systems, equalization, compressors and limiters, tape and tape recorders, noise-reduction systems, recording consoles, and more. New technologies, such as Soundfield and Boundary Layer microphones, Dolby Spectral Recording, and SMPTE Time code, are also covered. Besides a complete glossary of terms, the book provides a convenient listing of commonly used audio abbreviations, acronyms, and symbols.

The Sound Recording Handbook is available in hardcover for $49.95 from Howard W. Sams & Company, 4300 West 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; Tel. 800-428-SAMS.
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THE BEST BOOK OF DOS

by Alan Simpson

Written with the computer novice in mind, this book strives to make the learning experience less confusing, more productive,
and—ideally—enjoyable. Those who have some computer experience but want to learn how to get the most power from their computers will also appreciate the simple, plain-English approach to DOS. Tutorial chapters contain margin notes, icons, troubleshooting sections, and clear examples. A comprehensive reference section and plentiful illustrations round out the text.

Starting from scratch, the book explains the basics of DOS and how it is used to manage a computer before getting into custom applications. All DOS versions, including the 4.0, are covered. The book explains how to optimize computer performance with extended memory, expanded memory, RAM disk, and disk caching. Tips for using such options as high-resolution graphics, fax boards, high-speed modems, and the mouse are provided. The book also discusses "hot topics" in today's computer industry, including LAN networks, device sharing, and virus protection. All the information is presented with the minimum of technical jargon.

The Best Book of DOS is available for $24.95 from Howard W. Sams & Company, 4300 West 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; Tel. 800-428-SAMS.
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INTERFACING: A Laboratory Approach Using the Microcomputer for Instrumentation, Data Analysis, and Control

by Stephen E. Derenzo

Using practical explanations and 24 hands-on exercises, this book shows how to use microcomputers to sense quantities such as temperature, force, sound, and light; rapidly analyze the results; display those results; and use these results to perform a control function. It is aimed at practicing engineers and scientists, and could be useful as a text for lab courses in electronic transducer and microcomputer interfacing.

In its five chapters, the book covers digital tools, analog tools, conversion between analog and digital signals, sensors and actuators, and data analysis and control. The concepts most useful for design and implementation functions are emphasized, taking advantage of today's relatively low-cost microcomputers that are powerful enough to support high-speed parallel input/output ports, disk operating systems, and high-level programming languages. Avoiding the specific bus protocol and native language of any individual microprocessor, the book demonstrates the problems in data-acquisition analysis, display, and control that can be solved cost-effectively with microcomputers. Some of the topics given in-depth coverage include biomedical signals and processing; easy-to-use formulas for statistical analysis and least-squares fitting; computer algorithms for Fast Fourier Transforms, numerical integration, and nonlinear filtering; and more.

Interfacing: A Laboratory Approach Using the Microcomputer for Instrumentation, Data Analysis, and Control is available for $30.80 from Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632.
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New Products

To obtain additional information on new products covered in this section from the manufacturer, please circle the item's code number on the Free Information Card.

CAR STEREO/CASSETTE PLAYER

Convenience features make Clarion's 8202R ETR AM/FM stereo cassette receiver easy to use while keeping your eyes on the road. Twelve FM and 6 AM stations can be stored in the unit's memory and recalled at the touch of a button. Using the PRESET SCAN button, the stations previously set into memory can be reviewed for five seconds each. When traveling, the AUTO STORE feature lets the listener call up the six strongest local stations by simply pushing a button. The 8202R also has four-way balance control, back-lit function buttons, and a reverse LCD display.

The 8202R ETR AM/FM stereo cassette receiver has a suggested retail price of $189.95. For additional information, contact Clarion Corporation of America, 6500 Rosecrans Avenue, Lawndale, CA 90260.
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CD-CHANGER SYSTEM

Blaupunkt's first CD-changer system, the CDC 01, can hold up to 12 compact discs in two 6-disc magazines for playback in a variety of programmable and random-play sequences. The system consists of the CDC 01 Commander, used to control the operation of the changer; the CDC 01 Trunk Unit, which can also be used with home CD changers from other manufacturers; and a separate, compact audio-preamp/eq control interface that links the system to other car-stereo components, via its RCA preamp outputs and trigger lines.

The Commander can be easily mounted in a standard DIN or ISO dashboard-radio slot. Alternately, because it is less than 1-inch deep, it can be mounted almost anywhere with Velcro and hidden out of sight when not in use. The Commander's controls can be used to adjust the volume level, balance, front/rear fader, bass, and treble, as well as to program play-back sequences. Besides normal sequential playback, repeat function, and direct access to any track, the CDC 01 can be programmed to play any sequence of up to 50 selections in any order and from any combination of discs. The audible, variable-speed fast-forward/backward search control makes it easy to locate a specific part of a song. The TRACK SCAN feature samples the first 10 seconds of each track on every disc; DISC SCAN samples the first 10 seconds of each disc.

The system has a high-performance, 3-beam laser pickup, dual linear 16-bit D/A converters, and 4 times oversampling. The isolated player mechanism is highly resistant to vibrations and road shock, and a special circuit allows the laser to recover its position almost immediately after a severe shock.

The CDC 01 Commander and Trunk Unit have suggested retail prices of $249.00 and $629.00, respectively. For more information, contact Robert Bosch Corporation, Blaupunkt Division, P.O. Box 4601, North Suburban, IL 60198.
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TWO-LINE PHONE

For home-office workers and others who want convenience features usually associated with business telephones, Soundesign has introduced the model 7278 two-line phone. Conference calls are easy using the phone's separate push buttons for LINE 1, LINE 2, and CONFERENCE. Each line has an LED indicator as well as an electric ringer, so the ringer can be lowered or turned off during important calls. The HOLD button features its own LED indicator and auto release.

Other features to help the home-office worker include last-number redial and tone/pulse switchability. An incoming volume boost helps compensate for household background noises. The desktop-style phone has non-skid rubber feet, a lightweight hand-set with 7-foot cord, and a 7-foot telephone-line cord.

The model 7278 two-line telephone has a suggested retail price of $39.95. For additional information, contact Soundesign Corporation, Telecommunications Division, Harborside Financial Center, 400 Plaza Two, Jersey City, NJ 07311.
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LIGHT-SWITCH SECURITY

Combining the simplicity of a light switch with the security offered by a motion sensor, Heath Zenith's SL-6120 REFLEX motion-sensing security system: convenience light switch offers five operating modes, including the unique "security" and "random" modes. The "on" and "off" modes let the unit be used as an ordinary light control. In "auto" mode, the switch automatically turns on the lights when someone enters the room—and warns users when the lights are about to be turned off again by dimming them for a brief period of time.

In the "security" mode, the lights begin to flash rapidly when someone enters a room, to warn an intruder that a security system is being used. In that mode, lights remain on to indicate that an intrusion has occurred. In the "random" mode, a built-in timer turns the lights on at random for up to 4 1/2 hours after dusk and for a varying period of time each evening, so that it seems as if someone is at home.

The UL-listed light switch is designed for indoor use with incandescent lamps or ceiling lights up to 500 watts. It replaces the existing switch and is easy to install. Other
features of the REFLEX include a test LED that indicates that the passive infrared motion sensor is covering the desired area, and an adjustable photocell that lets the user determine the proper light level.

The SL-6120 REFLEX motion-sensing security system/light switch, which is covered by a one-year warranty, has a suggested retail price of $34.97.
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SIGNAL GENERATOR/COUNTER
Combining an RF generator and a switchable frequency counter in one compact unit, the Elenco SG-9500 is a doubly useful bench-top instrument. It generates RF frequencies from 100 kHz to 150 MHz and measures external frequencies up to 150 MHz. The SG-9500 offers accuracy of ±1 count ± one digit, and RF output of 100 mV rms (up to 35 MHz). It has a switchable 20-dB attenuator, along with a fine-adjustment control. A built-in crystal oscillator accepts a variety of crystals, using an HC-6-volt socket. The SG-9500 has user-selectable gate times of 1.0 or 0.1 seconds. Input impedance is 1-ohm HF or 50-ohms VHF.

The SG-9500 costs $349.95. For additional information, contact Elenco Electronics, Inc., 150 West Carpenter Avenue, Wheeling, IL 60090.
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AUDIO/VIDEO SIGNAL ENHANCER
If something's lacking in the audio and video clarity of your home-audio productions, Videolink's 601 CopyCam might help. The audio/video enhancer boosts and clarifies weak camcorder microphone sound with an adjustable volume control, sharpens picture details with an adjustable sharpness-enhancement control, and adapts monaural camcorder sound to two channels for use with stereo VCR's and monitors. Sold complete with everything required for installation—including audio and video-patch cables—the CopyCam can be hooked up quickly and easily.

The CopyCam increases the sharpness of blurred images during playback or dubbing by increasing edge definition. When the audio is too low or too high, the unit can increase or reduce gain, resulting in more professional, balanced audio throughout the tape.

The model 601 CopyCam has a suggested retail price of $59.95. For more information, contact Videolink, 12950 Bradley Avenue, Sylmar, CA 91342.
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HIGH-END S-VHS VCR
Hitachi's top-of-the-line consumer VCR, the Studio Edit VT-S730A, features a flying erase head, the S-VHS format (including separate Y/C signals), and new amorphous heads that improve picture quality. High-quality audio features include hi-fi sound with 90-dB of dynamic range, 10-segment LED level indicators, microphone input, and a headphone jack with volume control.

The Studio Edit VCR makes editing easy with features such as a jog-shuttle dial, title and date recording, tape-time remaining bar display, and double VCR control. "Synchro edit" allows synchronized operation of the VT-730A and a second VCR when dubbing. All functions—including edit functions—can be controlled from the viewing position using the "Video Brain" remote control. The remote can command two Hitachi VCR's and 10 different late-model TV's from various major manufacturers.

The VCR has a quick tape-loading mechanism, digital auto tracking, an index-
No costly School. No commuting to class. The Original Home-Study course prepares you for the "FCC-Commercial Radio-telephone License". This valuable license is your "ticket" to thousands of exciting jobs in Communications, Radio-TV, Microwave, Computers, Radar, Avionics and more! You don't need a college degree to qualify, but you do need an FCC License. No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School! This proven course is easy, fast and low cost! GUARANTEED PASS — You get your FCC License or money refunded. Send for FREE facts now.

**NEW SUPER LONG PLAY TAPE RECORDERS**

**12 Hour Model — $119.90**

Uses D-120 Tape

- Modified Panasonic Slimline
- High-quality AC DC Recorders provided
- Continuous hours of quality recording
- 3-playback on each side of cassette for a total of 12 hours
- Built-in features include Voice level control, Digital Counter, AC, DC, 120 Cassette Furnished

**PHONE RECORDING ADAPTER**

Records calls automatically. All solid state connection to your telephone. Jack and tape recorder is $29.50.

**VQG VOICE ACTIVATED CONTROL SWITCH**


For more information, contact M.M. Newman Corporation, 24 Tioga Way, P.O. Box 615, Marblehead, MA 01945.

**POWER SUPPLIES**

Two modular, chassis-mountable power supplies from Callbx have dual 12-volt DC outputs for powering amplifier and CMOS circuits. Models CM2.12.120 and CM2.12.240 provide ±12 volts DC at ±120 mA and ±240 mA, respectively. Line and load regulation for each unit is better than 0.05%, and ripple and noise is below 1 mV r.m.s. The output voltages are factory set to ±1% or better. Both units have current limiting for continuous short-circuit protection.

For more information, contact Micro-Labs, Inc., 7309 Campbell Road, Dallas, TX 75248.

**VGA SOLUTION BOARD**

Significantly faster than the IBM VGA board, the Micro-Labs VGA Solution is a high-performance 8- or 16-bit graphics board for the IBM PC/XT/AT/386 and compatibles, and PS/2 models 25 and 30. The board supports all 17 IBM-PS/2 VGA modes, as well as all EGA/CGA/MDA/MCGA/Hercules modes, at both the hardware (register) and software (BIOS) levels. That provides complete compatibility with currently available display monitors and software (including OS/2), without the need for special drivers or patches. The VGA Solu-

**PORTABLE SOLDERING IRON**

M.M. Newman's Antex MLXS 12-volt soldering iron can be operated from any automotive- or marine-type 12-volt battery. The industrial-grade, 25-watt soldering iron heats up to 800°F in less than two minutes, yet it stays cool because the heating element is under the replaceable tip. It comes as a complete kit with a slide-on tip, a spool of solder, a vinyl carrying case and instructions. The 8-inch-long portable soldering iron also comes with two alligator clips that connect to a car or marine 12-volt battery terminals for soldering in the field. The Antex MLXS soldering-iron kit costs $29.95. For more information, contact M.M. Newman Corporation, 24 Tioga Way, P.O. Box 615, Marblehead, MA 01945.

For more information, contact Hitachi Products, 1502, ext. 578.

**FREE INFORMATION CARD**
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four through holes, providing a choice of ways to fasten the supply case to a chassis. The unique step-down upward positioning of the barrier strips prevents them from being easily damaged and allows the unit to be wired from the top.

The CM2.12.120 and CM2.12.240 power supplies each carry a 5-year warranty. Prices start at $88.00. For additional information, contact Calex Mfg. Co., Inc., 3355 Vincent Road, Pleasant Hill, CA 94525; Tel. 800-542-3355.
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CAR STEREO WITH CD CONTROL
Alpine's model 7288 is a pull-out, 16-watts-per-channel × 2 tuner and cassette player that can also be used to control Alpine's CD Shuttle compact-disc changer. The full-logic cassette offers such features as soft loading and eject, auto-blank skip, repeat, and scan, along with Dolby-B noise reduction, music sensor, and a dust-guard cassette door.

The built-in T-10 II tuner system has dual-gate MOSFET's for increased signal-to-noise performance and high-cut, soft mute, and blend circuits to reduce noise in fringe reception areas. An engine-noise suppressor circuit eliminates ignition noise interference. The tuner has 24 preset stations, including six direct-access presets for storing both FM and AM stations on one preset band, and a matrix-type preset address in display. The unit has "bi-level" capability and selectable fader for easy system upgrades, negative-feedback bass and treble controls, audio interrupt (muting), and a radio-monitor feature that allows the radio to be played while the cassette is in fast-forward, rewind, or pause mode. When used with the CD Shuttle, the 7288 offers skip-up/down, direct disc-selection, play/pause, fast-forward, reverse, and random-play control of compact discs.

The 7288 car-stereo head unit has a suggested retail price of $500.00. For further information, contact Alpine Electronics of America, Car Audio Division, P.O. Box 2859, Torrance, CA 90509.
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...THE REST OF US NEED A PANAVISE.

CIRCUIT BOARD HOLDER—Tilt, turn and rotate circuit boards to the exact position you want, then lock them into place with a single control knob! Moves work in vertical, horizontal or circular planes (perfect for front/back examination). Spring-loaded arm holds boards up to 12" wide. Ask for Model #372.

PORTABLE PANAVISE WITH EXTRA-WIDE OPENING HEAD—The weighted base mount (5 lbs.) means you can move this Panavise with ease! The Self-Centering Extra-Wide Opening Head (opens a full 9") and full "tilt, turn and rotate" capabilities make this a truly portable, versatile addition to any workbench. Ask for Model #334.

AUDIO-COMPONENT SYSTEM
Designed for those who want a lot of sound without using a lot of space, Pioneer's CCS-5000 compact audio-component system provides sophisticated listening, recording, and programming options. It includes a multi-play CD player with a 6-disc changer, a dual auto-reverse cassette deck, a 50-watt-per-channel amplifier, a 7-band graphic equalizer, a pair of magnetically shielded 3-way speakers, and a remote control unit.

The twin-tray CD player offers non-stop listening and uninterrupted recording. Its convenient filing-and-storage capability lets the user create a library of favorite CD's in a 6-disc magazine, a random-play feature will play a mix of tracks from those discs without a single repeat. When recording from a CD, the cassette deck's 3-mode auto-synchronous editing system fades music playing at the end of the cassette and replays the entire song on the cassette's reverse side. The cassette deck also has normal- and high-speed dubbing, relay record and play, auto fade, music search, Dolby noise reduction, and parallel record. The amplifier has a motor-driven volume control that lets the volume be controlled remotely. It features twin wake-up timers that
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- your one source for engineering books from over 100 different publishers
- the latest and best information in your field
- discounts of up to 40% off publishers' list prices

Publisher's Price $75.00
STANDARD HANDBOOK OF ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS, Second Edition
By T. G. Hicks
- 1,468 pages, 793 illustrations, 499 tables
- puts more than 1,100 specific calculation procedures at your fingertips
- every calculation procedure gives the exact, numbered steps to follow for a quick, accurate solution
- virtually all procedures can be easily programmed on your PC or calculator
- uses USCS and SI units in all calculation procedures

Publisher's Price $114.50
ANTENNA ENGINEERING HANDBOOK, Second Edition
Edited by R. C. Johnson and H. Jasik
- 1,408 pages, 946 illustrations
- covers all types of antennas currently in use with a separate chapter devoted to each
- provides detailed data on physical fundamentals, operating principles, design techniques, and performance data
- up-to-the-minute information on antenna applications
- a must for those involved in any phase of antenna engineering

Publisher's Price $98.50
TELEVISION ENGINEERING HANDBOOK
Edited by K. B. Benson
- 1,478 pages, 1,091 illustrations
- packed with all the technical information today's engineer needs to design, operate, and maintain every type of television equipment
- extensive coverage of receivers, broadcast equipment, video tape recording, video disc recording, and the latest technological advances
- provides television system and industry standards for the U.S. and other countries
- the most comprehensive book on the subject of television engineering
for only $14.95—when you join the ENGINEERS’ BOOK CLUB

Publisher’s Price $89.95
MODERN ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS REFERENCE MANUAL
By J. T. Markus
• 1,264 pages, 3,666 circuit diagrams
• a handy, desktop reference with 103 chapters organized by “family” grouping
• filled with predesigned and use-tested circuits to save you production time and money
• includes concise summaries of all the recent applications notes, journal articles, and reports on each circuit, efficiently organized and indexed for the practicing engineer

Publisher’s Price $89.50
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS’ HANDBOOK, Third Edition
Edited by D. G. Fink and D. Christiansen
• 2,496 pages, 1,600 illustrations
• the definitive reference to electronics engineering
• fully updated to cover all recent advances and developments
• ranges from essential principles and data to the latest design solutions and practical applications — with an all-new chapter on standards
• written and compiled by more than 170 contributors — all experts in their fields

4 reasons to join today!
1. Best and newest books from ALL publishers! Books are selected from a wide range of publishers by expert editors and consultants to give you continuing access to the best and latest books in your field.
2. Big savings! Build your library and save money, too! Savings range up to 40% off publishers’ list prices.
3. Bonus books! You will automatically be eligible to participate in our Bonus Book Plan that allows you savings up to 70% off the publishers’ prices of many professional and general interest books!
4. Convenience! 14-16 times a year (about once every 3-4 weeks) you receive the Club Bulletin FREE. It fully describes the Main Selection and alternate selections. A dated Reply Card is included. If you want the Main Selection, you simply do nothing — it will be shipped automatically. If you want the alternate selection — no book at all — you simply indicate it on the Reply Card and return it by the date specified. You will have at least 10 days to decide. If, because of late delivery of the Bulletin you receive a Main Selection you do not want, you may return it for credit at the Club’s expense.

As a Club member you agree only to the purchase of two additional books during your first year of membership. Membership may be discontinued by either you or the Club at any time after you have purchased the two additional books.

McGraw-Hill Book Clubs
Electronics and Control Engineers’ Book Club®
P.O. Box 582
Hightstown, NJ 08520-9959

Please enroll me as a member of the Electronics and Control Engineers’ Book Club® and send me the book I have chosen for only $14.95 plus local tax, postage and handling. I agree to purchase a minimum of two additional books during my first year as outlined under the Club plan described in this ad. Membership in the club is cancellable by me or McGraw-Hill any time after the two book purchase requirement has been fulfilled. A shipping and handling charge is added to all shipments.

I wish to order the following book:
☐ ANTENNA ENGINEERING HANDBOOK (322/910)
☐ MODERN ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS REFERENCE MANUAL (404/461)
☐ ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS’ HANDBOOK, 3/e (209/820)
☐ TELEVISION ENGINEERING HANDBOOK (047/790)
☐ STANDARD HANDBOOK OF ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS (287/35X)

Signature ____________________________
Name ____________________________
Address/Apt. ____________________________
City/State/Zip ____________________________

This order subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill. Offer good only to new members. Foreign member acceptance subject to special conditions.
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SURGE PROTECTORS

Data Spec's UL-listed surge protectors safeguard electronic equipment—including personal computers, printers, modems, fax machines, and telephones—from destructive voltage spikes and surges. The DSTM2 is specifically designed to protect equipment that transmits and receives data via telephone lines, such as fax machines, modems, and telephone systems. The compact unit features maximum energy dissipation and plugs directly into any AC socket. The D6OUTSP AC-surge protector is a six-outlet strip that offers continuous spike protection, a built-in safety circuit breaker, a master switch with pilot light, a 3-wire plug, and a 6-foot heavy-duty power cord. The injection-molded power strip is color-coordinated to match today's personal-computer systems. Offering the same surge-suppression technology as the D6OUTSP, the wall-mounted model SP011 converts a dual wall outlet to six outlets while adding protection to all attached equipment. It features a power indicator and automatically resets for repeated use after brownouts or surges.

The models DSTM2, D6OUTSP, and SP011 surge protectors have list prices ranging from $23.95 to $35.95. For additional information, contact Data Spec, 9410 Owensmouth Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311.
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AUTOMOTIVE SUBWOOFERS

Two subwoofers from Jensen meet the demand for custom installations with deep-bass performance. The 12-inch JW1200 has peak power handling of 325 watts, with 125-watt continuous power handling. It has a powerful 40-ounce magnet with a usable frequency response of 20 Hz to 2.5 kHz. Its sensitivity is 92 dB (1 watt, 1 meter), and its impedance is 4 ohms. The 10-inch JW1000 has a 30-ounce magnet, 250-watt peak-power handling, 100-watt continuous power handling, 91-dB sensitivity (1 watt, 1 meter), 4-ohm impedance, and usable frequency response of 25 Hz to 2.1 kHz. Each subwoofer is equipped with a heavy-duty multiple-layer voice coil that provides higher power handling and superior heat dissipation. The subwoofers can be used singly or in pairs, and can be added on to existing systems.

The JW1200 and JW1000 automotive subwoofers have suggested retail prices of $79.95 and $69.96 each, respectively. For further information, contact International Jensen, 4143 North United Parkway, Schiller Park, IL 60176.
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DIGITAL MULTIMETERS

The three handheld digital multimeters in Soar's 3200 Series go from analog to digital with a simple rotary switch. The handheld DMM's measure voltage, current, resistance, and continuity, and provide 3200 counts per range for better resolution. Each one has basic DC accuracy to 0.35%, a 332-segment bar-graph display, and is easy to use. Functions are selected via a convenient 8-position rotary switch—then the meter automatically selects the range that offers the greatest resolution and accuracy. Models 3220 and 3230 each have a RANGE button that prevents them from changing ranges, saving time on repetitive go/no-go checks. They also have an audible continuity feature that beeps when the circuit being tested is closed. The model 3230 also has a DATA-H button that automatically ranges and locks the reading on the display, allowing the user to concentrate on the test points. Each of the 3200 Series DMM's include safety test leads, a users' manual, a spare fuse, batteries, and a 3-year warranty.

The models 3210, 3220, and 3230 digital multimeters each cost less than $100. For further information, contact Hub Material Company, P.O. Box 526, Canton, MA 02021.
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"He's a good worker, but he tends to get irritated easily."
Think Tank

THE ANSWER, AND ANOTHER QUESTION...

Alright, alright. I give up. Here's the answer, and don't get mad! All you have to do is move the fourth capacitor on the right so that it sits on top of the capacitor in the corner, like this:

Now I never said you couldn't pile one on top of another, did I? And you'll have to admit, it gives you four capacitors in each row, right? Right. Omigosh! What terrible names you guys must be calling me now!

Meanwhile, guess who came knocking on my door last night? Yup! My friend Murray. Now this time, I wasn't building a thing. I was straightening out the shop, sorting out a bunch of quarter-watt resistors. Naturally, I didn't stop. I had dumped a huge cigar box of assorted resistors into muffin pans. I kept working at it, and Murray asked "What's up?" He went to my cupboard, took out a cup, and emptied about twenty 1k resistors into the cup. I knew better than to say anything. "You know how to sort these out?" I assured him that I could, and asked what it was that he was up to. Now he added a handful of 10k resistors to the cup, and mixed them up.

"Byron, if you put your hand in without looking, and took only one out at a time, how many times would you have to put your hand in to make a pair of either one?"

"Murray," I protested, "I'm too busy to..."

"Okay," he said, "See you around." Then he left.

I went back to sorting, but the question intrigued me. I hope it will intrigue you too. What exactly is the minimum number of times that you have to reach into the cup, taking one resistor out at a time, to get a matching pair of either one? If you get the answer, be sure to send it in.

And by the way, we do not give out books for the answers. But because you're nice guys, I'll give you the answer next month.

We frequently get letters asking where certain parts are obtainable. Usually, we try to make sure before we use a part, that it's easy to find, or we get a source that we can list. Sometimes, one will get away from us, but that's part of our hobby, isn't it? If you can't find a specified part, try a substitute.

Some Good News: I've been chomping at the bit to give you this news, and the boss just told me we can finally talk about it. I'm sure that all of you have a copy of the "Think Tank Book." Well now we can offer "Think Tank II." It's a compilation of circuits from past installments of "Think Tank." After a lot of number crunching, we decided to keep the price at $3.50 per copy for the new book, plus $1.25 for shipping and handling. (New York State residents, please add the necessary sales tax.) If you still don't have the first edition, you can get it for the same price. And if you want to save a buck, order both "Think Tank I and Think Tank II, and take fifty cents off the entire price. And, we're going to start rewarding submissions with "Think Tank I.

Now let's see what you've all been up to this month!

Stereo Mixer. Hi, Byron! I'm a 14-year-old that's trying to get a band started, with not much luck so far. That's what led me to the enclosed circuit (see Fig. 1). I'm certain that you've come across assorted simple mixers, but this one is—what I consider—a great improvement.
THINK TANK

Instead of being just a common monophonic (mono) mixer, this one is a stereo mixer. Actually, it is comprised of two mono mixers with a modification to the microphone inputs.

Its operation is simple: When a microphone is "in use," the mike's output is fed to the mic input of the circuit. The signal is then run into R1 or R2 (which are used as faders). The signal is then split into two different paths by resistors R3 and R4 with which you can change the place of the mic input within the stereo panorama. The stereo line inputs are just for that. Joining the mic inputs with the output of some other source, such as a tape deck, turntable, etc., all the signals are fed to the inverting input of an op-amp. The output reaches the master-fade potentiometers, which control output power.

This circuit is also easy to modify. For example, I substituted low-noise amplifiers for the 741s, and used 1% metal-film resistors. I also used slide potentiometers for the faders and line-level controls. I changed the number of inputs as well. Instead of only two mic inputs and one line input, I needed to have a total of eight mic inputs and four line inputs.

—Andy Mussgnug, Belgrade, MT

Good Andy! And the way it looks to me, if things don't work out in the music business, you'll have a bright future in electronics. It never hurts to have a good, solid, back-up career especially when you're heading into a competitive field like music.

Full-Cup Detector. By, my wife and I are totally blind, and have often burned our fingers trying to tell if the coffee cup is full. There is a commercially available unit, but I wanted to build my own. (See Fig. 2) To use the one I designed, simply place the probe of the unit in the cup, and turn it on. The 555 starts to tick at about 15 Hz. I then press the valve on the percolator to pour a cup of coffee (or any liquid) and release it promptly when I hear the higher tone of about 500 Hz. That occurs when the coffee bridges the probe contacts.

The circuit is a modified 555 astable multivibrator (oscillator) circuit. The probe was fashioned using two terminal strips, about four feet of AC line, and about 8 inches of twisted-pair hookup wire like that used for doorbells. One terminal strip is mounted on the project box with two screws exposed; the line cord will be attached to those screws. The other end of the cord is soldered to the solder lugs on the other terminal strip. One end of the 8-inch twisted pair is connected to the screws on that terminal strip. The other end is untwisted about 1½ inches. Each lead is stripped about one inch and a hook fashioned so the two leads are about ¼-inch apart and capable of hooking over an ordinary coffee cup.

By having the leads stripped, the wires can be bent to precisely signal at the desired liquid level. I tested my unit by pouring cold water from the unplugged percolator. For safety's sake, I held the probe in place while pouring coffee. You can easily compensate for slowness in stopping by bending the probe contacts to signal earlier.

By the way, I "read" your magazine using an Optacon, which provides

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 1. This Stereo Mixer is actually comprised of two monophonic (mono) mixer circuits with a modification to the microphone inputs.
reading and then found Super Detector. Fig. 2. At the heart of the Full-Cup Detector is a 555 oscillator/timer configured to produce a 15 Hz click, until its probe contacts are bridged, at which time its output frequency goes to about 500 Hz.

raised letters that I can feel. It also enables me to trace the schematics. So how 'bout it, do I get a Book?

—David Plumlee, Independence, MO

David sent in two schematic diagrams, which were very roughly drawn; one was made by punching pin holes in a plastic sheet, and is the one that we followed. His accompanying letter thoroughly detailed this worthwhile project, and his undaunted spirit lifted my own. David, we're very proud to have you as a reader. God bless. And yes, David, you've more than earned your copy. (Would that all our readers were so dedicated.)

Super Continuity Checker. Have you ever thought you were getting a good reading and then found you were actually reading through a coil or low resistance device? This valuable time saver solves that problem and can also check resistances of up to about 150k.

See Fig. 3. As shown, a reference voltage (as set by potentiometer R1) is applied to the inverting input of U1 (1/4 of an LM339 quad comparator with open collector outputs). Potentiometer R1 can be a hanger if you plan to use the unit for continuity checks, and should be a multi-turn type for ease of calibration.

The connection to be tested is applied through test leads to ground and the junction of R2 and R3. Components R3 and D1 protect against accidental application of voltage to the circuit. Since the non-inverting input has a high impedance, the junction of R3 is virtually the same as the non-inverting input as far as measurements are concerned.

When the voltage at the non-inverting input of U1 at pin 5 falls below that at the inverting input, the output goes low. That causes the buzzer to sound, indicating continuity.

Potentiometer R2 sets the threshold at which the buzzer sounds. When resistance is applied to the R2/R3 junction and ground, a voltage divider is formed, which is referenced against the voltage divider created by potentiometer R1. If the resistance is low enough compared to the setting of R1, the buzzer sounds.

To calibrate the tester, you need two resistors: 100 ohms and 120 ohms. Connect the 100-ohm resistor to the test leads and adjust R1 until the buzzer sounds. Now connect the 120-ohm unit and make sure the buzzer does not sound. The tester is now set to check any resistance under 100 ohms.

None of the parts values are critical, and neither is the battery voltage since the comparator is looking at voltage.
THINK TANK

ratios, not absolutes. Ground all unused pins of the LM339.
—E. Kirk Ellis, Selma, NC

Good circuit! Our readers are always interested in test equipment, and this certainly fills that bill. Your book is on the way!

Electronic Bird. Byron, here's a simple "electronic bird" that chirps and warbles. (See Fig. 4.) It uses non-critical, easy-to-obtain parts. As a matter of fact, an old transistor radio would usually supply all you need except the switch, but more on that later. It’s a natural experimenter's circuit, as it is a good idea to begin by broadcasing the circuit and trying different parts values to see what happens. Then you can wire it up on a perfboard for permanent installation in an enclosure.

The type of switch is up to you. I've built the circuit into ceramic boxes, using a small mercury switch. When they pick up the ceramic box in the morning and hear the bird, it really wakes them up! It can also be used similarly in a cigarette package, or with a microswitch, in a drawer. Any general-purpose transistor could be used, and if you want to use an NPN, just reverse the polarities of the battery and the electrolytic capacitor.

I've taught electronics for 15 years and this circuit has been a very successful first project for hundreds of beginning students in our field. It almost always works the very first time, except when a transistor is installed incorrectly.
—David Russell, Agana, Guam

Fig. 3. This continuity checker—built around an LM339 quad comparator with open-collector outputs—eliminates false readings caused by coils or low resistance devices in a circuit.

Fig. 4. The Electronic Bird circuit was assembled from non-critical, easy-to-obtain parts. Any general-purpose transistor you have on hand could be used for Q1; if you use an NPN unit instead of the PNP transistor shown, just reverse the polarities of the battery and of the electrolytic capacitor (C3).

Love it Dave! In fact, when I get home tonight, I'm going to throw one together myself. I'll bet this thing could drive a cat absolutely nuts.

Simple Delay Timer. Not long ago, I built a stereo amplifier and it sounded great—as long as you weren't around to hear it when the power was turned on. The loud "pop" was so bad it almost cleared the dust off my stereo cabinet. What I needed was a timer that would allow me to put a dummy load on the amplifier output while the speakers sat in silence for a few seconds. Then, when the speakers kicked in, I would hear no music. But finding a suitable circuit wasn't easy. All the schematics I found...
were either too complex or tried to do too much.

The circuit I came up with (see Fig. 5) is simple, compact, and inexpensive. Transistor Q1 and resistor R1 form an inverting amplifier. When power is turned on, capacitor C1 starts to charge through resistor R2. As C1 charges, the voltage at Q1's base drops, allowing Q1 to turn off, causing Q1's collector voltage to rise.

As the voltage from the collector of Q1 rises, the Triac is triggered into conduction and the relay is energized, closing its normally-open contacts. That causes C1 to discharge through R3, which causes Q1 to turn on. The circuit remains activated until power is removed.

I used a 220-µF capacitor for C1. It provided about four seconds of delay time. You can play with the values of C1 and R2 for different delays. You can also substitute an SCR for the Triac, but if you do, remember to increase the resistance of R4 to about 1000 ohms.

This circuit has enough applications in other areas to fill a book.

—Al Versaeuil, Woodstock, Ontario, Canada

Good circuit, Al. And you're quite right. There are lots of other applications where a time delay is required. This one is a clip-and-save circuit if you're into clipping and saving!

**Two-In-One.** This circuit is a combination of two circuits that used to save me many hours of work. (Refer to Fig. 6.) In the closed position, it will latch on any open circuit no matter how short it may be. Testing for opens in cables, bad circuit board traces, or intermittent circuits (swingers,) in security systems is easy with this tester.

In the open position, it will latch on any conductive path of up to 100k. When making up cables, I did not try to label each lead as I soldered it. Instead, you're saving!

**Fig. 6.** This circuit can be used to test for opens in cables, bad circuit-board traces, or intermittent circuits (swingers,) in security systems.

---

**Fig. 5.** In this delay timer circuit, transistor Q1 and resistor R1 form an inverting amplifier; while the charge/discharge cycle of C1 provides the time delay function.
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I grouped five or six leads in a bunch, and used the tester to quickly separate the lead of interest. A small bar with 10 switches and clip leads speeds up the process even further. You can form and label a harness in half the time it takes to label each lead as installed. Book Byron?

—James A. Perrigo, Beaver, OR

On the way, Jim. And I'd suggest that any of our readers who are involved in industrial electronics take note. Bring this circuit to work the next time you're doing a big cabling job, and you'll be a hero!

A/B Switch. I just resumed my electronic hobbying after a nine-year hiatus. My renewed interest was sparked by a friend who wanted an A/B switch for his video cameras, but rejected the commercial units due to the cost. I went through the catalogs, dug out old schematics, all to no avail. After an afternoon of drawing and breadboarding, I came up with this circuit (see Fig. 7). Now I'd like to share the circuit, and thought that your column would be the ideal vehicle.

The circuit consists of three IC's and a handful of resistors. Two gates from a 4011 quad 2-input NAND gate (U1-a and U1-b) are configured as a monostable multivibrator (one-shot) that, when switch S1 is pressed, triggers a 4017 decade counter/divider, which has been set to recycle after a count of two. The outputs of U2 at pins 2 and 3 are fed to the control inputs of U3 (a 4066 quad bilateral switch) at pins 12 and 13. Depending on which control input is high, either the J1 or J2 output is selected.

With a little modification, the switch could be set to trigger at a set rate (automatically); and with the addition of another 4066, it could have as many as eight channels. One application that comes to mind would be in a security surveillance system.

—Chris Coates, Woodstock, Ontario, Canada

Very nice, Chris. You have done exactly what we recommend—find a need and fill it. However, Chris, there is one thing that bothers me. We electronics hobbyists have a tendency to over-design—such is the case here; there is a bit more hardware in the circuit than is really necessary. But seeing that you've been away from electronics for so long, I think that what you managed to come up with is great. Nice going, Chris!

IR Remote Extender. I use this circuit to operate my VCR or CD player from another room. It's really an infrared signal repeater. The signal from my remote is received and then retransmitted over wires to an infrared LED. The beam from the LED is then picked up by the receiving window on the VCR or CD player.

See Fig. 8. The visible light LED (LED1) in series with the "IR" unit (LED2) is there to indicate that the transmitted signal has been detected. The 100k trimmer potentiometer (R1) adjusts the repeater's sensitivity. The resistor that one usually finds in series with the LED's was omitted, as the voltage reading was about 1.0 volt DC because of the voltage drop across the lines.

Incidently, I used 50 feet of #24 speaker wire. All components are readily available and you should have no trouble in duplicating this circuit.

—Jean-Pierre Dube, Moncton, N.B., Canada

Tres bon, Jean-Pierre! Good circuit, and with many practical applications. We'll be sending you a book, and I know you'll enjoy it. Now get busy and send in another circuit. We've got lots of other books!

Electronic Chime. Byron, awhile back, I was wondering how to create a bell or chime tone electronically. This (see Fig. 9) is the circuit that I came up with. It's ideal for sounding an audible attention-getter without the raucous sound of a buzzer.

The circuit is built around a 556 dual oscillator/timer, which is wired to generate two separate square waves. The first, an audio tone that sets the pitch of the bell, is used to drive the base of Q1 via R5. The second square wave provides the "striker." It has a full cycle of about one second, a duty cycle of about 95%, and provides the collector voltage for Q1 via C5 and R6. When the striker signal goes high, Q1 conducts and the audio tone is present at the speaker. As C5 charges, the
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Experiments In Electrophotography

Learn about Kirlian photography, Lichtenberg figures, and more when you explore the world of electrophotography.

By Stanley A. Czarnik

In 1939, a Russian technician by the name of Semyon Davidovich Kirlian noticed a spark jump from the high-voltage glass electrode of an electrotherapy machine to the skin of a human being. He wondered if the flash could be photographed without using a camera and proceeded to investigate.

Kirlian replaced the glass electrode with a metal one to avoid exposing the film, put his own hand on the surface of the electrodes, and turned on the high-frequency current. Semyon Kirlian’s hand was badly burned, but the experiment worked. When the film was developed, it showed a very unusual image of his fingers.

Kirlian and his wife, Valentina, found that any object capable of conducting electricity could be photographed in the same way. No ordinary illumination was necessary, only the bluish-white corona surrounding the conductive object when connected to an appropriate high-voltage circuit.

In 1949, Semyon and Valentina Kirlian obtained a patent for “a method of photography with the aid of high-frequency currents.” That method is now often called “Kirlian photography.”

Lichtenberg Figures. The story of Semyon Kirlian has become common knowledge. What is less well-known is that the creation of “electrical-spark” pictures actually occurred much, much earlier in history. They can be attributed to one of the most thoroughly unusual scientists ever, a man by the name of Georg Christoph Lichtenberg, born in the little village of Ober-Ramstadt near Darmstadt, Germany, on July 1, 1742.

As a Professor of Mathematics and Physics at the University of Gottingen, Lichtenberg found himself attracted to experimental science. He was fascinated by the complexity of things in their natural state, and experimentation provided him with a way of experiencing that complexity. Lichtenberg, justly famous for his proverbs and aphorisms, phrased it like this: "The way to determine the secret workings of Nature is from analogous cases where one has caught her in the act." Lichten-
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Here's one good way of arranging your electrophotographic equipment. The high-voltage lead wire coming off the induction coil is connected to an alligator clip attached to a couple of flexible brass strips on the inside edge of the Petri dish. The subject, a key in this case, is held up against the bottom of the dish with a small spring. The spring support mechanism is hidden under a few layers of black velvet. The ground wire, coming out from beneath the velvet, is attached to a metal utility sink. The induction coil is supported by an ordinary laboratory ringstand.

Lichtenberg's unique intelligence won him the respect and admiration of William Herschel, Allesandro Volta, Goethe, Kant, and many others.

Lichtenberg had access to a simple static device known as an electrophore, invented by Volta in 1775. An electrophore is a system of conductive and dielectric components arranged in a layer-cake fashion that, once charged, can be made to deliver a number of electrical impulses. Lichtenberg's electrophore was very large. The dielectric, probably made of resin, wax, and turpentine, weighed 50 pounds by itself.

According to Lichtenberg, it so happened that the cover of the giant electrophore was for a time lifted off the resin base. That permitted dust to settle on the electrified dielectric. The dust did not settle evenly. Instead, designs appeared and patterns formed. The results were completely surprising and utterly spectacular. Lichtenberg saw stars, suns, branches, beams, clouds, arches, and various other shapes. He was delighted.

We know now that such "Lichtenberg figures" are created by electric sparks gliding over the exterior of the dielectric; the paths taken by the sparks are made visible by the dust.

Lichtenberg had other ideas. He thought that his dust patterns might indicate the presence of electricity in the same way that iron filings indicate the presence of magnetism. He also thought that the designs were somehow similar to the lines and angles formed in the winter by frost on a window. Remember that Lichtenberg's interpretations were first put forward over 200 years ago.

Methodology. The traditional method of creating electrophotographic corona images requires a metal-plate electrode, a dielectric plate (usually made of glass), and a piece of sheet film. The film is placed over the dielectric. The dielectric is placed over the metal electrode. The metal electrode is connected to a high-voltage power supply. Finally, the subject to be photographed is pressed flat and firmly against the film from the top. That device is very similar to some-
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other end. Attach the clip to a cold-water pipe.

The black velvet provides a smooth, dark, non-reflective background for your electrophotographs. Black velvet can be obtained at any large fabric store. Cut a small piece of the material, fold it over a couple of times, cut a slit in the center with a sharp knife, then carefully push the spring through the slit. Make sure the metal-spring support and the ground wire are under at least two layers of velvet. Do not allow the ground cable to touch the bottom of the Petri dish.

**Suitable Subjects.** The items you study may be any small, flat, conductive object. Small metallic subjects are the easiest to work with. There are a great many examples: keys, rings, gears, paper clips, aluminum foil, old jewelry, scrap metal, clumps of wire, and so on. Note: The procedures outlined in this article are not intended for use with human or animal subjects.

The object to be photographed is placed on top of the spring support. Make sure that there is a good metal-to-metal electrical contact between the spring and the subject. Then, gently lower the Petri dish over the whole assembly. When everything else is ready, pour 1/2 to 1/4 inch of clean water into the dish.

**Film and Photography.** Over the years, amateur and professional researchers have tried many kinds of film in an effort to capture the sheer beauty of corona discharge. In general, fast films with ISO numbers of 400 or more are preferred; but, even very slow films will work if given a longer exposure time.

If I had to make a recommendation, it would be Ektar 1000, a new high-speed color-print film manufactured by Eastman Kodak. The clarity and detail possible with that film, not to mention the color, are superior. All of my own electrophotographic experiments were done with Ektar 1000.

Even with high-speed film, a very dim corona will usually require a time exposure. It is very difficult to be more specific. In any particular case, a longer or shorter exposure time will affect the appearance of different objects in different ways. One important variable seems to be surface texture. Another is moisture. Yet another is the pressure with which the object is held up against the bottom of the Petri dish.

Successful electrophotography requires a lot of experimentation. Do not be disappointed if your first efforts are not satisfactory; stick with it!

Beyond that, you do not need an extensive theoretical knowledge of photography to take pictures of corona discharge images. What you do need is a 35mm camera, a close-up lens, a cable release, a good tripod, and a room that can be made completely dark.

You must position your equipment so that the camera is held stationary over the subject matter in the center of the Petri dish; the lens, of course, must point straight down. One way of accomplishing that involves placing the dish, the wood blocks, and the subject support mechanism near the corner of a small table. That allows you to put the subject matter between the legs of the tripod. It is then much easier to get the camera into the proper position.

And remember, make sure that the high-voltage lead and the ground wire are both well away from the legs of the tripod. If either of these conductors gets too close to the photographic equipment, you are liable to get an electric shock when you touch your camera!

**More Precautions.** Before you begin your experiments, it is a good idea to place a small desk lamp or flashlight near your apparatus. Moving around in the dark with high-voltage equipment in operation is very, very dangerous. If you need to find something, like the end of your cable release, momentarily turn on your nearby light.

And speaking of light, you can do all of your framing and focusing under normal illumination. But, of course, take the corona photographs in a dark room. Even small amounts of ordinary light may ruin your pictures.

This is also a good time to say that dogs, cats, small children, and other unpredictable creatures should not be allowed in your experimental area. Electrophotography is best done alone or with no more than one assistant who knows exactly what's going on and the proper precautions to follow.

Finally, do not leave the high-voltage power supply on for too long or without some conscious supervision. The area right around the conductive subject has a tendency to become warm. And watch carefully for any unnecessary heavy sparking. If anything begins to look suspicious, turn off and unplug your equipment, and then check for trouble.

This article was written based on the assumption that most of you will be getting your high-voltage output from a small induction coil. However, some of you may want to use something larger. If you do choose to experiment with a stronger source of high-voltage current, the entire arrangement of props and hardware may have to be modified or completely redesigned. The larger your high-voltage power supply, the more careful you must be.
MOBILE

BATTERY CHARGER

BY LUTHER M. STROUD

Do the batteries in your portable equipment seem to go dead just when you need them most? Then build this take-along NiCd charger, and save time and aggravation!

The most expensive source of electrical power is the battery. With the upswing in availability of take-along devices, and the ever increasing cost of using disposable batteries, rechargeables make an attractive renewable alternative power source for portable electronic devices. Video camcorders, cordless power tools, and other high-current devices are rapidly increasing the popularity of rechargeables, chief among them are NiCd batteries, despite their high initial cost. NiCd rechargeables, which are available in many sizes and shapes, are often placed in multiple-unit holders, and charged as a single unit, called quick-change packs. The quick-change packs allow the user to replace the old power source with a previously charged pack fresh from an AC line-operated charger system with minimum effort.

Of course for every convenience there is a price to pay. In this case, the downside is that in order to make those packs truly convenient, you must have more than one for each piece of equipment that you intend to use whenever you’re away from an AC outlet for any length of time.

However, the Mobile Charger described in this article eliminates the need to be near an AC source in order to replenish your portable power packs. The Mobile Charger can be used with almost any type of NiCd battery while you are away from AC-line power. And that alone can save you a bundle in extra battery cost. In addition, even those NiCd batteries that have terminal voltages greater than the available source voltage can be recharged.

About Rechargeable Batteries. Most of the batteries that you are likely to come across are of the slow-charge variety, which have charge-current rates specified for periods of 12 to 14 hours. The rate of charge that a rechargeable can handle is about 10 percent of rated battery capacity and is sometimes printed right on the label.

Table 1 shows some typical charge currents for popular-size batteries. The so called “fast-charge” type use a vari-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Size</th>
<th>Amp/hr rate</th>
<th>R4 value (14 hr rate)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>150 mA</td>
<td>120 ohms @ .25-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>500 mA</td>
<td>47 ohms @ .5 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1500 mA</td>
<td>12 ohms @ .5 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1500 mA</td>
<td>12 ohms @ .5 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (HIGH CAPACITY)</td>
<td>4000 mA</td>
<td>3.3 ohms @ 2 watt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ety of charge-current rates and should be monitored for cell voltage, charge time, and sometimes even battery temperature by rather sophisticated charging circuits.

Although they are specially designed for abusive charge/discharge cycles, they will be very happy with the Mobile Charger's constant-current charging system and will likely last longer too. The discussion of fast charging of NiCd batteries is beyond the scope of this article.

About the Circuit. To charge a 12-volt NiCd battery, one needs a DC source of at least 15 volts, more than what a 12-volt auto electrical system with the engine running can deliver. But there's no problem with the Mobile Charger; it converts the 12-volt DC source from an automobile's cigarette-lighter socket to nearly twice that amount with an AC-to-DC converter followed by a half-wave voltage doubler.

The heart of the circuit (see Fig. 1) is a TDA2003 audio power-amplifier integrated circuit (U1), which is intended for automotive-stereo applications. The TDA2003 has internal overload protection for automotive electrical systems and provides a peak-current output of 3.5 amps. In this application, U1 is used as a power square-wave oscillator.

Resistors R1 and R2 set the operating point of U1's non-inverting input at about 2 volts. Capacitor C1 (which is tied between pin 2 of U1 and ground) charges toward 2 volts through a 220k resistor internal to U1. When the charge on C1 reaches about 2 volts, pin 4 is pulled to near ground potential, causing C1 to begin discharging.

When C1 is sufficiently discharged, the sequence of events is repeated, producing a pulsating DC voltage that continues as long as power is applied to the circuit. The repetition rate of that action (oscillation) is about 4 kHz, producing a 12-volt peak-to-peak square-wave output signal at pin 4 of U1. The output of U1 causes C2 to rapidly charge through D1 and then discharge through D2 on alternate half cycles.

As C2 discharges into D2, that charge is combined with +12-volts DC from the cigarette-lighter plug, causing C3 to charge to nearly twice the available supply voltage. During each half cycle of the pulsating DC waveform, the charge on C3 is dumped to the battery through a constant-current circuit. The charge-current level is determined by the value of R4 and the voltage drop across LED1.

![Cigarette Lighter Plug](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 1.** The heart of the Mobile Charger circuit is a TDA2003 audio-power amplifier, which is configured as an oscillator. The pulsating output of U1 is fed to a voltage-doubler circuit to provide an output signal that's nearly twice the magnitude of the available source voltage.

**PARTS LIST FOR THE MOBILE CHARGE**

**SEMIConDUCTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U1</td>
<td>TDA2003 or LM383 audio-amplifier, integrated circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>2N3055T or TIP31 NPN, silicon power transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>IN4002 1-amp, 100-PIV, rectifier diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED1</td>
<td>Jumbo red light-emitting diode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESISTORS**

All resistors are ½-watt, 5% units, unless otherwise noted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistance</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>390,000 ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>2.2 megohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>2200 ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>10 ohm, ½ watt (see text)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.1-µF, 50-WVDC or greater ceramic disc capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>220-µF, 25-WVDC electrolytic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>½-amp fast-blow fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>SPST toggle or slide switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>Printed-circuit materials, enclosure, IC socket, auto-lighter plug, alligator clips, fuse holder, wire, solder, hardware, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The following items are available from Plishing Technical Services, PO Box 1951, Fort Worth, Texas 76101:

A kit of parts containing all electronic components, fuse holder, switch, enclosure, blank PC board (wire, connectors, and hardware not included) for $23.00, postage paid. Texas residents please include appropriate sales tax. Please allow from 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.

When a battery is connected from the collector of Q1 to the +V source, the charge current's rate of flow is essentially constant regardless of the load. Whether it's an 18-volt battery or a dead short, the current flow remains unchanged. Keep in mind that the dissipation of Q1 increases as the voltage drop across the load goes down. At a dead short, Q1 will dissipate 2.4 watts. If batteries below 12 volts are being charged, it's best to open S1, disabling the voltage-doubler stage (D1, D2, and C2) and minimizing the heat dissipated by Q1.

**Putting It Together.** The Mobile Charger is a simple project that can be assembled in any form the reader chooses. The author chose to cut isolated areas in a printed-circuit blank (unetched board) and solder the circuit components directly to large areas of the copper. In the author's layout the large copper areas serve as a heat sink and lid for the plastic enclosure.

The areas of copper can be isolated in a variety of ways. You can score the copper foil with a sharp knife and peel away the narrow strips or grind isolated paths into the copper foil with a hobby moto-tool. If you want to etch the isolating tracks into the blank, completely mask the unetched circuit PC board with tape and peel away narrow strips where you want the etchant to remove the copper.

If you plan to use the Mobile Charger to replenish batteries requiring more than 300 mA of charge current, you may need to increase the size of the heat sink used on U1 and Q1. Mounting U1 and Q1 on a large heat sink and increasing C1 and C2 to 1000 microfarads should allow charging currents of nearly 1 amp to be developed for charging fast-charge type batteries.

If you plan on using the project with several different sizes of NiCd batteries, you can add a multi-position switch with which to select resistors of the appropriate values for R4.

(Continued on page 94)
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Studying radio circuits from years ago might seem unrewarding, but there are advantages to doing so. The circuits are often so simple, especially in comparison with modern receivers, that they provide an excellent way of learning basic circuit operation. Further, some old radio circuits, or portions of them, are still used today.

**Beginning with Galena.** The crystal radio receiver shown in Fig. 1A is probably the most fundamental receiver ever designed. The series reactivity of the coil combined with the overall capacitance of the circuit makes the circuit series resonant for a narrow band of frequencies. By selecting different taps on the coil, the resonant frequency of the circuit can be adjusted to tune in a desired signal.

The coil L1, in Fig. 1A could be eliminated and we would then have a receiver with just two parts—the crystal detector and the headphones (then called a telephone receiver). Such a circuit would be used when there was only one station in the area powerful enough to be received, so the circuit lost its popularity as more stations went on the air. However, should you live next door to a radio station, the circuit will work very well.

Figure 1B is the same circuit as Fig. 1A minus coil L1. The circuit is now recognizable as a halfwave rectifier, and is very much like the rectifiers used in power supplies. The input signal from the source (whether a power transformer or an antenna system) is AC, but the output waveform is pulsating DC. The voltage rises and falls like half of a sine wave.

The important difference between the circuits is not in the circuits themselves, but in their inputs. The circuit in Fig. 1B works on one signal that's usually at 60 Hz, while the circuit in Fig. 1A works with a minimum of two frequencies at a time: the radio frequency and that of the audio signal. Let's look at how an audio signal is "placed" on a radio wave so the two waves can travel together.

**The Modulated Signal.** Let's take a radio signal of one megahertz (1 MHz) as an example. The signal is a sine wave that repeats one million times a second (see Fig. 2A). If it were received by the circuit in Fig. 1A nothing would be heard, mainly because we can't hear sounds at those frequencies, but also because the headphones can't respond at such high frequencies. The capacitance between coil windings in the headphones makes it appear like a short to such frequencies. Almost all of the carrier frequency is bypassed past the headset to ground. In fact, a capacitor is often deliberately shunted across the headphones to provide a better path to ground for the high frequency signals, that effectively makes the headphones insensitive to anything but audio signals.

In Fig. 2B there is a 1000-hertz (1 kHz) signal. In Fig. 2C the carrier is modulated by this frequency. The resultant signal is shown in Fig. 2D.

---

**Fig. 1.** The diagram on the left (A) might be of the very first crystal radio. The halfwave rectifier (B) is a direct relation of the detector circuit in a crystal receiver.
Journey back with us and find out about the radios of the past.
A peek at what once was might help you understand

BY MARTIN CLIFFORD

CIRCUITS

A sinewave that we can use to control or "modulate" the amplitude of the 1-MHz sinewave. The two waves when combined that way are often drawn as shown in Fig. 2C. Note the variation in amplitude coincides with the amplitude of the 1-MHz wave. The original 1-MHz signal is called the "carrier" and the superimposed audio waveform is said to "modulate" the carrier.

When a modulated carrier is received by the radio, it is rectified to become a pulsed signal that is sent to the headphones. The height of the pulses corresponds to the amplitude of the modulating audio signal. While the headphones cannot respond to each pulse individually because of their high frequency, they tend to average out the bumpy waveform, which gives you the audio signal back again. The process of picking the audio off a carrier is called "demodulation."

Selectivity. The problem with the receiver in Fig. 1A is that it has very little frequency selectivity. That means that two carriers close to each other in frequency can pass through the receiver with practically equal strength causing two audio programs to be heard in the headphones at once.

Better selectivity can be had with the circuit of Fig. 3. The antenna's radio-frequency coil (actually a transformer designed to operate at radio frequencies) has a tapped primary winding for tuning, while the secondary winding is tuned by a variable capacitor. The secondary's taps are used to set the frequency band.

To tune that receiver, the primary and secondary windings must be selected, and the tuning capacitor and crystal had to be adjusted. That means four tuning controls in all. The crystal could be adjusted by positioning one of its contacts (often called a "cat's whisker" because it is made out of very thin phosphor-bronze wire) in the best spot on the crystal.

The crystal set had no on/off switch since it runs on carrier-signal energy. Consequently, the receiver could remain on all the time. No fuses were ever needed and the utility bill was never affected.

Selectivity was still very poor, even with those rigs, but if two stations were heard simultaneously it was regarded as a low price to pay for free in-home entertainment that required so little maintenance.

Antennas and Grounds. Those receivers had no voltage control; reception was so weak one was never needed. Therefore, the most important criterion was loudness and the greater the volume the better the receiver. Since a crystal only rectifies the incoming signal and does not amplify it, the only way to get more volume from a set was to make the antenna as long as possible. Considering the broadcast frequencies used, that was a valid solution.

Another technique was to expand the antenna from a simple long line to several lines in parallel. Those techniques worked fine for listeners in rural areas, but in big cities experimenters

Fig. 3. This is an improved crystal radio of vintage 1910-1920. The efficient, tuned antenna-coil circuit provided better sound performance with reasonable selectivity.
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were very often limited to antennas within the home, say an attic or bedroom. The antenna was often mounted near the ceiling. Sometimes even a bedspring would be used.

An antenna is classically regarded as the signal source, but a signal is a voltage that requires some reference, or ground. That means the receiver must have a ground connection also. Heating radiators and plumbing in general make good grounds. Having a rig with a long-wire antenna and heating-pipe ground, is strange by today's standards, but years back, it was the cat's meow!

Before Vacuum Tubes. There were three problems facing early radio pioneers: signal detection, signal selectivity, and signal amplification. The first of those, signal detection, was made easier by the introduction of the crystal diode. Signal selectivity was somewhat improved with tapped or tuned inductors. But prior to the invention of the triode, signal amplification remained stubborn and nearly unsolvable.

A mechanical amplifier seemed the obvious answer and one was based on the concept of a lever. Take a short length of any rigid material (see Fig. 4) and pivot it around any point except the middle. One end will trace a longer arc than the other end. For a little variation at one point you can get a big variation somewhere else. The problem, of course, was how to translate that fundamental idea into a practical audio- or radio-frequency amplifier.

The task was accomplished with the Brown amplifying circuit shown in Fig. 5. The input is supplied at points A and E and it goes to a pair of coils, identified as C. Below those coils are another pair of coils marked M that are receiving direct current from the battery (B). The field set up by the M coils is disturbed by the C coils as the audio signal passes through them. That causes a highly-flexible metallic armature, denoted as V (for vibrator) in the figure, to vibrate in step with the audio. That in turn compresses and releases a small disc (D) of resistive material such as carbon. The resistance of the disc varies with the amount of pressure applied, so the current flow in the headphones is controlled by the armature motion, which is in turn controlled by the current through the C coils.

A pair of such "amplifying-relay" circuits could be used to produce even greater signal amplification. However, the device had its disadvantages. The tuned triode, tors. But activity, were very


Introducing Heterodyning. The heterodyne receiver was an important step in improving selectivity. Heterodyning is the process of taking two signals of different frequencies and adding them to get a resultant frequency (whose frequency is usually the difference between the two parent frequencies).

In the earliest heterodyne receivers, the heterodyning action took place between the received radio signal and one produced by a local oscillator. The frequency of the oscillator was about 1 kHz above that of the received signal. The beat frequency produced by adding the waveforms was sent to the headphones as the "audio" signal. It was just a single tone that indicated the presence of the carrier, but that is all that is needed for Morse code CW (continuous wave) reception. The tone spelled out the dots and dashes.

The problem, however, was that of developing a local-oscillator signal with vacuum tubes still some time in the future. The local oscillator prevalent at the time was based on a carbon arc connected to a 110-volt DC power line. (See Fig. 6.)

The frequency of the spark was tuned by a series circuit consisting of L4 and C1. Additional tuning was provided by making the inductance of L4 variable by using a slider or a tap of the type then popular with crystal sets. The arc circuit was inductively coupled to L3, which was directly connected to tuning coil L1. The heterodyning (or signal beating) action took place in L1. The heterodyned wave was inductively coupled into L2 which was tuned by variable capacitor C2.

As we mentioned earlier, a capacitor was ordinarily shunted across the head-set (7) in home crystal sets, but that was found to be unnecessary. The inductive reactance of the headphones plus its internal-wiring capacitance worked as an LC filter, separating the audio signal from the much higher frequency of the rectified carrier.

As simple as it was, the heterodyne receiver was an important advance, for it could be considered as the basis for the development of the superheterodyne. However, when vacuum tubes finally came along, it took a few years before the superheterodyne made its appearance in home receivers.

With the arrival of the triode vacuum tube and its use as an oscillator and a detector, the carbon arc was dis-
Then Came Tubes. The circuit in Fig. 7 dates back to 1916/1917 and is unusual in a number of ways. Ordinarily the signal input starts at the left with the signal moving progressively to the right. Here the opposite prevails, with the signal brought in at the antenna terminal (A) at the right and the headset output at the left.

The elaborate arrangement of coils was used to separate signals better. The receiver was used for both broadcast and long-wave reception of CW and voice.

From point A, the signal was brought into a loading coil, L0. It served to increase the apparent length of the antenna. Loading coils are still used for CB reception except that the coils are now built into the antenna.

The first physical tuning stage was L2, a tapped coil using a slider. From the slider the signal was fed into L3, a variometer that was a type of variocoupler. The unit shown consisted of two coils with a primary winding (called a tickler) capable of rotating 180° inside a fixed secondary winding. The position of the movable coil determined the amount of mutual inductance. That was at maximum when the coil currents were in phase; minimum when they were out of phase.

From the variocoupler the signal was brought into a transformer (L1) having taps on both primary and secondary windings. The slider of the primary winding was also connected to a pair of switches capable of putting either C1, C2, or both, in series with L1, adding somewhat to the selectivity.

The triode tube, V1, functioned as a diode/triode, with the filament and control grid as the diode section, and the filament, control grid, and plate as the triode. As shown here, the symbol for the filament is the same as that of an electric light bulb, but it was subsequently modified.

The triode uses three separate DC-voltage sources. A "A" battery is used for the filament current, a "B" battery for plate voltage, and a "C" battery for bias. Note that the filament battery (B2) is in series with a rheostat (R1) and an ammeter. The rheostat was necessary since there was considerable variation in tube characteristics. The rheostat was adjusted until the ammeter indicated the correct amount of filament current.

The plate (anode) current was also measured by an ammeter (M1). The best plate voltage was selected by using the positive plates of the cells in B1 as taps.

Bias for the tube was obtained from a bias battery (called the "C" battery), B3, shunted by a rheostat but by a potentiometer, R1. The bias battery supplied voltage for the control grid, but there was no current flow from the battery to that tube element. The purpose of the battery was to permit the tube to operate from the bottom end of its characteristic curve, thus supplying signal rectification.

To be able to work as a continuous wave (CW) radio, the receiver was equipped with a feedback transformer, T2. Regeneration was controlled by adjusting the coupling between the transformer's windings. With the correct amount of feedback the triode tube bordered on the edge of oscillation. With its frequency and that of the incoming signal heterodyned, the CW signal was converted to an audible signal. Voice signals could also be heard by adjusting regeneration below the point of oscillation.

Varicale-capacitor C3 in the grid circuit of the tube also helped control feedback. A supplementary capacitor, C4, could be switched in parallel with C3 to modify the tuning range.

The audio signal was coupled to the headphones by transformer T1. It was an iron-core unit. The primary winding of T1 is a tuned audio-frequency circuit, peaking the audio signal at some selected frequency.

Another Receiver. Figure 8 shows a simpler circuit. The selectivity of the receiver was no better than that of its (Continued on page 96)
If a fancy modern receiver is beyond your budget, or if you're just interested in experimenting with receiver circuits, then the building blocks we present will be worth your while.

By Joseph J. Carr

One of the joys of experimenting with electronic circuits is building a project that not only works well, but is useful and provides a certain amount of either enjoyment or utility later on. Radio receivers fall into that category, but are generally considered advanced projects that cannot be accomplished by the average experimenter. Many people erroneously believe that only kit-built receivers are candidate projects for them because of the alleged complexity of radio receivers.

However, modern integrated-circuit electronics makes it a lot easier to design and build your own receiver today than ever before. In this article we will look at a few of the types of circuits that make up a radio receiver, and offer some suggestions for custom-tailoring your own radio for the VLF AM-broadcast, or shortwave bands.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram for the basic superhet receiver. The required stages consist of the mixer/local oscillator (also called a converter if combined into one circuit), intermediate-frequency (IF) amplifier, detector, and audio-frequency (AF) amplifier. The AF amplifier is subdivided into preamplifier and power-amplifier or output-amplifier sections, although today they are usually combined into one integrated circuit. The RF amplifier is optional, but highly recommended.

The superhet receiver operates on a frequency-conversion technique. The received radio frequency (RF) is converted to another frequency by mixing (i.e. "heterodyning") it with a local oscillator (LO) frequency. The new frequency generated by the mixing of the RF and LO signals is called the intermediate frequency (IF), and can be either the sum or difference between RF and LO; that is, the IF is equal to RF + LO, RF - LO, or LO - RF. In most radios, other than classy communications receivers, one of the difference frequencies is used for the IF because lower frequency circuits are easier to design, build, and tame.

The IF frequency is produced by mixing the LO and RF together in a nonlinear element called the mixer circuit, or the converter if the LO and mixer are in a single circuit. The main gain of the receiver is provided by the IF amplifier. Gain figures can approach 100 dB in some receivers, which in most instances means multiple IF stages.

The detector circuit is used to demodulate the signal at the output of the IF amplifier, and thereby produce an audio signal that represents the modulation of the original radio carrier. That signal is then passed on to the audio-amplifier chain where it is built-up to a point where it can drive a loudspeaker or earphones.

Fig. 1. This block diagram for a superheterodyne receiver displays its most significant sections. Note a converter can be considered a combined mixer and local oscillator.
Direct-conversion receivers (popular with homebrewers) also use a frequency-translation process, but it is entirely different in its nature from the superhet principle. The straight superhet will not demodulate CW and SSB signals unless a product detector is used in place of the envelope detector that "decodes" AM. But the direct-conversion receiver is basically a product detector that operates at the RF frequency to demodulate that signal directly to audio. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of such a receiver. The local oscillator is tuned to the same frequency as the RF signal coming into the antenna. The difference frequency, when the LO is adjusted correctly, is the modulating audio frequency in the case of SSB, and a selected sidetone frequency for CW (i.e. the frequency of the tone you hear in the output).

The output of the superhet converter stage in a direct-conversion receiver is audio, but may contain some residual elements of the RF and LO signals, or other mixer products than the difference frequency. In order to smooth this output signal, a low-pass filter that passes only the audio signals is typically used downstream from the converter.

We will not cover the direct-conversion receiver in detail, but the reader may infer the design principles from the superhet discussions that follow. In order to discuss the circuits that you can use to make your own home-designed receiver, let's start at the front-end and work towards the detector and audio amplifier stages.

Front-End Circuits. The front-end of the radio receiver consists of the RF amplifier (if used) and the converter or mixer/LO stages. The basis for our designs will be the Signetics NE602 balanced mixer integrated circuit. That device has limited dynamic range, but is sufficient for our purposes because it compensates with a better-than-average noise figure and sufficient conversion gain to eliminate the need for an RF amplifier in most projects.

The pinouts for the NE602 IC converter are shown in Fig. 3. There are two inputs that together form a balanced pair along with two outputs. In some cases, both outputs are used but in others only a single output (pin 4) is used. Either an internal or external oscillator can be used with the NE602, and both versions will be presented here. In the circuits that we present here the supply voltage for the NE602 will be +5 to +9 volts DC.

Figure 4 shows a superheterodyne converter circuit based on the NE602 IC. The input circuit is broadbanded by using an RF transformer built on a toroid powdered iron form. The ratio L2/L1 is typically 10:1 to 12:1; i.e., there are 10 to 12 turns on L2 for every turn on L1. Experiments and published data show good starting numbers are 20 to 24 turns on L2, with 2 to 3 turns in L1 for frequencies in the upper-shortwave region. As frequency is decreased, the number of turns is increased to about 34 to 40 turns on L2 at the AM-broadcast band.

The capacitors and the 100-ohm resistor in the V+ circuit (connected to pin 8 of the NE602) are used for isolation and decoupling. Those components prevent RF in the NE602 circuit from travelling to other stages of the radio via the DC power line, or alternatively, signals from other stages from modulating the converter stage (or possibly causing oscillation).

The oscillator circuit of Fig. 4 consists of the components attached to pins 6 and 7 of the NE602 IC. The actual tuning is set by a variable capacitance diode (varactor), D1. That diode is essentially a voltage-tuned capacitor. The oscillating frequency should be set 455 kHz above the desired RF frequency using the following expression:

\[ f = \frac{1}{(6.28V/C)} \]

or, if you know (or have on hand) either the capacitor or the inductor:

\[ L = \frac{1}{(39.5/C)} \]

or,

\[ C = \frac{1}{(39.5/L)} \]

In all three expressions, the frequency is in hertz, inductance in henrys, and the capacitance in farads (don't forget to convert units from microhenrys, megahertz or kilohertz, and picofarads).

![Block Diagram](image-url)
Example. Find the value of capacitance needed to resonate a 3.4-µH inductor at 9 MHz:

\[
C = \frac{1}{(39.5 \times L)}
\]

\[
C = \frac{1}{(39.5 \times (9,000,000)^2 \times 0.0000034)}
\]

\[
C = 91.9 \text{ pF}
\]

When making calculations allow about 10 pF for stray circuit capacitances. Also, the tuning circuit can consist of the diode plus a parallel capacitance. I've used a 22-pF varactor, a 27-pF ceramic disk, and a 6- to 70-pF trimmer capacitor to tune HF receiver projects. Standard tuning diodes are available from replacement-parts vendors such as NTE. Part numbers for use in the HF region are the NTE-613 (22 pF) and NTE-614 (33 pF). For a wider tuning range you can select the NTE-618 (440 pF).

The output of the NE602 must be tuned to the IF frequency, by a tuned IF transformer (T1 in Fig. 4). For most receiver projects, the difference frequency should be 455 kHz because of the easy availability of the coils. Several sources offer those coils, but perhaps the easiest to obtain are Bell/J.W. Miller (19070 Reyes Avenue, Rancho Dominguez, CA 90224) coils and Toko coils marketed by Digi-Key (PO. Box 677, Thief River Falls, MN 56701-0677; 1-800-344-4539), and others.

IF-Amplifier Circuits. The IF amplifier provides most of the gain in a superhet receiver, and it also supplies the narrowest bandwidth in the signal chain. Thus, the IF amplifier is chiefly responsible for both the sensitivity and selectivity of the radio receiver. In modern shortwave and ham-radio receivers, the IF amplifier can be quite complex, as witnessed by the designs used in modern shortwave and ham-radio receivers in the "kilobuck" range. Ours is a considerably simpler design, but is nonetheless effective. For those who need a more complex design I highly recommend The ARRL Radio Amateur's Handbook.

Figure 5 shows the basic circuit for an IF amplifier building block. For receivers requiring moderate gain (for example an AM receiver that is intended primarily for local reception) only one stage need be used. In shortwave receivers, or wherever superior sensitivity is sought, it is permissible to cascade two or three such stages to boost amplification as required. The gain of the stage is on the order of 50 dB, and some projects might need gains of as much as 80 to 110 dB.

The basis for the IF amplifier is the MC1350P gain-block chip (that chip is also available as a replacement part from NTE as part number NTE-746). The input circuit is tuned by either a single- or double-tuned transformer of the same sort used at the output of the NE602 stage discussed previously. The secondary impedance of that transformer should be on the order of 1000

(Continued on page 100)
Big Kids’ Boom Box


Getting good quality sound in a small space—a college student’s dormitory room, for instance, or a “first” apartment—can be a problem. There just isn’t any place to put all the components you need to do it right. Money can be a factor, too. The all-too-frequent solution is an inexpensive “boom box.”’ usually designed to run from flashlight batteries and best carried around on one’s shoulder. The sound emanating from those atrocities might most charitably be described as being “audible.” Besides, the knobs and buttons sometimes have a tendency to fall off.

For someone who seeks quality, as well as convenience and small size, there must be a better answer. Well, Bose Corporation thought so too, and came up with its AW-1 Acoustic Wave Music System. The approximately boom-box-size unit contains an AM/FM stereo receiver and cassette deck coupled to a truly amazing speaker system (Bose, just to refresh your memory, is a speaker manufacturer of some repute) to which we’ll return in a moment.

The AW-1 box—which resembles in appearance a scale model of one of those 10,000-room Miami Beach or Las Vegas hotels—has no handle; it weighs 18 pounds and is intended to repose more or less permanently in the corner of a room or on a bookshelf (although a car cigarette-lighter cord and dry-cell battery pack are available separately from the manufacturer if you desire to take the unit somewhere with you). The speaker system consists of a single 4½-inch low-frequency driver that operates up to 500 Hz and a pair of four-inch high-frequency drivers that take over above that. Each speaker has its own amplifier, which helps keep the phase relationships of the signals for each clean and uncomplicated—the crossover function is performed electronically at low signal levels, rather than by a more brute-force method on full-strength signals at the speakers.

The low-frequency response of the AW-1 system has to be heard to be believed; clean, rich bass is not supposed to come out of a box this size. The quality of the sound is due primarily to Bose’s Acoustic Wave enclosure, which creates a labyrinthian wideband waveguide structure whose resonant characteristics enhance bass response without making it boomy. We suspect that a good portion of the AW-1’s weight comes from the partitioning and bracing that make up the waveguide. Bose claims to have invested more than fourteen years and several million dollars in that technology, and the investment certainly seems to have paid off.

Although you can detect some stereo effect if you seat yourself directly in front of and just a few feet away from the unit, its stereo separation and imaging are not much to write home about. However, since the aim of the unit is to provide high-quality sound coupled with convenience, we doubt that its purchasers will be concerned about that deficiency. We have noted an appalling (to us, at any rate) number of “stereo” installations where all but the most blatant of left-right effects disappear, and even some where the right- and left-channel speakers are stacked in a corner one atop the other. Aaargh!

However, our observations do confirm a point that Bose also makes, namely that lots of people do not need, want, or just plain care about the features—all the bells, whistles, and flashing lights—without which we hard-boiled audiophiles do not consider a system complete. They just want to turn their system on and hear the (Continued on page 4)
So You Want to Lead a Band?


We've always wanted one of these devices. From time to time we come up with an idea for an amazing piece of music, but since we can't afford our own orchestra or band—or even piano player, come to think of it—the concept remains just that and is never heard in the light of day. One such composition was the Autumn Leaves March, a lively piece of music that probably would have made Cole Porter turn over in his grave. (John Philip Sousa would have loved it, though.) We've carried the music around in our head for more years than we'd disclose here, but until we got our hands on Casio's big (61-key) CT-650 Tone Bank keyboard, we never heard it. You just can't play that sort of thing on an acoustic guitar or nose flute!

We suspect that this keyboard is more for self-amusement than it is for professional use, but it is far from being a toy. To begin with, the CT-650 offers 465 different sounds. Note that we didn't use the terms "voices" or "instruments." Neither does Casio. That is probably because some of the sounds that come out of the unit's two 4½-inch speakers—it plays in stereo, by the way—could never come from conventional musical instruments. Sure, there are the usual piano, organ, and harpsichord voices, and brass and string sounds, but the CT-650 goes far beyond that. Among the 30 individual sounds that can be selected are also such synthesizer "instruments" as "Fantasy," "MIRACLE," and one labeled simply "Metallic Sound." There is a percussion selection, too, with gongs, triangles, wood blocks, cymbals, and drums of different types and sizes assigned to different keys. The percussion effects, by the way, are said to be digitized representations of sounds recorded from real instruments. There's even a very realistic "bells" sound that produces lingering cacophonous "aftershocks" of dingings and dongings, just as you would expect real bells to do.

That accounts for a few of the sounds, but where do the rest of the 465 come from? The CT-650 includes features that allow you to combine pairs of the 30 basic sounds to produce new ones. All the combinations—435 of them—are listed on a plate above the keyboard. Many of the combinations made sense to us—voices such as "16-8 Pipe (organ)" and "Woodwind Ensemble"—while others of the "Weird Fusion" and "Zydeco" probably have some significance of which we're not aware in the world of pop music. A few of the combinations, though—"Metal Tunes," "Full Metal Racket" and "Ghostly Voices," for example, not to mention "Polka of Doom"—seem to have gotten their names simply because those sound combinations had to be called something. Whatever they're called, the sounds are all interesting and fun to experiment with, and most of them are even musical.

(Note to Casio: There are more than 465 "sounds" in the CT-650—surely you have to count each of the different drums, gongs, triangles, etc. separately. That makes at least 513. By our count.)

As we've already mentioned, this is less a performance instrument than it is a device for self amusement. And, with the CT-650 you can do more than lead a band—you can be the band. First comes chord accompaniment for the musical equivalent of hunt-and-peck typists. A function called "Casio Chord" divides the keyboard into two sections, the top portion of which is used by your right hand to play the melody, and the lower portion—the bottom 18 keys—to produce chords. You don't have to know how to finger chords the old-fashioned way, pressing just a single key will generate a major triad (three-note chord). Each of the chord-producing keys is inconspicuously labeled so all you have to do is match the letter to the chord name appearing in the musical notation you may be working from. If you want a minor chord, press the proper key and any key to the right of it, for a major seventh chord, pressing the tonic key and
two to the right does the job. Finally, pressing four keys at once gets you a diminished seventh chord. It’s a neat system, once you get used to it—you never have to worry about which fingers are supposed to be on the black keys and which on the white ones, and transposing from one key to another becomes as easy as falling off a log. An AUTO HARMONIZE button adds right-hand harmony in the key (major, minor, seventh, etc.) selected by the left.

If accompanying yourself with simple chords and harmony isn’t enough, how about some rhythm? The CT-650 offers 20 different rhythm accompaniments: ROCK through REGGAE, to MARCH and Waltz. And if you want still more, the keyboard will back you up with a “neutral” instrumental accompaniment for each of the rhythms. The backup (and rhythm) instruments are fixed, regardless of the voice(s) you choose for the melody.

With the press of a button you can, if you like, have the keyboard play a bar or two of an introductory rhythm (with musical accompaniment, if you want it), as well as one or two bars to get you out of a piece. Another button adds a little riff to the rhythm whenever you feel it’s called for. The rhythms and accompaniments are always the same, but they are neutral enough not to become too irritating with repetition. They do restrict you somewhat in your repertoire—not all waltzes work the same way, for instance—but they can also provide a good measure of fun. It’s said, for example, that John Philip Sousa’s famous march Stars and Stripes Forever was originally written as a waltz. When that didn’t work, he simply played it faster and a little differently. You can do the same sort of thing on the CT-650.

Once you’ve found a sound/rhythm/accompaniment combination you like you can store it as one of four presets, recallable instantly. And, if you want still more music, the keyboard has a record/play memory that can store sequences of approximately 1250 notes. On playback, you can play along with the recording. All told, and depending on the mode it’s in, the CT-650 has a polyphonic capability of ten tones at once.

With all the bells and whistles cranked up and running full tilt, you can have yourself a grand time! The keyboard almost seems to—actually, it can—play itself. A couple of times we got so caught up in the music we and the keyboard were producing that we took our left hand off the keyboard to conduct and forgot to get it back in time to change chords.

For more serious work, the CT-650 is also equipped with a Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) port that allows it to be used in conjunction with a computer or other MIDI-equipped gear. The percussion sounds can be transmitted directly to the keyboard’s MIDI port for use elsewhere.

The manual accompanying the CT-650 is not much, although it does have a nice section on MIDI. Casio also includes an instructional videotape with the keyboard. It is instructional, however, only to the point of mentioning and briefly demonstrating some of the unit’s features. It does not show you how to use them. There is also a demonstration melody built into the CT-650, supposedly to illustrate the keyboard’s versatility—but, unless we missed something, all it does is play an endless repetition of a popular melody in the piano voice.

At the rear of the keyboard are several jacks and controls. There are the MIDI connectors, of course, and two phone jacks for signal output to an external stereo-amplifier/speaker system. Using those jacks, though, does not disconnect the built-in speakers. There’s also a headphone jack that does cut off the speakers, and a jack for an AC adapter. The keyboard’s six “D”-size cells will power the keyboard for six hours or so, but using an external power supply will eliminate the need to stop and replace exhausted dry cells in the midst of a long concert performance. There are also jacks that permit you to add optional sustain and volume pedals. Finally, there’s a knob marked tune that allows you to adjust the pitch of the entire keyboard within ±30 cents (hundredths of a tone). We had a lot of fun with the CT-650. While we sometimes found it awkward to switch between the keys and control buttons (to get the keyboard to play out a tune, for instance), with practice that got easier. Besides, we were having such a ball that we hardly noticed.
running your music through your video system’s surround-sound processor, even echoes from the back of the room come from the front of the room.

That is where Yamaha enters the picture. Its DSP-100 Digital Sound Field Processor can provide you, the listener, with as many as 33 distinct sound-field environments. The DSP-100 is, optimally, a six-channel system and requires six channels of amplification and six speaker systems, although the four “effect” speakers and the amps that drive them need not be of the same power or caliber as the two “main” ones.

The “main” speakers are the ones you normally use in your stereo listening. The two “front effect” speakers are located behind and to the sides of those and provide a digitally synthesized sound representing that which would be reflected to your ears by the surfaces in the immediate vicinity of the performers, particularly behind them.

The “rear effect” speakers, which you situate behind you at a distance approximately equal to that separating you from the “main” speakers, provide synthesized ambience for the area behind (and sometimes above) you. All together, the six channels envelope you in a synthesized sound field that can provide the experience of listening to a performance in the type of surrounding for which it was originally intended. In a pinch when six speakers are not available or practical, a switch at the rear of the DSP-100 lets you squeeze by with a four-channel system by combining the main and front effect channels.

Yamaha uses five parameters to establish a sound field. Room size determines the apparent size of the listening area by adjusting the time between the early reflections. That is the first group of reflections you hear before the subsequent, dense, reverberation begins. Liveness refers to the apparent reflectivity of the listening area. A room with bare plaster walls is extremely “live,” while one whose walls are covered with draperies and that may be filled with people is much less so. The initial delay parameter changes your apparent distance from the source sound. Changing the reverberation time alters the apparent size of the acoustic environment by adjusting the amount of time it takes for the level of the dense subsequent reverberation sounds to decay (by 60 dB). Finally, modifying the high frequency reverberation time affects the quality of the sound by varying the cutoff frequency of the high-frequency reverberations. By combining digitally-delayed signals derived from a recording (or movie or live broadcast) in various degrees according to those parameters, different listening spaces can be emulated.

The DSP-100 includes preset parameters for 12 main environments. Those include Concert Hall (three sizes), Church, Chamber, Rock Concert, Jazz Club (two sizes), Discotheque, and Movie Theater (two sizes).

With the exception of CHURCH and CHAMBER, each preset has two “sub-programs.” There is also a Dolby Surround Sound mode, making for a total of 21 predefined listening environments. The DSP-100 allows you to modify the parameters of all of those sound fields to create your own, and to store twelve of those custom environments in memory for immediate recall. In all, the DSP-100 sound processor can make a total of 33 sound fields instantly available to you at any time you desire.

Yamaha claims to have derived most of the preset environments from acoustic measurements made at actual locations. Two of the JAZZ CLUB settings, for instance, reproduce Greenwich Village’s Village Gate and Village Vanguard clubs, and one of the ROCK CONCERT presets is derived from Los Angeles’ Roxy Theater. While the concert halls are not named, enough information about them is given to allow someone familiar with European, American, and Japanese locations to make informed guesses about the origins of most of the presets.

The DSP-100 is easy enough to set up and use. There are 18 “Setup & Adjustment” pages in the manual, but they are not hard to follow and cover several different variations on the number of amplifiers-and-speakers theme. Adjustment is not complicated and is made easier both by a TEST button that sends several combinations of front-rear and left-right pink noise to your speakers to help you in balancing the system’s sound output, and by a remote control that—among other things—lets you vary the degree of effect sound and even to mute it entirely for comparison with the original stereo version of your material. You can also change presets and vary effect parameters using the remote from your listening position (which is nice, because you can’t do it from the unit itself).

Yamaha has very thoughtfully included a video character-generator chip in the DSP-100 so that parameter settings can be viewed all together on your TV screen, rather than one-at-a-time on the unit’s built-in two-digit, seven-segment display. A useful feature.

The DSP-100 adds a lot to the listening experience. How much, exactly, depends on the content of the material it processes. In recordings already containing a significant amount of ambient sound—either real or synthesized—it manages to add an enormous degree of spaciousness and degree of immediacy, due largely to the sound emanating from the “effect” channels. Note that this is not a surround-sound or multi-channel processor (except for the Dolby Surround section) that puts instru-
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music come out. It is with those people in mind that Bose designed the AW-1.

A less-sensitive reviewer might call the AW-1 “an idiot’s delight.” We’ll say, instead, that it is extremely easy to use. All the push-button operating controls—the few that there are of them—are on top of the unit. You turn the radio on and off with a brownish one (most of the others are silver-gray to match the case) and push another to select AM or FM reception. The frequency that you select with the up and down buttons appears on an LCD which should be, but unfortunately isn’t, backlit. Five buttons in a row allow you to store and recall the frequencies of your favorite stations. Five AM and five FM. A telescoping FM antenna is built into the rear of the unit, as are screw terminals for attaching an external antenna via 300-ohm twin lead. The performance of the unit’s tuner, while not outstanding, is certainly adequate.

Volume, bass, and treble are controlled by sliding levers. It’s interesting that the “normal” position of the bass control is turned all the way up—from normal you can only reduce the amount of bass, but not increase it. That may appear strange, but we found that we had more than enough bass at the “normal” setting, and usually operated the AW-1 with the control at its midpoint, that is, with the bass level cut somewhat. The sound of the AW-1, as we have mentioned, is quite good, and there’s more than enough of it to fill a good-sized apartment with ease and still have some left over.

At the rear of the AW-1 are RCA-type jacks for line-level inputs (to the amplifier and tape deck, for a CD player or other device) and outputs (to a second tape deck, for instance). Bose also sells a “power microphone” that allows the AW-1 to be used as a PA system. What is lacking is a headphone jack, but in view of Bose’s reputation as a speaker manufacturer, and considering the quality of the Acoustic Wave system of which Bose is (justifiably) extremely proud, that is perhaps an understandable oversight.

We were almost deeply disappointed by the tape deck built into the unit until we caught on to what was going on. There was no noise-reduction selector, and the deck apparently accepted only ordinary ferrite oxide cassettes. Then we read the instructions, and got an insight into the way Bose’s thinking worked. Since the AW-1 was designed for convenience, the switchers (or buttons) for which we were looking were left off. The tape section has Dolby B noise reduction built in—and permanently switched on—and has had its performance tailored specifically to Type II (high-bias, chromium-dioxide) tapes. (You can also
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A1 and A-Two
and ...

CANON A1 Hi8 8mm CAMCORDER.
Manufactured by: Canon U.S.A., Inc.,
One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY

The first thing that strikes you about Canon's multi-featured A1 8mm high-band camcorder is its shape. Most 8mm camcorders resemble their home-movie predecessors with everything arranged more or less along an axis running between the lens and the viewfinder. Not the A1. It looks more like a somewhat tubby 35mm still camera with a larger 4 x 5 film back attached at a slight angle. A curious arrangement at first glance—but one that, when you stop to think about it, makes as much sense as the more conventional arrangement since there is no need for optical coupling between the lens and the electronic viewfinder. And, maybe it makes the body a little easier to grip and hold steady.

The Canon A1—although it features autofocus, auto white-balance, and auto-thresholding (the hand- and auto-that—is not a simple point-and-shoot video-snapshot machine. Far from it. Every automatic adjustment can be overridden and fine-tuned manually. Furthermore, as we shall see, the A1's design obviously lends itself to professional-caliber tape production. That's what really attracted us to the unit. That and the distinctiveness of the shape, of course.

The A1 uses high-band recording technology, often called "Hi8" or something similar, in which a video bandwidth greater than that specified by the 47-year-old NTSC standard is used in recording to achieve greater resolution. We don't know exactly what the target resolution of the A1 is, but the camera is equipped to output separate luminance and chrominance signals through an S-video cable, a provision that would not have been made if there were not something extra there. The quality of our video was quite high, and was certainly significantly better than that from a standard VHS deck manufactured several years ago. The A1 also records its audio in stereo (the built-in mike has two elements) and the resulting soundtrack, coupled with a big, high-quality picture, could make for some spectacular productions.

The Hi8 format requires a special metal formulation videotape, but the camcorder can record on the more ordinary (and slightly less expensive) 8mm type as well using the ordinary 8mm (not high-band) format. That is done mostly for compatibility with other equipment. There is only a single recording speed, SP (Standard Play), but depending on the length of the cassette, that can give you up to two hours of recording. And, given the size of the 8mm cassettes, carrying a spare or two presents no problem.

The A1 operates from an easily removable nickel-cadmium battery pack that powers it for about 70 minutes. Another, 85-minute, pack is available as an option. It's a good thing that the battery pack is so easy to get in and out, since it can't be charged while it's in the camcorder. A separate charger, which operates from house current, gets attached to another small box that Canon calls a "charge coupler," and into which you clip the battery pack. Provision is made for attaching two batteries at once; when the first has been charged, the charger switches to the other. A red LED flashes to indicate that charging is taking place, and glows steadily when the pack is "full," which takes about two hours from "empty." The charge coupler can be attached to the camcorder in lieu of the battery pack to power it from AC. But there's no way to both run the camera and charge its battery at the same time. One more connector, Canon, on a camera that already had so many of them (and so many buttons!) would not have hurt.

Speaking of buttons and connectors, there are plenty, some of them in duplicate. That doubling up of the recording controls and on the information displays (one display in the viewfinder, another atop the unit in the form of an LCD) allows you two different ways to grip the camcorder. (One grip, says Canon, is for shortbut-steady shots, the other for longer takes that may not require a stable-as-a-rock picture. With a 1:10 zoom ratio—equivalent to a focal length range of approximately 35mm to 350mm in 35mm-camera terms—you need all the stability you can get.) The LCD simplifies using the camcorder mounted on a tripod as you should do (but undoubtedly won't) most of the time, or when using the unit in its selftimer or time-lapse modes. (A timer also allows you to program the camcorder to begin unattended taping at any time within a 24-hour period.) There's even a wireless remote control that permits you to adjust the focal length of the lens from a distance, although it's recommended that you view the scene in a monitor as you do so you can tell how far you've gone. The information displays, by the way, are quite versatile and have vocabularies that are somewhat larger than those of a number of people of our acquaintance.

There are two doors on the A1 concealing a variety of jacks and controls. One on the left opens to reveal a number of video and audio input and output jacks; on the right another door hides controls for setting the time and date, for selecting recording functions, and for adding two-line, 16-character titles to your videos (which we found to be an awkward and time-consuming process that most people will probably just ignore after they've tried it once or twice).

As we said earlier, this is no simple point-and-shoot camcorder. Indeed, it seems almost too high-strung for that purpose. What we mean by that is that we found its reaction times and ranges of response to be not especially well suited to the casual videotaper. For example, the system exhibits a noticeable lag in compensating for exposures when it is panned from a dark to a bright area, or vice versa. And, its exposure latitude—that is, the range of dark and light it can handle com-
fortably within a single frame—is rather restricted. We sometimes were treated to noticeable symptoms of overload and a couple of spectacular cases of color flare. The black-and-white CRT serving as a viewfinder was adequate under most conditions, but our eyes required some time to accommodate to its dimness when shooting in bright outdoor light. There seems to be no user-adjustable brightness control for the viewfinder.

The autofocus mechanism was also quite touchy and we frequently found it “hunting” back and forth for the proper focus during a distant shot. We later discovered, going back to the instruction manual, that the system has both narrow- and wide-field focus zones. Switching to the wide-field system, which encompasses almost the entire picture area (as opposed to the narrow one, which uses a only a small horizontal rectangular portion at its center) causes the camcorder to be confused less confused. However, the default system—the one that is used unless you specify otherwise (and you have to have read the manual to know that)—is the narrow-field one. The optical system is also very sensitive to objects passing close in front of it when it is focused on a distant subject, and the lens barrel does a lot of twisting back and forth as it tries to accommodate its focus to what it thinks you want it to concentrate on. That does neither a viewer’s eyes nor the camcorder’s battery pack any good. Fortunately, you can override the autofocus mechanism. In fact, there are two manual focus modes for you to choose from.

You can also control the exposure manually, which is a nice feature to have on any system, and particularly desirable on this one. In the manual mode an “exposure ruler” appears in the viewfinder and “+” and “-” buttons on the camcorder’s body move a pointer along it as the exposure is varied. Since the pointer seems to move in jumps, however, and since you can go from underexposure to overexposure very, very, quickly, your best bet is simply to set the exposure so you get the best detail in the viewfinder.

Another very useful feature of the A1 is also controlled by the EXR button. If you need to bring out the detail in an object being shot against a bright background, you zoom in on your subject and press a button to lock in that exposure, which presumably is the proper one. You can then zoom back out to include some background, but the exposure will remain set for the subject. The background may wash out in your recorded video, but you’ll see the detail you want to concentrate on. The camcorder will remain locked at that exposure until you release it. And, speaking of exposure, the A1 includes a FADE button to get you in and out of scenes. Curiously, however, it fades to (and from) white, not black.

An extremely valuable feature not found on many point-and-shoot systems is a white-balance control. As you may have noticed, the same color can appear quite different when viewed under different types of lighting, or by natural light at different times of day. The function of the automatic white balance control found on most other camcorders—and on this one, until you tell it you’d rather do it yourself—is to compensate for those changes in lighting so that colors remain relatively constant from scene to scene. However, the automatic system is more easily fooled than the human eye, and may sometimes produce unwanted results. For example, in scenes that include a lot of sky, the color balance of the rest of the scene may take a turn toward pink as the camcorder’s white-balance circuitry tries to compensate for all that blue.

To set the camcorder’s white balance manually, you point the lens at a white object—a piece of paper, shirt, maybe even a sidewalk—and press the WHITE BAL button for a second or two. The words “WHITE BAL” flash momentarily in the viewfinder and on the LCD screen and then appear steadily, indicating that the white balance has been set so that the white paper (or shirt, etc.) you aimed at will now be recorded as white under the current lighting conditions. The colors of other objects will fall into place around it and you can throw the paper away. The white balance will remain unchanged until you set a new one or return to automatic operation.

While the Canon A1 does have some shortcomings, such as its inconvenient-to-use power supply system and rather finicky automatic—making it, in our opinion, unsuitable for casual family-style videomaking—the amount of control available to the photographer who knows how to take advantage of it is rewarding. That, and the stereo sound (not an easy feature to find in a camcorder of any type) and high-band 8mm quality make the Canon A1 a fine instrument for the serious amateur, or even perhaps the low-end professional.
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play metal tapes, but because of their extra-high bias requirements, you cannot record on them.) There is no record level control. A slow-acting ALC (automatic loudness control) circuit ensures that the proper level signal gets onto the tape without the dynamics of the music being overly affected. And, although the tape-transit mechanism uses mechanical, as opposed to “soft-touch” controls, it is easy to operate. The only precaution you have to observe is to not leave the tape mechanism in the PAUSE mode for more than a few minutes, lest the pressure of the capstan deform the unit’s rubber pinch roller.

Although we feel that the more-than-eight-hundred-dollars Bose asks for the AW-1 is a bit exorbitant there are, we understand, a large number of people who have gladly paid that price simply to get everything they wanted in a single package and to not have to concern themselves with all the confusing controls found on other music systems with what may be inferior sound. And we have to admit once more that the sound is exceptional for a unit this size.

Where can you go out and hear an AW-1? You can’t. In fact, until you read this review you probably didn’t even know the system existed. Except for sponsoring Paul Harvey on radio, and an occasional direct-mail campaign, Bose doesn’t advertise the AW-1. In a few parts of the country the AW-1 is sold door-to-door by the consumer-electronics equivalent of the Fuller Brush man. By calling a toll-free number (800/282-BOSE) you can find out whether you can arrange for a visit in your area from one of those salespeople for an in-home demonstration. And, if you can’t, Bose will sell you an AW-1, complete with demonstration tape, over the phone. The unit comes with a 14-day no-questions-asked, money-back, guarantee; if you’re not satisfied with the way it works or sounds you can return it for a full refund. Bose tells us that they have rarely been asked to honor that arrangement. We are not surprised.

SOUND PROCESSOR
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ments or performers in front of, alongside of, and behind you. Rather, the main sound sources stay before you all the time; the effects channels merely create the illusion of sound reflections to simulate a listening environment of a particular type as selected by the user.

The effect of the processor is most obvious when it is operating on a simple "dry" sound such as the voice of a radio announcer working from the usual soundproofed and acoustically dead booth. It does indeed then seem as though that person were speaking from the stage of a concert hall, a stadium (one of the Rock Concert subprograms), or a church. The effect on material already containing ambient sound is less distinct.

Certainly, the device does add a large degree of spaciousness, which can be changed and fine-tuned according to the music. Given the fact, however, that the material's built-in reverb is an unknown factor, the accuracy of reproduction expected from a given preset becomes somewhat problematical. If used in moderation, though, the overall effect of the sound processor is quite pleasing.
The Ol' Switcheroo

SMARTMAX FAX SWITCH, Manufactured by: MaxTrek (Division of EBCO Enterprises), 5627 Stoneridge Drive, Suite 317, Pleasanton, CA 94566. Price: $199.

People are constantly asking whether we're equipped for fax. They express great concern that if they can't immediately fax us a hot press release, or a picture of their brand new VCR, we (or they, perhaps) are going to miss out on a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. The letdown they feel as we remind them of the alternative services offered by Federal Express, UPS and even the U.S. Postal Service is palpable. To keep from disappointing those people we've looked into having a phone line for fax brought in, but our calculations indicate that it would cost us about $250 the first year, much more than our need for facsimile service could justify. Now, though, we may have found something that makes fax more affordable.

The answer is a device called SmartMax, manufactured by a California company by the name of MaxTrek, that lets you use your telephone, phone answering machine, and facsimile machine all from one and the same phone line. You connect SmartMax to an ordinary RJ-11 modular phone jack, and plug your phone and fax equipment into similar jacks on the back of the unit. Then, when someone calls, the switch determines whether the call is voice or fax, and routes it accordingly.

Actually, the process is a little more elaborate than that. When SmartMax detects a ring signal—which is a momentary jump in phone line voltage to about 80 volts—it immediately listens for the carrier, known as the “CNG tone,” that indicates an incoming fax. If the carrier is detected, the call is switched to your fax machine, which is plugged into the unit. Your fax transmits a tone back to the sending unit indicating that it is ready to receive, and the fax transmission begins.

If there is no CNG tone, however, SmartMax does something completely different. Acting as a buffer between the equipment connected to it and the phone line, SmartMax synthesizes a couple of signals. For the answering machine and phone, it can synthesize a series of those 80-volt ring signals. And, for the caller, it generates a sound of the sort normally produced by equipment at the phone company's central switching office to indicate that a phone is ringing. (You didn't think that you were really hearing the phone at the other end when you made a call, did you?) It generates up to eight rings before giving up. If you are handy when a call comes in, you hear your phone ringing (courtesy of SmartMax) and pick it up (if it's a fax call, you can switch it over—as we describe later—and let SmartMax take it from there). If you're not around, your answering machine—assuming you have one—picks up after the prerequisite number of rings and delivers and takes messages as usual. Very convenient, and all on one phone line.

A rocket switch on the front of SmartMax allows you to select PHONE, FAX, or AUTO modes. In the AUTO mode operation takes place as we've just described. LED's indicate which mode of operation SmartMax is set for or using at the moment.

There's a type of fax call that we haven't considered yet. That's the kind that originates from one of those fax machines with the phone built in, and where the originator of the fax calls first, using that phone. His intent is to tell you that in a moment he's going to switch over and send a fax to your machine, which (he assumes) is, like his, also on the same line as the phone. If you're at hand when you get one of those calls, you can throw SmartMax's switch manually when the time comes to go from voice to fax. Alternatively you can press “4” on your phone's Touch Tone keypad to command SmartMax to make the switchover.

You can use that tone-activated switching to turn SmartMax into a poor man's voice mail. (For that suggestion, we're indebted to a young lady staffing Max-

Trek's customer-service line; she provided us with more information about faxing than we could possibly pass on to you here. Thanks, Ruth.) Here's what you do:

Record an outgoing message on your answering machine that says something like: “If you want to leave a message for me, start speaking after the beep. If you want to leave a fax on my machine, press "4" on your phone and then transmit your document.” Clever.

SmartMax is not difficult to connect—you plug your fax machine into one jack and your answering machine (with your phone plugged into it) into the other. The SmartMax unit itself gets plugged into a telephone wall jack, and into an electrical outlet. (SmartMax has no power switch; we suppose that since you never know when you're going to get a phone call or a fax, you'll always leave it turned on. Besides, not having a switch keeps the device from being turned off accidentally.) If you have no answering machine, you just plug the phone directly into SmartMax.

Although SmartMax is designed for single-phone operation, there are ways of connecting it for use in multi-phone, multi-jack, situations. Some of those are described in the accompanying instructions, and MaxTrek has a very friendly, informative, and helpful staff at the end of an “800” line to hold your hand or provide advice should you run into problems.

We like the idea of SmartMax. The device is inexpensive, but within a year it will have saved you the cost of installing and paying for a separate fax line.
The Great Equalizer


We've known for some time that the environment in which we listen to music (and audition audio equipment for Gizmo) could stand some work. When we recently undertook some decorative improvements to the room that involved changing the way the windows—of which there are many—were covered, thus further affecting the room's acoustic qualities, we also took the opportunity to try to balance things out a bit. We contacted AudioSource, a manufacturer of graphic equalizers (and other audio equipment, including a line of surround-sound processors) and arranged for the loan of their EQ Ten computerized graphic equalizer cum spectrum analyzer. Our choice of the EQ Ten, rather than one of AudioSource's less elaborate equalizers, was based on the fact that this one can perform the equalization process automatically, thus eliminating errors due to subjective analysis of the sound produced by the system.

The EQ Ten offers a lot. To begin with, it provides twelve bands of equalization per channel, 24 in all, affording ±12 dB of control. The center frequencies of those bands are: 25, 40, 63, 100, 160, 250, and 500 Hz; and 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 kHz. Left and right channels can be equalized independently or together. If 'ganged' equalization is chosen, the same amount of boost or cut is added to or subtracted from whatever value is currently set for each channel. A pink-noise generator (pink noise is a "hiss" with the energy content of the sound distributed equally across the spectrum; it sounds "warmer" than white noise) coupled with a microphone and microprocessor work together to provide the AUTO EQ function. More about that later.

There is provision for two independent tape loops (AudioSource suggests connecting the EQ Ten via one of your amplifier's existing loops; the loops on the equalizer replace the one "lost" in doing so, and add a second one, to boot), and an equalized signal can be recorded on tape for later playback without the use of an equalizer. Similarly, a tape whose content has been processed through the equalizer can be played back "flat" through the use of a REVERSE function on the unit.

On conventional equalizers, slide potentiometers are used to set the degree of signal boost or cut in each channel. After adjustments have been made, the knobs on the pots form a sort of connect-the-dots graph showing the new frequency response of the system. That is where the "graphic" in "graphic equalizer" comes from. There are no slide pots on the EQ Ten, however. Most of the switches are simple push-button types. Those push-buttons, we discovered, are very light-touch mechanical switches—you can change things (such as turning the microphone on and off) even when the equalizer is turned off. If you don't know about that, you can inadvertently lean on one or two and then wonder why, when you turn it on, the unit is acting the way it is. The controls used to set band-by-band response are "rocker push-buttons" of the electronic "soft-touch" type, where the simple closure of a circuit initiates an action controlled by the unit's microprocessor. Pressing the top of the rocker push-button causes a response in one direction, pressing the lower portion results in a change in the other.

Since there are no slide pots whose knobs can indicate how equalization has been set, a large LED array serves instead to show the curve. Each band is represented by a vertical string of 11 LED's—ten red and one green. The green one is at the middle and represents a boost/cut level of 0 dB, or "flat" response. Two additional strings of LED's at the far right of the display indicate overall volume levels in the left and right channels. (Unfortunately, until you get used to them, you can be confused into thinking that those LED's represent the two top-level frequency bands. They really should be a different color—amber, perhaps.) The LED array doubles as a spectrum analyzer (more properly, a spectrum monitor—analysis of the display is up to you), showing the relative energy content in each of the unit's 12 bands. The unit defaults to that display mode, although when a number of function buttons are pressed it reverts to the equalization display for about fifteen seconds before popping back into its spectrum-analyzer function. A GRAPH button can be used to toggle the unit between the two modes. Another button labeled PAUSE switches the display from INSTANTANEOUS RESPONSE TO MOMENTARY PEAK HOLDING. Holding the button depressed freezes the display.

An infrared remote control supplied with the EQ Ten enables you to operate it from your listening position. That is especially useful when performing equalization setups. Since you can make changes and hear the results without having to run back and forth between your chair and the equipment across the room. Finally, the unit contains four memories to hold equalization curves. That allows you to set equalizations for several different sets of speakers and to switch among them.

The EQ Ten was easy enough to set up; AudioSource even supplies the cables. Using the device effectively, though, was another matter. Most of our difficulties arose from deficiencies in the instruction manual; the majority were cleared up with time and experimentation, but a few required a talk with the company.

We elected to use the AUTO EQUALIZE function because we wanted simply to flatten out our room's response—to eliminate as much as possible the peaks and dips in frequency response that resulted in our listening room's having a somewhat "boomy" quality. We weren't particularly interested in compensating for our speaker system's bass or high-frequency deficiencies—it's pretty good in those areas—just in smoothing things out in the room. Besides, you have to be careful when you start adding low and high-end power; it's deceptive. First off, what you probably think of as a deficiency (or maybe a surplus) of very low frequencies probably isn't. That is where the spectrum analyzer comes in handy. Most of that "bass" you hear (or think you want to hear) is really low-midrange energy, far higher in the spectrum than you believe it.
to be. Trying to amplify low bass musical energy—which probably is not there to begin with—will do you no good at all.

However, what may be down at the very bottom of the spectrum is unwanted noise such as turntable rumble and other infrasonic garbage. Boosting that by, say, 12 dB would cause your amplifier to be outputting sixteen times the power it would at the "flat" setting down in that range. You might not hear that sound, but your amp and speakers would certainly be working extra hard to produce it. The same goes for high frequencies. You have to be extremely judicious in your use of an equalizer lest you damage some component of your system by overloading it.

For auto-equalization, the EQ Ten is supplied with a microphone that you situate at your listening position, pointing back at the speakers. You then turn on the equalizer's pink-noise generator, push the EQt or EQr button (AudioSource recommends that you equalize each channel separately to optimize the compensation for differences in room characteristics from one side to the other) and then the AUTO EQ button and off you go. When the equalization has been performed (which essentially happens instantaneously) you are presented with a graph on the LED display showing the equalization curve for that channel. You then must use the GRAPH button to switch out of the graphic-equalizer display mode and into the spectrum-analyzer one before you can proceed to auto-equalize the other channel. When you're done and satisfied, a two-button sequence stores the equalization curve in one of the unit's four memory locations.

When using the pink-noise generator and AUTO EQ function, you have to remember to turn on the microphone using both the switch on its body and the button on the EQ Ten itself (or the one on the remote). We missed mention of that pair of steps our first time through the manual, and that caused us a lot of initial difficulty. You also have to remember to turn the mike off at both ends when you're done with it (it would be a good idea to disconnect it completely if you're not going to use it again soon); otherwise it will pick up sound from the speakers when you're listening to music, and the spectrum analyzer display will be inaccurate.

As we mentioned earlier, having a remote control was a great convenience. We discovered, though, that several functions controlled from the front of the EQ Ten were not available from the remote. Especially missed was one labeled FLAT, which would have enabled easy comparison of equalized and unequalized sound from our listening position. We questioned AudioSource about that and were told that the controller IC in the remote unit can generate only a certain number of control signals. In designing the unit, a decision had to be made as to whether one of those signals was to control a (very useful) MUT EX function or to duplicate that of the FLAT button on the equalizer. MUT EX won. No matter, though. We simply reserve one of the EQ Ten's memories for the flat EQ curve.

Although we've had a few bones to pick with AudioSource concerning some of their design decisions (such as the lack of any indication of how high or low the volume and display sensitivity levels are set), we have to admit that in the end we're rather pleased with the EQ Ten. Our listening room sounds a lot better now.

For more information on any product in this section, circle the appropriate number on the Free Information Card.

Surround-Sound Video Theater

"By marrying our outstanding video technology with JBL's renowned acoustic technology," says Magnavox (One Phillips Drive, P.O. Box 14810, Knoxville, TN 37914-1810) "we have created a surround sound theater." At the top of the line of the four receivers resulting from that collaboration is the model RK8568, which is a 52-inch rear-projection video receiver that includes a 100-watt, eight-speaker, six-amplifier Dolby Surround Sound sound system. The RK8568 contains three stereo amplifiers that use a low negative-feedback design, and features individual power supplies and extruded-aluminum heat-sink cooling. Bi-amplification eliminates the need for conventional crossover networks in the speaker systems, which incorporate titanium tweeters, long-throw midrange and woofer transducers, and ported enclosures for the eight-inch low-frequency drivers. The 6.5-inch rear-channel speakers have built-in frequency compensation to balance the front-channel sound. The video portion of the receiver uses three seven-inch picture tubes cooled by a liquid thermal-stabilization system to provide more than 350 foot-lamberts of brightness. Also featured is picture-in-picture capability and a "universal" remote control that can learn the commands of a number of different devices. Price: $3995.

CIRCLE 56 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Auto-Answer Auto Phone

"Keep both hands on the wheel!" Isn't that what you were always told when you were learning to drive? The CM-8700 cellular telephone from Shintor (20435 S. Western Ave., Torrance, CA 90501) would make your driving instructor very happy. If you don't pick it up after two rings, it automatically answers the call in its hands-free mode, making it unnecessary for you to reach for the handset. Other features of the phone include a 96-location repertory dialing memory (including scratchpad memory), priority/emergency calling with automatic-retry capability, a missed-call display, and a multi-function airtime and call counter. For daredevils, the automatic-answer feature can be switched off. Price $799.95.
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ELECTRONICS WISH LIST

Magnavox Surround Sound Video Theater

Shintor Cellular Phone
ELECTRONICS WISH LIST

Friendly Fax

The Toshiba (Telecommunications Systems Division, 9740 Irvine Boulevard, Irvine, CA 92718) model 3300 facsimile machine contains dozens of user-friendly (says Toshiba) features and functions. For example, the unit—which is compatible with all Group 2 and Group 3 systems and can transmit a page in as little as 15 seconds—can double as a personal copier and has a built-in telephone as well. An automatic document feeder allows you to send up to seven documents unattended and a delay function makes it possible for the device to wait until phone rates drop in the afternoon or evening before it starts ringing its calls. The system can store and automatically dial up to 30 phone and 30 fax numbers and has automatic last-number redial to cope with fax numbers that are busy the first time they are tried. The phone portion of the unit provides a choice of pulse or tone dialing, has an adjustable-tone ringer, and even offers "music-on-hold." A liquid-crystal display shows 20 alphanumeric characters, including the time of day, stored name and phone number, feature activation, call duration, and transmission-error indication. Price: $1395.
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Hands-Off Videogame Controller

Through a proprietary series of electronic sensors and circuitry, U-Force, designed by Broderbund Software (17 Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903-2101) for use with the Nintendo Entertainment System, senses hand and body movements and allows players to control on-screen videogame action without the use of joysticks, light-guns, or floor pads. Depending on the game, the U-Force "console," which plugs into the Nintendo joystick port and requires no external power source, is positioned upright on a tabletop or is folded flat. There's nothing to hold, press, jump on, or wear—response is determined by the player's motion, velocity, and relative position, which are translated into game actions. For those who find that uncomfortable, Broderbund also provides a "T-bar" and firing handle to hold onto, as well as a "Power Bar" that expands the U-Force playing field. Price: $69.95.
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Affordable Time/Day TAD

Code-A-Phone's (16261 S.E. 130th, Clackamas, OR 97015) Model 1630 is a low-priced relation to the company's 900-series telephone-answering devices that provides the user with an economical time-and-day message-stamping system. As each incoming message is recorded, a voice provided by the machine notes on the message tape the time and date that the message was received. For added convenience the device can be used as a talking clock when it is not otherwise occupied. The system includes "one-touch" message playback, which plays messages and resets the unit to receive new messages with the press of a single button. Additional functions include call screening and announcement, message protection from power surges and outages, and the ability to respond to six remote commands. Price: Under $70.

CIRCLE 60 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Personal Stereo

Emerson Radio Corporation (One Emerson Lane, North Bergen, NJ 07047) has introduced a new personal portable stereo unit. The model AC/212 has an AM/FM/FM-stereo receiver together with an auto-reverse stereo cassette player. The tape transport features an auto-stop mechanism that comes into action when the end of a tape is reached and has a switch to reverse the direction of play. A three-band graphic equalizer allows you to tailor the quality of the sound reproduced by the lightweight headphones that are included with the player. Price: $54.95.
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Personal Robot

Newton can work as a home manager, a roving security guard, a monitor, a tutor, a storyteller, or a game-player. He's a robot. Standing 32 inches tall and powered by a rechargeable maintenance-free battery, Newton, a product of SynPet (7225 Franklin Road, Dept. P, Boise, ID 83709), has a friendly, colorful appearance with a rotating head and textured, easy-to-clean polyethylene outer shell. Inside are two microcomputers, one of which is IBM PC/XT-compatible, along with a 20-MB hard disk. That extensive "brain" capacity gives the robot the ability to learn by doing, and once he has been directed through an operation, Newton can repeat the task indefinitely. For example, Newton can learn his environment by mapping and memorizing floor plans, and can then move about without human supervision. In addition to speech-recognition and synthesis devices, the robot also carries within it a cordless phone and 300-baud modem. Besides being able to take messages, Newton can respond to phoned-in requests for status reports of a home or building, including environmental and security conditions. He can also make programmed calls to any number—doctor, fire, relative, etc.—either upon receiving a voice command to do so or when a schedule or environmental conditions so dictate. Through his modem, Newton can gather all kinds of information from on-line databases, making it possible for him to answer complex questions on many, many subjects. Price: $129.95.

CIRCLE 62 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Home-Surveillance System

The VC-100S is a home- or small-business observation system consisting of a black-and-white CCD video camera and monitor from Citizen (2020 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 410, Santa Monica, CA 90404). The camera measures only about 3 x 2 x 1 inches, permitting it to be mounted unobtrusively or a wall or ceiling. The CCD camera has an f/1.8 lens with an electronic auto-iris, and can function at levels of illumination as low as two lux. Its horizontal resolution is greater than 230 lines. The accompanying black-and-white monitor has a 2.9-inch screen and measures approximately 3 x 3.5 x 1 inches. Included with the system are an AC adapter, an AV adapter, mounting brackets, a cable clamp, and 65 feet of cable. Price: $538.
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CB/Weather Radio

Cobra's (6500 W. Cortland St., Chicago, IL 60635) new Model 18R mobile CB radio contains a bonus—a receiver that can be tuned via a front-panel switch to any one of three of the nation's most active National Weather Service information channels operating around 162 MHz. Broadcasts on those channels offer localized weather information 24 hours a day with regional forecasts and summaries as well as weather-related highway and waterway information. Emergency announcements about travel conditions are also transmitted by that service. Coupled with the 40-channel CB radio, the unit provides the user with what Cobra bills as "a complete travel-information center." The Model 18R also features a front-firing speaker for improved intelligibility, which also makes for easy installation under a car or truck seat as well as custom mounting in dashboards or the overhead instrument panels in off-road and recreational vehicles, pickups, and trucks. Price: $129.95.
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Little Disks

Anticipating a new wave of laptop computers, Fuji (555 Taxter Road, Elmsford, NY 10523) has developed a two-inch floppy disk with a storage capacity exceeding one megabyte. The little disk, which is housed in a rigid plastic shell with a sliding metal shutter, achieves its high capacity through the use of proprietary magnetic metal particles with high coercivity, high output, and stable magnetic characteristics. Fuji expects that, in addition to finding a niche in the laptop market, these disks will find application in such products as multi-function telephones, multi-function facsimile machines, automotive-navigation systems, and electronic musical instruments. Price: Unavailable.
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Portable CD Player

Its new D-555 portable CD player, says Sony (One Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656), achieves what is perhaps the most musically accurate performance available from a portable CD player today. The unit, which runs for about two-and-a-half hours on a single charge of its rechargeable battery, utilizes an 8x oversampling digital filter and noise-shaping circuitry, as well as dual D-to-A converters. A special feature of the D-555 is its use of DSP, or Digital Signal Processing. DSP provides a bass-boost capability of up to 20 dB. ±10 dB of equalization at five frequency points, and even a version of surround sound that requires only the two earphone elements (or other transducers such as speakers, if they are employed) normally used. The digital system also provides dynamic range compression for listening to music under high ambient-noise conditions. Wired and wireless remote controls are available as options. Price: $449.95.
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Audio/Video Processor

"Don't just copy your videotapes. Improve them." That's what the brochure describing Vivanco's (1776 New Highway, P.O. Drawer U, Farmingdale, NY 11735) audio/video processors says. Judging from the claims for the top of the line Model 4044 audio/video processor, there are all sorts of improvements you can make. You can, for example, make corrections in areas such as sharpness, contrast, signal-to-noise ratio, color balance and saturation, and luminance (brightness) when copying from one tape to another. The 4044 also allows you to make independent audio and video fades; add narration or mix sound effects; and produce adjustable special-effects circles, boxes, split screens, and color. A side-by-side feature allows you to view corrected and uncorrected video together for comparison. The 4044's 5-MHz bandwidth provides a resolution of 400 lines. The unit is supplied with an operator's manual, video-control planning charts, and a VHS-format instructional videotape. Price: $1335.
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Audio/Video Control Center

An integrated audio/video amplifier from Pioneer (2265 E. 220th Street, P.O. Box 1720, Long Beach, CA 90801-1720). the VSA-1000, features Dolby Pro-Logic surround sound with digital delay, sound-field memory, and multi-room capability. The unit has six audio and seven video inputs and pre-out/power-in jacks to accommodate additional components. A five-channel amplifier provides a continuous output of 100-watts-per-channel into eight ohms for the two front channels, and 30 watts-per-channel into six ohms for the two rear and the front-center channels. The built-in sound-field processor provides four surround modes: Dolby Pro-Logic, stadium surround (simulates outdoor ambience), a concert-hall ambience mode, and "studio surround" that is suitable for chamber music or vocals. Also available is a simulated stereo mode. Five surround settings, which can include delay times and front- and rear-channel levels, can be preset and recalled instantly. Remote control is available through a "smart" handheld unit. Price: $1900.
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Flexible Autosound System

Besides providing an AM/FM tuner and cassette deck, Kenwood Electronics' (2201 E. Dominguez St., Long Beach, CA 90810) KRC-878/KDC-C200 auto-sound combination includes a 10-disc CD changer that allows direct access to any selection on any disc at the touch of a button. A 10-key numeric input pad on the KRC-878 allows you to address any radio frequency directly, to program up to 20 compact-disc selections, or to access a particular CD or CD track at will. From the front panel of the unit you can also command random play, track repeat, track scan, music search, manual search, and disc search. The companion KDC-C200 multiple-play CD player can be installed vertically or horizontally anywhere in a vehicle. A high-rigidity mechanism uses a special anti-vibration insulation system to maintain laser-pickup accuracy even under severe highway conditions. The KRC-878 head unit is designed for simple removal and replacement to help foil thefts. Price: $699 (KRC-858), $749 (KDC-C200).
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Now you can give the gift of sight to your otherwise blind robotic toys

**Vision System for Robotic Toys**

Ever since robots were first invented, they have fascinated us with their ability to mimic our own behavior. The wide selection of robotic toys on the market (not to mention my eleven-year-old son’s room) is a testament to that long-standing love affair. Many of the toys on the market are controlled through radio or hard-wired remote controls, while others move independently with “bump and turn” navigation.

This article describes an inexpensive and easy to build project that will let you equip any robotic toy with that seemingly most-human attribute: vision. The circuit allows your robot to detect and track any bright light source such as a flashlight. The circuit can even be used as a controller to keep solar panels pointed directly at the sun.

**Circuit Description.** The circuit relies on two light-dependent resistors to form a simple sensor array that’s used to detect relative light intensity along a single axis, such as left/right or up/down. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the circuit. The central component is an LM324 quad op-amp, which contains amplifiers A–D. Amplifier A is configured as a differential amplifier whose output is proportional to the difference in light intensity between light-dependent resistors R1 and R2.

Furthermore, the polarity of the output indicates which sensor is exposed to the greater amount of light. That output is amplified by op-amp B and fed into a “window-comparator” circuit formed by op-amps C and D. The window comparator does two things: First, it closes a set of normally-open contacts for either Output 1 or Output 2 based upon which light-dependent resistor is exposed to more light. The output contacts are connected to the robot’s drive motor or motors to enable it to target on the light source.

Second, that circuit establishes a range or “window” within which neither set of contacts is closed. That keeps the robot from “chattering” back and forth between the two outputs when the sensors are near equilibrium.

**Circuit Operation.** Refer to the schematic shown in Fig. 2 for a more detailed description of circuit operation. Light-dependent resistors R1 and R2 are each connected in their own voltage-divider networks (R1/R3/R4 and R2/R5/R6) with trimmer potentiometers R3 and R5 used to balance the sensors. Let’s assume that the light source is on the R1 side of the sensor array. That makes the resistance of R1 lower than that of R2, and hence the voltage at U1-a’s non-inverting input at pin 3 more positive than the voltage at pin 2. That results in a positive output at pin 1. The greater the contrast is between R1 and R2, the greater the output is at pin 1.

If the light source were on the R2 side of the sensor array, then the voltage at
Fig. 1. The central component in the Robotic Vision System is an LM324 quad op-amp, which constitutes most of the control circuitry. One op-amp (A) is configured as a differential amplifier: the B op-amp is set-up as a gain block; and the C and D op-amps form a window comparator.

pin 2, the inverting input of U1-a, would have been more positive, making the output at pin 1 negative. Therefore, the differential amplifier both detects where the light source is and provides a measure of contrast, i.e. whether the light source is a little off center or way off center.

Op-amp U1-b amplifies the output of U1-a by a factor of 10 (R11/R12) and feeds that signal to pins 10 and 12 (the non-inverting inputs) of U1-c and U1-d. Potentiometer R14 provides an adjustable high reference to pin 9 of U1-c and R15 provides an adjustable low reference to pin 13 of U1-d. That configuration is the window comparator and is used to control Q1 and Q2.

For example, if a light is focused on R1, the voltage applied to the non-inverting input of U1-a will be more positive than that applied to its inverting input. That produces a positive output, which is fed to U1-b. Because of the way U1-b is configured, it produces an amplified reproduction of the input (in this case positive) that is applied to the non-inverting inputs of U1-c and U1-d.

If that voltage is more positive than the high reference at pin 9, the output at pin 8 goes high (positive), forward biasing the base of Q1 (a 2N2222 NPN transistor) energizing relay K1. The relay's contacts can be used to energize the robot's motor to rotate toward the R1 side of the array. The positive voltage at pin 12 of U1-d also drives the output at pin 14 high, but that output is coupled to the base of Q2, biasing it off so k2 is not energized.

Conversely, if light is focused on R2, a negative voltage is applied to pins 10 and 12 (via U1-b), reverse-biasing Q1 and (assuming the voltage is more negative than the low reference on pin 13) forward biasing Q2. That turns K1 off, and turns K2 on. The relative settings of trimmer potentiometers R14 and R15 determine the sensitivity of the circuit. A visual indication of the output status of U1-c and U1-d is provided by LED1 and LED2, which can be useful in setting up and troubleshooting the circuit.

Interfacing. Figures 3 and 4 show two interfacing techniques. In my case, I used the one in Fig. 3 to control a one-axis arm built from a robotic kit. The sensor array was rotated by the kit's 3-volt DC motor. The result was an amusing little fellow that we affectionately...
The two sensors for the Robotic Vision System are mounted on an arm above the base of the unit, and separated by a small piece of business card. The card keeps the robot from experiencing double vision—e.g., light radiation equally on both sensors simultaneously.

Even in bright ambient light, Elmo's ability to detect and track a flashlight is impressive. In a darkened room, Elmo is extremely sensitive and accurate. By building a second version of that circuit and fabricating a four-sensor array, a second motor could be controlled to give full two axis tracking (left/right as well as up/down).

Figure 4 shows how K1 and K2 can be used to control two motors as in the case of a tank-style vehicle where each track has its own motor. In that case, the normally closed contacts would be used to keep both motors running when the tank is on target.

If you are only going to temporarily modify a commercially produced toy or kit, the circuit must be “patched in” with clips or the like. Figure 5 illustrates a couple of tips for getting around the “jerry rigger’s” nightmares: molded plugs. Although it is easy to clip onto the prongs of a male plug, close tolerances usually cause a short circuit at some point. To eliminate that hassle, use the technique shown in Fig. 5A.

Take some 22-gauge, solid, hook-up wire and strip about 1/2 inch of the insulation from one end. Wrap the exposed wire tightly around one of the prongs of the plug. Then give the insulated portion about two wraps around both prongs. Do the same thing with a second wire on the second prong, starting right above the insulated portion of the first wire. Those two wires can then be equipped with alligator clips on their free ends.

Figure 5B shows how to patch into a female molded connector. Strip about one inch of insulation from a length of 22-gauge, solid, hook-up wire, and fold the uninsulated section back over itself and secure it with several tight wraps. Leave about a 1/8- to 1/4-inch loop in the end. The loop provides spring tension and a mechanical-detent action when it's inserted into the plug. If the wire won't go into the plug, flatten the loop with a pair of pliers. If the wire won't stay in the plug, widen the loop with a small screwdriver.

Construction. The sensor array is easily assembled on a one-inch square section of perfboard. Mount the two light-dependent resistors (R1 and R2) side by side and solder their leads into a terminal block mounted on the same perfboard. Use a piece of cardboard to make a “nose” between the two “eyes.” That's necessary to provide a sharp contrast between the two sensors. A business card folded in half and cut to size worked well in that application. Attach a flexible 4-conductor cable to the terminal block and solder it to the control board last.

The control board was assembled on a copper-clad experimenter's board (Radio Shack 276-170). In some instances, due to space limitations, it was necessary to vertically mount several resistors; in particular, R10, R11, R12, R17, and R18. Four bare-wire loops were positioned strategically about the relays to provide easy clip-on access to the nor-

![Fig. 3. This circuit was used by the author to control a one-axis arm built from a toy-store-bought robotic kit. The combination was a good one.](image-url)
Although it is easy to clip onto the prongs of a male plug, close tolerances can cause short circuits. To eliminate that problem, 22-gauge, solid, hook-up wire can be wrapped on the prongs of the plug, as shown in "A." The illustration in "B" shows how to patch into a female molded socket.

LED1 and LED2 were each mounted directly below the trimmer potentiometers (R3 and R5) that balance their respective sensors. And op-amp U1 should be socket mounted.

**Set-Up.** Energize the circuit and check for normal operation using LED1 and LED2 to verify that the controller is working. Interface the robot's motor or motors by clipping onto J1-J4. With the sensor array mounted to the robot, aim a flashlight directly at the array. Adjust R3 and R5 until the robot aims itself directly at the light source. If the robot "chatters" back and forth between the two relays, then broaden the "window" by adjusting R14 and R15.

If the robot won't center on the light source or seems sluggish when the light source moves, then make the "window" narrower.

---

**PARTS LIST FOR THE ROBOTIC VISION SYSTEM**

**SEMICONDUCTORS**

- U1—LM324 quad op-amp, integrated circuit
- Q1—2N2222 general-purpose NPN transistor
- Q2—2N3906 general-purpose PNP transistor
- LED1, LED-2—Jumbo light-emitting diode

**RESISTORS**

(All resistors are 1/4 watt, 5% units, unless otherwise noted.)

- R1, R2—Light-dependent resistor (Radio Shack 276-1657, or similar)
- R3, R5—1000-ohm PC mount trimmer potentiometer
- R4, R6—100-ohm
- R7, R8, R9, R10—100,000-ohm
- R11, R13, R16—10,000-ohm
- R12, R19, R20—1000-ohm
- R14, R15—10,000-ohm, PC-mount trimmer potentiometer
- R17, R18—220-ohm

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**

- K1, K2—6-9-volt SPDT relay (RS-275-004 or similar)
- Bl, B2—9-volt transistor-radio battery
- Experimenters board, IC socket, 9-volt battery connector, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

---

Here is the finished circuit-board assembly for the Robotic Vision System. If you look closely, you should be able to see four small bare-wire loops just above the two large relays on the left side of the board. Those loops are used to provide easy access to the relays' normally-open contacts.

The experimenter's-board-mounted assembly was combined with a robotic kit to test the circuit's operation. The Robotic Vision System can be used with other electronically controlled devices; a tank, for instance, where the vision circuit would be used to control the individual tracks of the tank.
Build a Model Train and Slot-Car Controller

BY RON HOFFMAN

When I was a young boy, my Grandpa who was an engineer for the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, would show me pictures of Great Locomotives. For years I have looked for a train controller that would allow a train to creep slowly and smoothly, accelerate, and brake gradually like full-size trains; offer instant speed changes to avoid crashes and derailments; be simple to make, and was affordable. Later I discovered that slot cars need the same kind of power controller, but with two channels.

There are differences of course. Trains need gradual acceleration and braking to provide realistic movement, whereas slot cars require instantaneous speed changes to slow down for sharp curves and resume top speed on the straightaway. By using some inexpensive ICs and a couple of HEXFET output drivers, all of those desirable features (including low cost) have been incorporated into the Train and Slot-Car Controller.

How It Works. A schematic diagram for the Train and Slot-Car Controller is shown in Fig. 1. As shown, a 555 timer (U1) is configured as an astable multivibrator (oscillator) with a 400:1 duty cycle and a frequency of 40 Hz. That frequency minimizes headlight flicker and yet allows the motor armature to be pulsed so it can turn over slowly for creeping and slow-speed control.

When power is applied to the circuit, capacitor C1 (connected to pin 6 of U1) is discharged and the output of the 555 (which is used to sink current) is low. Capacitor C1 begins to charge via R1 and R2 toward the positive supply rail. When the charge on C1 reaches about two-thirds of +V the output of U1 at pin 3 goes high.

At that point C1 begins to discharge through R2. When the charge on C1 decreases to about one-third of the supply voltage, the output of U1 returns to the low state, and the cycle is repeated until power is removed from the circuit.

When the output of U1 is low, C3 is discharged into U1 via transistor Q2. When U1 pin 3 goes high, C3 charges through a current source consisting of D1, D2, R3, R4, and Q1. The charge/discharge cycling of C3 produces a stream of pulses that are fed to the inverting inputs of U2-a and U2-b (an LM358 dual op-amp). Two voltage divider networks—consisting of R7, R8, and R9, and R10, R11, R12—set the reference voltage that is applied to the non-inverting inputs of U1-a and U1-b at pins 3 and 5.

Potentiometers R9 and R12 set the low-level duty cycle (5 to 10%) of U1-a and U1-b. They are adjusted so that the train headlights glow, but the motor hums only slightly. Potentiometer R3 adjusts the ramp rate of C3 for 100% duty cycle at the full throttle setting. A double-pole, single-throw switch (S1-a and S1-b) is used to place R3/C4 and R4/C5 in the circuit.

The R5/C4 and R6/C5 combinations cause the reference voltages presented to the non-inverting inputs to U2-a and U2-b to change very slowly when the throttle is turned up and down. That causes the train to act as if it has to overcome a great inertia when starting or stopping.

When the ACL/DCL switch is turned off, the resistances of the throttle-divider networks are much smaller than those of R5 and R6, so the reference voltages on C4, C5 change "instantly" to the new throttle setting. That helps to avoid crashes and derailments when running trains, and provides for the

The author used spring-action speaker clips for J1-J4.
Fig. 1. The Train and Slot Car Controller is built around a 555 oscillator/timer (configured as an astable multivibrator); an LM358 dual comparator, and six transistors (two of which are hexFET's).

Fig. 2. The author's prototype of the Train and Slot Car Controller can be assembled on printed-circuit board produced from this layout. You can etch your own board or purchase one from the supplier listed in the Parts List.

Construction. The author's prototype of the Train and Slot Car Controller was originally assembled on a piece of perforated construction board (perf-board). A printed-circuit layout was then devised for the Train and Slot Car Controller. The printed-circuit layout (with dimensions indicated) is shown in Fig. 2. You can etch your own board or purchase one from the supplier listed in the Parts List.

After you've obtained the printed-circuit board, assembly can begin: Use Fig. 3 as a construction and wiring guide. It is recommended that IC sock-
PARTS LIST FOR THE TRAIN AND SLOT-CAR CONTROLLER

R2, R13, R17, R21—1000-ohm
R3—100,000-ohm, linear-taper trimmer potentiometer
R4, R14, R18—10,000-ohm
R5, R6—470,000-ohm
R7, R10—5600-ohm
R8, R11—10,000-ohm, linear-taper trimmer potentiometer
R9, R12—10,000-ohm, linear-taper trimmer potentiometer
R15, R19—62,000-ohm
R16, R20—0.2-ohm, 2-watt, metal oxide

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
S1—S5—DPDT miniature slide or toggle switch
T1—12.6-volt center-tapped 3-amp, power transformer
F1—1-amp slow-blow fuse
J1—4—see text

Printed-circuit or perfboard materials, enclosure, IC sockets, line cord with molded plug, fuse holder, wire, 6-32 x 1/4-inch nylon screw and nut, etc.

Note: An etched and drilled printed-circuit board is available for $4.95, plus $2.00 shipping and handling from Hoffman Electronics, PO Box 391463, Solon, OH 44139. A complete kit of parts is available, including enclosure, transformer, front panel label, printed-circuit board, control knobs, terminal strip, and all electronic parts for $59.95, plus $4.00 shipping and handling. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.
THE SIMPLEST MICROPHONE PREAMP

You can actually build a high impedance microphone preamplifier in less than half an hour; and you can do it with only two parts!

Would you believe you could build a microphone preamplifier (or preamp) from only two components, possibly three at the most, if you don't mind eriring on the side of caution? No, this is not done with some expensive or exotic new IC, but with a good-old field-effect transistor, or FET for short.

The secret is to recognize which parts you would find in a conventional FET amplifier (see Fig. 1) that can be left out of a microphone preamp. In the typical amplifier of Fig. 1, Rg provides a DC path from the gate of Q1 to ground, and Cg blocks any DC that may be applied to the input. If the input is a dynamic microphone, we can leave both of those components out, since the microphone itself conducts DC but doesn't generate any.

Less is More. However FETs do not always have to be biased. The gate and source voltages can be equal if the input signal swings less than 0.5 volt above ground. Since the output of a microphone is about 0.002 volt peak-to-peak, it's okay to set the gate and source voltages equal. To do that we eliminate Rg and Cg.

That leaves Rg which is indispensable, and Cg which can be left out if the next stage has a capacitor built into its input. The resulting circuit is shown in Fig. 2. As you can see, two 9-volt batteries provide power; a single 9-volt or 12-volt supply will work almost as well. Capacitor C1 takes the place of coupling capacitor Cg and might not be needed for some applications, as mentioned. Resistor R1 takes the place of the drain resistor, Rg.

Though an MPF102 JFET is specified, any general-purpose N-channel JFET can be used. In fact, because of widespread variations in manufacturing, it may be best to buy several JFETs of the same type and use the one that gives the greatest gain. Be sure to build the circuit in a shielded enclosure to avoid picking up hum.

Don't expect tremendous gain. By itself, the preamp will not take a microphone signal up to line level (500 mV). But it may be just what you need to make up the difference between one microphone and another, or to experiment with using speakers as microphones.

PARTS LIST FOR THE MICROPHONE PREAMP

Q1—MPF102 or other general-purpose N-channel JFET
C1—4.7-μF, 25-WVDC electrolytic capacitor
R1—2700-ohm, ½-watt resistor
S1—SPST switch
B1, B2—9-volt transistor-radio battery

The two other resistors, and Cc, form a biasing network. They are necessary because the source voltage should normally be higher (more positive) than the gate voltage. Resistor Rg therefore holds the source at about +3 volts when the gate is at 0 volts. Capacitor Cc directs any AC that is present at the source to ground.

Fig. 1. This is a conventional FET audio amplifier. Many parts can be left out if its input is a dynamic microphone.

Fig. 2. This preamplifier amplifies any incoming audio signal by 10 to 20 dB. Note that C1 can be eliminated if the following stage has a capacitor at its input.
Ever wondered how stepper motors work? Here's a practical run-down on those useful devices.

BY STEVE PAVOR

Most semiconductor manufacturers produce a range of power IC's for driving stepper motors. The data sheets for those IC's cover the driving requirements for stepper motors quite well, but the purpose of this article is to provide some practical experience with stepper motors themselves.

With our simple test circuit, you can demonstrate half-step and full-step drive modes, and regenerative braking. To do all that, you will only need to wire up 4 pushbuttons, 4 diodes, and a 1.5-volt dry cell.

Figure 1 shows a "conceptual" model of a typical 4-phase stepper motor. (They are not actually built that way, but the illustration makes the operation easier to visualize.) The rotor can be thought of as a permanent magnet that aligns itself with any applied magnetic field.

By energizing one winding at a time, the rotor can be made to move to any one of four positions, 90° apart (Fig. 1A). By energizing two adjacent phases simultaneously, the rotor can be positioned in another four orientations, midway between the first four (see Fig. 1B). The latter driving scheme is more commonly used, since the torque is greater when two windings are energized.

By alternating between the two driving schemes, it is possible to obtain twice as many steps per revolution—this is known as the "half-step" mode. We'll have more to say about that later.

A typical stepper motor has a step angle of 1.8°, so if you can imagine a rotor with 50 poles, and the coils of the stator duplicated 50 times around the circumference of the rotor, you'll have a pretty fair idea of how it works.

This story first appeared in Silicon Chip Australia (August 1989); reprinted with permission.

---

![Diagram](http://example.com/diagram.png)

**Fig. 1.** This is a simplified representation of a 4-phase stepper motor. When \( \phi_1 \) is energized, the rotor aligns itself as shown in A. When \( \phi_1 \) and \( \phi_2 \) are energized, the rotor moves to the position shown in B.
By the way, the term "4-phase" stepper motor is really a misnomer. It is actually a 2-phase motor to a power engineer. Yes, it does have four coils, but energizing φ3 or φ4 is no different than energizing φ1 or φ2 with the current reversed. Having four windings just simplifies the drive circuitry, since only four SPST switches to ground are needed. The switches are usually just NPN power transistors.

However, only half of the windings can be active at any one time, so large, high-power stepper motors usually dispense with the center-tapped windings and use a single heavy-duty winding for φ1 and φ3, and ditto for φ2 and φ4. The drive circuitry must now be capable of reversing the current through the windings so four double-pole double-throw switches, each containing four power transistors, are required.

**Demonstration Circuit.** Enough of the theory, the best way to learn is by doing, so if you have a stepper motor lying around somewhere, dust it off and wire up the simple demonstration circuit of Fig. 2. A 1.5-volt "D" cell will provide enough current to demonstrate the torque capabilities of the motor. Four pushbutton switches enable you to drive the motor manually through "full step" or "half-step" sequences.

Diodes D1-D4 prevent sparking at the switch contacts, and actually return the stored inductive energy back to the battery. For example, assume that the φ1 switch is closed and a current of 300 mA is flowing from the battery and through the φ1 winding to ground. The instant the switch is opened, a current of ~300mA flows through the φ3 winding via D3.

The direction of the current is back towards the battery. The current rapidly drops to zero and the stored energy is returned to the power supply. During this period, the voltage across the open-circuit φ2 switch is twice the supply voltage (neglecting diode drops). Remember that when selecting transistors for unipolar drive circuits.

The tables in Fig. 2 show the required button presses to move the stepper motor in a clockwise direction, in either full-step or half-step modes. Reversing is easy—just "walk" your fingers backwards across the buttons.

At this stage, it's a good idea to attach some sort of lever securely to the motor shaft so that you can check out the torque characteristics. Notice that the holding torque is much greater than the "working torque" (the torque developed when moving on to the next phase).

**Fig. 3.** A typical stepper motor drive circuit. The NPN transistors and their associated clamping diodes are usually incorporated in a "power-pack" IC, along with the necessary logic to generate a 4-phase drive sequence from a series of input "step" pulses.

Most stepper motors will develop an impressive torque with only 1.5 volts applied to the windings. The maximum rated continuous DC voltage is usually only 5 volts. Why, then, do some drive (Continued on page 98)
The 555 oscillator/timer has been somewhat of a popular marvel since its development. With a timing cycle that is independent of the supply voltage—ranging between 4 and 16 volts—the 555 is a highly stable clocking device, capable of producing accurate timing pulses. In addition, the device can source or sink up to 100 mA of current.

About the 555. A block pinout diagram of the 555 oscillator/timer is shown in Fig. 1. The 555 integrated timer is made up of several transistor stages, part of which form two comparators—the upper- and lower-threshold comparators—a control RS flip-flop, an output-amplifier stage, and a voltage reference. The key to its operation is its internally set upper- and lower-threshold limits. The 555's upper- and lower-threshold voltages are internally set at \( \frac{2}{3} \) and \( \frac{1}{3} \) of the supply voltage by a resistive voltage-divider network.

The 555 can be used in many applications: interval or event timing, pulse generation and shaping, or clock-pulse generation. As an interval or event timer, the 555 would be operated in its monostable mode and used to either control the time interval between events or the duration of an event. Pulse generation and shaping might involve anything: creating time delays, pulse blanking, pulse-width modulation, pulse-position modulation, or even pulse stretching.

In the clock-pulse generation mode of operation, the 555 might be used to provide a clocking signal at some fixed frequency up to 300 kHz.

Monostable Multivibrator. In the monostable mode of operation, the 555's \textit{threshold} and \textit{discharge} terminals (pins 6 and 7) are tied together and connected to the junction between a resistor and a capacitor that form an RC network. The RC network determines the output duration of the one-shot.

Figure 2 shows a 555 configured as a one-shot. When a timing cycle is initiated, by momentarily bringing pin 2 low, the output of the 555 at pin 3 goes high, and remains high for a period determined by the RC circuit connected at pins 6 and 7. The timing cycle can be aborted by momentarily applying a low to pin 4.

When power is applied to the circuit, the output of the 555 is low, and the capacitor in the RC network is held discharged via pin 7 of the 555. When a timing cycle is initiated by bringing pin 2 (trigger) low, C1 begins to charge exponentially (through R1) toward the supply voltage. When the charge across C1 reaches \( \frac{2}{3} \) of the supply voltage, the output of the 555 goes low once more. That places a short across C1, causing it to discharge, completing one cycle.

The timing interval is independent of the supply voltage because the charge on C1, and thus the voltage presented to the threshold input of the 555 at pin 6, are both directly proportional to the supply voltage. The period of the timing interval \( T \) is given by:

\[
T = 1.1 \times R1 \times C1
\]

If \( R1 \) is set at 1 megohm and \( C1 \) is 1 microfarad (\( \mu F \)), the output period of the 555 would be:

\[
T = 1.1 \times 1,000,000 \times 0.000,001 = 1.1 \text{ seconds}
\]
Fig. 1. Here is a block diagram of the insides of the popular 555 oscillator/timer, which is made up of several transistor stages that constitute the upper- and lower-threshold comparators, a control RS flip-flop, and an output-amplifier stage. The upper and lower limits of the comparators are internally set at 1/3 and 2/3 of the supply voltage by a resistive voltage-divider network.

Fig. 2. In the monostable mode of operation, the 555's THRESHOLD and DISCHARGE terminals (pins 6 and 7) are tied together and connected to a resistor-capacitor network that determines the output duration.

Values for C1 can range from 0.01 to 100 µF; R1 can be any value between 1000 ohms (1k) and 10 megohms. Capacitor C1 should always be a low leakage unit to ensure timing accuracy.

When the output of the 555 is high, the application of an additional trigger pulse to pin 2 has no effect. However, the output timing cycle can be aborted (cut short) by the application of a negative-going pulse at pin 2, the output of the 555 goes high, and C1 begins to charge through R1.

When the voltage across C1 reaches the upper threshold level, the output goes low. That causes C1 to discharge through D1 initially, until the voltage decreases to between 0.6 and 0.7 volt (the approximate voltage drop across a silicon diode). At that point, C1 discharges the remainder of its charge more slowly through R1.

The period of time required for C1 to completely discharge is longer than in the conventional monostable circuit (the major drawback of such a circuit), and can cause timing errors and/or pulse-width changes if retriggered just after a completed output pulse.

The circuit can be enabled by the application of a positive-going voltage (or pulse) at pin 4, or inhibited by a low voltage level. If a negative-going pulse is applied to the reset input of the 555, the timing cycle terminates or resets the output prior to the normal finish of the cycle.

Still in the Family. One very common task when designing electronic systems is to interface switch contacts with circuitry. Because typical switch bounce and/or noise can generate multiple or sporadic outputs, an interface circuit (commonly referred to as a "switch debouncer") is often used to eliminate those problems. In the one-shot circuit shown in Fig. 4, the 555 timer is triggered by pushbutton switch S1. Prior to the actuation of S1, C1 is charged to +V through R1. Depressing S1 discharges C1 rapidly through R4, creating a short negative spike. Any sporadic effects of switch bounce that may occur when S1 is depressed are removed by the integrating action of R1 and C1, resulting in a clean, negative-going spike. That spike is then passed through C2 to pin 2 of U1, causing the monostable to fire, generating a clean square-wave output of T = 1.1R1C1. Upon release of S1, C1 recharges to +V and the circuit awaits the next switch actuation.
The circuit outputs only a single trigger pulse for each switch depression regardless of how long S1 is held down, and will not trigger upon switch release. But the circuit will retrigger as fast as S1 can be reactivated. The minimum output pulse width of the circuit should be longer than the bounce of the switch used—typically 10 ms or less.

**Touch Switch.** An interesting type of monostable circuit—a touch switch—is shown in Fig. 5. In that circuit, the switching action is accomplished without conventional mechanical switch contacts. The circuit is basically a conventional 555 monostable, with the only major difference being its method of triggering.

The trigger input is biased by R1 (a 22-megohm resistor) to maximize the sensitivity of the circuit. In such a circuit, the trigger input draws negligible current when held above its \( \frac{2}{3} \) \(+V\) threshold.

With the threshold control, R2, adjusted so that the voltage at pin 2 is held above \( \frac{2}{3} \) \(+V\) the output of the circuit remains low until triggered. When the contact plate is touched, body capacitance (effectively in parallel with R3) lowers the overall impedance between pin 2 and ground, thereby pulling pin 2 below the \( \frac{2}{3} \) \(+V\) threshold. That causes U1 to trigger, producing an output pulse of \( T = 1.1RC \). The timing period should be made longer than the anticipated contact time, otherwise the timer will retrigger after completion of the first output pulse. In Fig. 5, the timing period is about 5 seconds.

The contact plate can be any conducting material arranged for convenient finger contact. Also, some type of feedback to the operator is desirable, such as a lamp or LED to indicate that switching has occurred as a result of contact.

**Retriggerable One-Shot.** The circuit in Fig. 6 is yet another variation of the monostable multivibrator in which normal triggering characteristic of the monostable has been modified. It differs from the others in that it is made up of two 555's, and its output is not reset to begin a new timing period. In Fig. 6, timer U2 is configured as a conventional monostable, and is triggered by a negative-going pulse provided by U1, which is set up as a simplified inverting monostable.

The discharge terminal of U1 (pin 7) is used to clamp C2 for the duration of U1's output pulse. During normal operation, when the trigger pulses are longer than the period of U2, the output pulses occur at the input rate, and the output pulse width is equal to \( 1.1R2C2 \). When the time between trigger pulses is shorter than \( 1.1R2C2 \), the voltage across C2 returns to zero with each pulse.

As a consequence, C2 never reaches the \( \frac{2}{3} \) \(+V\) threshold established by \( R1C2 \) for U2; thus, U2 never times out. Under those conditions, the output remains at a steady high DC level, and continues as long as the input triggers are received at a rate of less than \( 1.1R2C2 \).

The circuit in Fig. 6 can be scaled to operate at virtually any rate consistent with the range of component values allowable with a 555. The output pulse width of U1 should be kept at some small percentage of that of U2, making sure that the pulse width is long enough to ensure complete discharge of C2 during U1's timing period.

**555 Monostable Exercise.** Assuming that you've kept the power supply circuit intact, breadboard the circuit shown in Fig. 2. Make R1 1 megohm; R2 and R3 10k; R4 270 ohms; C1 10 \( \mu F \). With those values, calculate the length of time \( T = RC \) that the output (pin 3) of U1 should remain high when a timing cycle is initiated. Apply power to the circuit. The circuit output is indicated by LED1; it will only turn on when the output of U1 at pin 3 is high.

Momentarily bring pin 2 low (ground). The output of U1 (pin 3) should go high and LED1 should light. When the 555 has timed out, again trigger a timing cycle, this time taking note of its duration. How long did the output remain high? How does the measured time compare to the value calculated?

Momentarily bring pin 2 low again, and then momentarily bring pin 4 low. What happens to the output (pin 3) when pin 4 is brought low? Can a cycle be initiated while pin 4 is held low? Record your observations.

Now let's try tinkering with the component values. Recall that we stated (Continued on page 98)
Product Test Reports

LEN FELDMAN

ZENITH VM7150 VHS CAMCORDER

Most American video enthusiasts, it seems, prefer full-size VHS camcorders over the smaller 8-mm or VHS-C variety. This Zenith model offers good reasons why that is so. The VM7150, though not an S-VHS model, offers just about every conceivable feature the experienced amateur video maker might want. Just a list of these features with brief descriptions of each took a full page of the well written 50-page owner's manual supplied by Zenith.

The Zenith VM7150 is equipped with a two-speed 8:1 powered zoom lens. A flying erase-head makes for smooth edits between scenes. There's a variable high-speed shutter with speeds from 1/4000th to 1/30th of a second. Date and time can be entered automatically or manually as you record, and you can even superimpose graphics, pictures, or titles in 8 different colors from a "four-page memory." Focus, white-balance, and iris adjustments are all automatic. Backlight compensation is provided for. You can take shots at 1/4-, 1/2-, and 1-second intervals to produce animation or time-lapse special effects. A 60-second self-timer delay lets you get into a scene before recording begins. A "Retake" feature allows you to stay in the record-standby mode while you fast-forward or rewind a tape to a specific point. Audio/video dubbing from external sources is possible. There's audio and video fade-in/fade-out capability, index-marking capability, and even a provision for connecting a wireless external microphone. Secondary features will be noted as we describe the many controls found on this camcorder.

Controls. Most of the operating controls for this camcorder are found on the left side of the unit. A sub-trigger button is used to stop recording momentarily. The "Retake" buttons (fast-forward and reverse) are nearby, as is the full auto button that puts focus and white balance under automatic control. Manual focus can be selected by another nearby button. The main power switch, the "Fade" button, and the backlighting-compensation control are up front, near the lens assembly. The date/time index and shutter (speed) buttons are further back along the side surface of the camcorder, and nearby are display select, white balance, date/time select, record on/off, (to display elapsed recording time in the viewfinder), and rewind reset buttons. A tracking control is further back, near the rear of the camcorder housing. The display select button sequentially selects date, time, or date and time to be displayed on the viewfinder screen and to be recorded on the tape when recording begins.

The right side of the camcorder houses the cassette compartment, while the hand-grip section up front houses the usual power zoom and start/stop-recording button as well as the battery pack that slips inside the hand-grip section. An alarm on/off switch near the record button, when switched on, sounds an alarm whenever the record start/stop button is pressed. Controls associated with the VCR playback function of the camcorder are all grouped together at the rear of the unit. Time, date, and insert record buttons are also grouped with the tape-transport controls back there. A liquid-crystal display (LCD) there shows operating mode as well as tape and battery conditions.

Audio dubbing, animation, and self-timer buttons; an earphone jack; a counter memory button; a DC input jack; and a remote-control jack are also located at the rear panel of the camcorder. An audio/video input multiple-pin connector is located on the rear surface of the unit as is a background music input connector. That last named jack lets you mix any audio source with your microphone sound during recording.

Beneath the lens area are more buttons and controls such as the memory button that keeps a desired title or illustration in memory, a color button that selects the color of an illustration or caption, a title on/off button that mixes titles and pictures, a space button that displays title pages one through four in the viewfinder, and an image reverse button. Up front, above the electronic viewfinder, are a wireless-microphone receiver jack and, at the front of the electronic viewfinder there is a tally light that tells your "actors" when a "take" is happening.

About APEL. APEL stands for Advanced Product Evaluation Laboratories, a renowned video-product testing laboratory that is run by Mr. Frank Barr and his associates. APEL is one of the best equipped video testing labs in the...
United States. Once APEL generates the measurement data for a product, that data, along with the product, is sent to my laboratory where we analyze the data, use the product, and produce the final test report for the product. Many of APEL’s measurements are fairly technical and may not be of interest to more casual readers. For that reason, numerical test results are summarized elsewhere in this report, while their significance is reported next.

The Test Results. Minimum illumination required for a full-amplitude video signal to be produced by the camcorder was 6.7 lux. While not the lowest illumination requirement we have ever measured, it is low enough for the camcorder to be used in a room having ordinary lighting. White balance set for optimum produced 11 IRE of chrominance when pointing the camera section at a neutral (uncolored) object. That is about average for camcorders we have tested in recent months. Color contamination, or the amount of color bursts appearing on a fine black and white pattern, amounted to no more than 9 IRE, which is also about average for the breed. Color purity, accuracy, and degree of color saturation were all excellent.

The vectorscope photo that accompanies this article was taken when the camcorder was recording a red field. The white “spot” seen at the top of the photo represents the phase angle and the degree of saturation of the red color. Ideally, that spot should fall exactly in the center of the cross-mark labeled “R” (for Red). As you can see, in the case of this camcorder the white dot location was very nearly (but not quite) perfect.

Horizontal resolution of the camera itself was a very high 400 lines. That means there was more picture detail than you normally receive from broadcast TV. However, after recording and playing back a test pattern, resolution decreased to 240 lines when measured from the video-output jack. That’s still slightly better resolution than the average VHS format camcorder provides. Signal-to-noise ratio for the brightness part of the signal, with optimum illumination, ranged from 42.7 dB to 46.0 dB, while chroma AM signal-to-noise ratios ranged from 44.6 dB to 46.0 dB. Audio signal-to-noise ratio using the external-microphone input was a better-than-average 50.7 dB.

Hands-On Tests. It took us a while to familiarize ourselves with all of the switches and buttons scattered around the camcorder’s body, but once we did, we quickly realized just how versatile and feature-laden this Zenith camcorder really is. We were pleased that the fade-in/fade-out feature worked for both video and audio. In many camcorders equipped with fade-in/fade-out, the feature applies only to the video signal and that really doesn’t make much sense. In the course of our hands-on experiments, we hooked up an external CD player to the background-music input jack and created our own “background score” for our video “production.” All of the special effects, such as time-lapse and the four pages of available “titles” worked well, as did the feature that allows you to superimpose a still picture with the current shot.

This full size unit weighs just under seven pounds and is therefore a camcorder that you will either want to mount on your shoulder or use with a firm tripod. But to compensate for that, the Zenith VM7150 offers features that are usually missing in smaller, lighter “aim-and-shoot” camcorders.

For more information on the VM7150 contact Zenith (1000 Milwaukee Ave, Glenview, IL 60025) or circle No. 119 on the Free Information Card.

TEST RESULTS—ZENITH VM7150 VHS CAMCORDER

Unlike the case with audio products, video products seldom have many meaningful published specifications associated with them. Thus, APEL’s results are tabulated without any reference to manufacturer’s specifications, simply because few of APEL’s measurements are normally reported by this or any other manufacturer. As Popular Electronics publishes more and more reports, you will be able to make meaningful comparisons between competing products.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>APEL Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAMERA/VCR VIDEO SECTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Illumination</td>
<td>6.7 lux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Resolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>400 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record/Play Video Out</td>
<td>240 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Contamination</td>
<td>9 IRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Balance</td>
<td>11 IRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal-to-Noise Ratios (Chroma AM/Luminance)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>44.6/42.7 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimum Light Level</td>
<td>45.2/46.0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record/Play Video Out</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimum Light Level</td>
<td>39 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Focal Distance</td>
<td>(Macro: ¼ in.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens Aperture</td>
<td>f/1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoom Ratio</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal Length</td>
<td>8.5 mm to 68 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUDIO SECTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Output, Microphone</td>
<td>0.55 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Microphone Input Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.45 millivolts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal-to-Noise Ratio</td>
<td>50.7 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Additional Data</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Requirements</td>
<td>11.5 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (including battery and tape)</td>
<td>6½ lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions (H X W X D, in inches)</td>
<td>8½ x 8 x 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested Retail Price</td>
<td>$1499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MICROTAC SOFTWARE FRENCH ASSISTANT

Learn French or refine your language skills with an easy to use program. Software is available for learning Spanish, German, and Italian, too!

Believe it or not, I know a 2-year old child that speaks excellent French. Of course he lives in downtown Paris, but bad jokes aside, you can learn French and be able to write and translate letters, newspaper articles, and books with a little determined practice. You may think there’s no easy way to learn French, but you’ve probably never tried the French Assistant software package, or moving to France.

The Software. The French Assistant is stored on two diskettes and is designed to help you study, learn, and write in French. You will be able to write memos, reports, study for tests, complete homework assignments, and in general, improve or renew your expertise in the French language. It can work as a powerful memory-resident program for use with your word processor or as a handy stand-alone reference.

The big plus in the French Assistant is that it provides access to complete verb conjugations—over 2000 fully conjugated verbs. You can find and insert the correctly conjugated verb directly into your document with just a keystroke.

Beginners and those seeking a refresher course in French grammar and vocabulary will appreciate the wide coverage provided by French Assistant. You can review test subjects, refer to a particular topic when writing, or refresh your skills by browsing through the grammar help topics.

What makes the French Assistant possible is the French-English and English-French dictionaries that permit the user to quickly locate a word and insert it into a document being processed. There are about 30,000 words in the dictionaries, and you can add new ones that you are apt to use again.

The real fun comes when you first try the replace word-by-word function. Right before your eyes English words are erased and the French equivalents are put in their place. Words that do not appear in the dictionary cannot be translated, so those words are bracketed to alert the user. Admittedly, the resulting translated word-for-word text is not refined. That is where your language skills and the French Assistant’s reference capabilities come into play.

If your word-processing program makes it difficult to add accented characters to the text, French Assistant makes it easier. You’ll have no problem with accents, circumflexes, or any punctuation.

Your Computer. French Assistant operates on IBM PC/XT/AT, PS/2, and compatibles with DOS versions 2.0 and above. The minimum RAM required for stand-alone operation is 256K. The recommended minimum RAM for memory-resident use is 512K although the French Assistant occupies only about 98K in that mode.

French Assistant can be installed on a one diskette drive system, a two dis-
kette-drive system, or, of course, a hard-disk system. The program was reviewed after placing it on a hard disk by following the simple directions in the manual. To run the program in a stand-alone mode, just type:

FRENASST/S<ENTER>

If you want the program to be memory resident for use within the framework of your word-processing program, type:

FRENASST<ENTER>

before you run your word-processing program. Should you use the program frequently, it would pay to include the command in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file. While in your word-processing program, striking <ALT-M> will bring up the main menu, which appears superimposed over your current work. There are only seven "hot" keys to learn, or if you wish, only one if you go directly to the main menu after French Assistant is loaded-in.

What it Can Do. As an example, let's proceed to change this sentence step by step:

Mary had a little lamb.

To save space in the dictionary and eliminate confusion where one word has multiple meanings, only the English infinitive verbs are recognized by the software. That being the case, the English verb had must be changed to its infinitive form: (to) have. The sentence then becomes:

Mary have a little lamb.

Next, the French Assistant is put in its "Replace Mode." That is accomplished by either typing <ALT-R>, Or <ALT-M> and selecting the replace mode from the menu. Word-for-word replacement from English-to-French will then take place before your eyes. The end result will be:

[Mary] avoir un peu (m.) agneau.

To conjugate the verb avoir in the correct tense, you would place the cursor on the verb, type <ALT-V>, and follow the instructions given in the menu. The correct tense for the word "had" is the simple past, the second choice on the verb-tense menu. To replace the word with its simple-past French equivalent strike the down arrow once and hit r2. The sentence will now look like this:

[Mary] eut un peu (m.) agneau.

Next we remove the brackets from the word "Mary" since it is a proper noun and need not be translated. The "(m.)" is used to indicate that "peu" (little) is a masculine noun. That is wrong since the word "little" is used as an adjective. To correct the error, the word "little" was reinserted to replace the French noun. The result is:

Mary eut un petit agneau.

Now striking <ALT-E> when the cursor is on the word "little" brings up a menu showing a few French words and additional information, You place the cursor on the word "petit" and hit return. The result is:

Mary eut un petit agneau.

and your sentence is done.

For an Unknown Word. The task becomes easier as the user develops a vocabulary and acquires knowledge of French grammar. For example, take the sentence:

The butcher cuts meat.

Let's say you know how to translate everything except the French word for butcher. Depressing <ALT-E> followed by <ENTER> allows you to enter an English word for the software to translate. So you would simply enter the word "butcher" and the French equivalent "boucher" will appear with a note that tells you it is a masculine word.

You can also add a word to the dictionary. If your are looking for the word butcher and it isn't in the English dictionary, strike <ALT-A>. After you add the English word, the screen will prompt you to add the French word, which you will have to look up in a standard English-French dictionary.

The Fringe Benefits. There are a few other features you should know about. You can use any accented character found in French, Italian, German, or Spanish. Hot keys are selectable for full-time users. The speed at which French Assistant operates is adjustable (slow, normal, or fast)—select the highest speed your computer can handle. To save valuable RAM space when French Assistant is not being used, the software's resident memory can be cleared. The Users Guide is brief and to the point. It is written for all four languages so that if you are a multilingual student, to understand the operation of one language program makes you an expert in all four language programs by MicroTac Software.

Who Can Use It? The French Assistant is not a stand-alone French language self-teaching course, but it is an invaluable tool for the student, and the occasional user of French. If you took French years ago in high-school or college, here is an inexpensive and enjoyable way to refresh your language skills.

You can order French Assistant for $49.95 plus $3.00 for shipping and handling from microTac Software, 4655 Coss Street, Suite 304, San Diego, CA 92109, Tel. 1-619-272-5700; Visa and MasterCard are accepted. California residents must add 7% sales tax. For more information, circle no. 120 on the Free Information Card.
GETTING STARTED IN WIRELESS

This definitely isn't the column I'd planned to write for the March issue! What I thought I'd be doing would be reporting to you on the results of applying power—for the very first time—to our restored Pilot A.C. Super-Wasp (see July through November, 1989 columns). In January, I talked about the design of the power supply I was building to fire up the "Wasp." Last month we digressed about 1989 and the column was due at the Gernsback offices in just a few days, I had to think of something else to talk about—and fast! So I decided to research an era of radio communication I hadn't yet covered in Antique Radio:

About to pick up the soldering iron to begin wiring, when it happened. I realized that I hadn't made any provision for ventilating the below-chassis bleeder resistor/voltage divider and decided to do something about it.

After prudently removing the resistor to avoid damage, I drilled a series of ventilating holes in the chassis apron near the component's location. Then I remounted the resistor and once again turned to the soldering iron. But something was still bothering me; although I'd spent some time de-burring the new ventilation holes, they still looked a little rough. So I picked up a file, intending to quickly smooth them down.

After working for a few moments, however, I heard a grating noise as my tool rubbed against a porcelain surface. In my impatience to complete the job, I'd slipped and nicked the resistor. And a quick check with an ohmmeter confirmed my worst fears. The resistor was now open. I'd hit it in a vulnerable spot: the "window" where its windings were exposed to make contact with the adjustable sliders.

Since one can't buy Omnite "Divid-ohm" power resistors at the local Radio Shack, and the column was due at the Gernsback offices in just a few days, I had to think of something else to talk about—and fast! So I decided to research an era of radio communication I hadn't yet covered in Antique Radio:

Make It a Real "Wireless Xmas"

No better Christmas gift for any one interested in wireless could be imagined than the "Best 1 KW Transformer Ever Designed," the new Thordarson Wireless Transformer.

A new perfected type, with even greater range, power and flexibility than our famous model, featuring Variable Shunt and Amperage Scale gives wonderful accuracy. Cross-connected, balanced, professional for mistakes or false-nets. Five steps, 10, 50, 100, 20,000 volts, plus high voltage.

Write for Samples and Prices.


LENZITE WIRELESS DETECTOR

A fast-talking teenager who was ready to upgrade his transmitter just might be able to get his parents to put one of these 20,000-volt beauties under the Christmas tree.

the years just prior to World War I, when radio was still called wireless. Here's the result, and I hope you enjoy reading it as much as I enjoyed putting it together. We'll get back to the Wasp as soon as I can locate a replacement resistor.

Setting the Stage. Imagine that it's the spring of 1912. You're a young radio hobbyist who, using ingenuity and scraps of wire, metal, and wood—and a minimum amount of cash—has put together a simple amateur station. One day, you settle down at your receiver for a quiet listening session and pick up the following fragment of a message:

... boats and embarked about six hundred persons, then the cry went up that the ship was sinking and a frenzied rout began. Ship settled into the sea and it is said that many boats were
on the action and set up a home station. What are the things you’d have to know, and what kind of equipment would be required? In this column, and others to follow, we’ll explore the answers. Let’s start with the transmitter.

**The Basic Spark Rig.** If you had a limited budget, or just wanted to get started in the simplest way possible, your transmitter was probably a “silver coil.” Translated into modern terms, that smashing to pieces in davits. Some were swamped in launching, others went down with the ship ...

Not everything on the pre-World War I airwaves was as exciting as that report, actually picked up by a young radio amateur in New Haven, Connecticut, concerning the sinking of the Titanic. But there were plenty of messages to hear and plenty of people to talk with.

Though not yet being used for home-entertainment purposes in those years just before The Great War, radio was well-established as a commercial service. Besides providing indispensable communications for ships at sea, it carried telegrams, business messages, and news—not to mention the conversations of numerous amateur-radio operators. In fact, with government regulations less stringent than they are today, it wasn’t unusual for ham and commercial operators to chat with each other on the air.

Now imagine that you are a radio-minded individual who’d like to get in

plug. But transformers can’t operate on direct (unvarying) current as obtained from batteries; they require current that is alternating (regularly changing polarity) or at least interrupted (turned on and off at a regular rate) in order to do their thing. Accordingly, the Ford coil was fitted with a buzzer-like interrupter that automatically turned the current from the battery on and off at a fast enough rate for transformer action to take place.

If you wanted a little stronger signal than the Ford coil would deliver, you might purchase one of the more powerful spark coils sold specifically for radio use. There were also powerful spark coils on the market (as there are today) designed for demonstration purposes in science classes. But whatever kind you might purchase, the hookup was simplicity itself.

Four dry cells, in series with a telegraph key, provided the six volts required to power the coil’s primary circuit. With the proper adjustment of the interrupter, pressing the key would cause a couple of thousand volts to appear at the secondary terminals of the coil. Those terminals were connected to a spark gap made of a couple of nails, sections of wire, or other pieces of metal. If the points of the gap were placed just the right distance apart, a lively blue spark would crackle across them as long as the key was held down.

Besides emitting light and sound, the spark was also a source of radio waves. Those were radiated into the atmosphere by an antenna connected to one side of the gap. The other side was connected to a cold-water pipe or a good ground rod. The antenna usually consisted of four to six parallel wires separated by spreaders at each end. You made it as long and as high as you could.

An outfit like that one would transmit on a wavelength roughly equal to the natural one of the antenna and ground system (somewhere between 200 and 600 meters). Most folks didn’t worry about exactly what wavelength they were on because the receivers then in use tuned very broadly indeed, and would respond to almost any electromagnetic disturbance if it was strong enough.

**Adding a Condenser.** With a basic spark-coil outfit as described, you could easily communicate with your chums in

(Continued on page 106)
RF CIRCUITS FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE

This month we're going to explore a variety of RF enhancement circuits. Some of the circuits are designed to breathe new life into older shortwave receivers, or to pull in a DX broadcast station from across the country on a generic AM radio.

Others are designed to electronically "stretch" a miniature antenna so that it acts like a long wire for the apartment dweller; another can be used to tune out what's not desired to be tuned in.

No matter what listening category you happen to occupy, it's my hope that at least one of the following circuits will enhance your next radio adventure. If you happen to live in an area where outside antennas are taboo, try one of the following "wire-stretcher" circuits.

Signal Grabber. The circuit in Fig. 1 takes a short pull-up antenna that has a high output impedance, and couples it to the receiver's low input impedance through a two-transistor impedance-matching network. Transistor Q1's high input impedance and high-frequency characteristics make it a good match for the short antenna, while Q2's low output impedance is a close match for the receiver's input.

The impedance-matching circuit allows a wide range of frequencies from below 100 kHz to over 30 MHz to enter the receiver. Even though the circuit offers no voltage gain, the receiver's performance is greatly enhanced. The matching circuit will boost the receiver's performance only if the signal reaching the antenna is of sufficient strength to begin with. If the desired signal isn't making it to the antenna, there's very little chance that any electronic wizardry will produce a usable signal at the receiver.

For the best low-noise performance, the matching circuit should be housed in a metal cabinet and powered from an internal 9-volt battery. But a well-filtered, noise-free external AC-derived power source can be used; or, if available, power can be supplied from the receiver.

The circuit can be assembled breadboard style on a piece of perfboard with push-in pins, or a simple circuit board can be produced; in either case, keep all leads short and follow a neat construction scheme. Just about any replacement pull-up antenna can be used or, if you have the available room, an old ¼-wavelength CB whip antenna would make a dandy signal grabber.

Signal Booster. If your receiver needs a higher level RF-input signal than what the matching network can furnish, try the circuit in Fig. 2. The circuit, built around a few transistors and support components, offers an RF gain of about 12 to 18 dB from about 100 kHz to over 30 MHz, and is designed to complement the circuit in Fig. 1.

The RF signal is direct-coupled from Q1's source terminal to the base of Q2, which is configured as a voltage amplifier. The output of Q2 is then direct-coupled to the base of Q3 (configured as an emitter-follower amplifier). Transistor Q3 is used to match and isolate the gain stage from the receiver's RF-input circuitry.

Inductor L1 is used to keep any noise from the power source from reaching the FET (Q1) and any value of RF choke from 0.5 to 2.5 millihenrys will do. The value of R2 sets the bias for Q2 to about 2 volts. If the voltage is less than 2 volts, increase the value of R2 to 1.5k. To go below 100 kHz to the bottom of the RF spectrum, increase the value of C1 to 0.002 µF.

PARTS LIST FOR THE SIGNAL BOOSTER
Q1—MPF102, general-purpose, N-channel FET
Q2—2N3904, general-purpose, NPN silicon transistor
Q3—2N306, general-purpose, PNP silicon transistor
R1—1.5-megohm, ½-watt, 5% resistor
R2, R3, R5—1000-ohm, ¼-watt, 5% resistor
R4—2200-ohm, ½-watt, 5% resistor
C1—680-pF, ceramic-disc capacitor
C2-C5—0.1-µF, ceramic-disc capacitor
C6—470-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic capacitor
L1—0.5—2.5-mH RF choke
S1—SPST toggle switch
Perboard materials, metal enclosure, telescoping antenna, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

Tunable Trap. The add-on circuit, in Fig. 3, is a tunable trap that can be adjusted to extract undesirable AM signals and pass what is left to the receiver. Inductor L1 is a broadcast loopstick-antenna coil and C1 is a tuning capacitor, both of which were salvaged from an older AM transistor radio.

If the interfering signal originates from the lower frequency end of the broadcast band, set L1's slug about ¼ of the way into the coil and tune C1 for a minimum signal output at the interfer-

**Fig. 1.** The Signal-Grabber circuit is designed to make a short pull-up antenna perform like a long wire antenna, while offering no voltage gain. The circuit boosts the receiver's performance only if the signal at the antenna is of sufficient level to begin with.
Fig. 2. The Signal Booster, built around a few transistors and support components, offers an RF gain of 12 to 18 dB from about 190 kHz to over 30 MHz, and is designed to complement the circuit in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. The Tunable Trap can be adjusted to extract undesirable AM signals and pass what is left to the receiver.

Fig. 4. The Signal Scrubber is a frequency-selective circuit for the wire stretcher. When a desired signal is receivable, but buried in noise, this circuit can pull it out of the mud, clean it up, and send it on to the receiver.

Fig. 5. The VLF Converter can be used to pick up signals for the general coverage of shortwave receivers. A number of unusual signals can be heard on frequencies below 15 kHz.

that does occur, determine the transmitter's frequency and select a coil/capacitor combination that will resonate at that frequency, and connect that combination to the circuit as shown in Fig. 3.

**Signal Scrubber.** A frequency-selective circuit for the wire stretcher is shown in Fig. 4. When a desired signal is receivable, but buried in noise, this circuit can pull it out of the mud, clean it up, and send it on through the stretcher to the receiver. At the same time that the tuner is increasing the level of the desired frequency, it's also attenuating all other signals outside its passband. The same combination of values for the coil and capacitor in Fig. 3 can be used in this circuit.

The input of the stretcher circuit is an ideal place to experiment with other types of antennas and selective circuits. A large tuned loop will give the circuit a directivity feature that can help in reducing an interfering signal coming from a different direction. If you don't have room for a large loop, you might try using a large, tuned ferrite coil in its place and retain the directivity feature.

**VLF Converter.** The majority of the general-coverage shortwave receivers start with the AM-broadcast band and
AND THE WINNER IS...

In case you missed it, back in the August 1989 column I challenged you to come up with the best program of 100 lines or fewer written in Turbo Pascal. Unfortunately, it seems that BASIC remains the overwhelming choice for those of us who have chosen to learn programming at all; even so, we got quite a few excellent responses.

Congratulations to all of the entrants. In my book you're all winners because you've taken the next step and learned an important and powerful programming tool. Now, let's look at some of the programs.

Runners Up. I received several interesting responses that came close to winning but suffered one or two fatal flaws that kept them from taking first place. One, submitted by Chieh Cheng, was a simple 30-line program that allows you to rename an MS-DOS directory. I would have liked the program better if it accepted wildcards and multiple names on the command line, and if it had better error checking: all of that would have been easy to do in 100 lines.

David Muckel submitted half-a-dozen or so decent programs designed to spruce up batch files, to track DOS command-line entries, and to locate a lost file. His programming technique was excellent, a bit more originality would have earned him the prize.

Vic McALister wrote a nice program for providing a graphic display of your hard disk structure, but it also loses in the originality column.

A program submitted by Doug Martin allows you to change file attributes (hidden, read-only, system, and archive). Its menu-driven approach and use of the CLRSRC statement, however, made it clumsy to use.

The winner. Another entry by Doug Martin, however, earns him first prize: a 12-MHz 80286 motherboard (courtesy of JDR Microdevices) and a package of three Pascal programming tools—Turbo Professional, Turbo Analyst, and B-Tree Filer (courtesy of the good folks at Turbo Power Software).

As it is, Doug’s program probably won’t be useful to many people except BBs operators. However, it illustrates several useful programming techniques (in particular, running external programs from inside a Turbo Pascal program) that could be useful in a number of situations.

Doug’s program, shown in Listing 1, is called MakeLZH. What it does is search through a specified directory and convert all files compressed in various formats (ZIP, ZOO, PAK, and ARC) to Doug’s favorite, the LZH format. Even though the LZH format is not as widely supported as the others, it uses less disk space than they do, and disk space is important to a BBS.

MakeLZH is shown in Listing 1; remember, for the most part you have to read a Pascal program from the bottom up. The program begins around line 72 at the statement begin MakeLzh. First the program changes to the specified directory, removes the old work directory (if any), and then creates a new work directory. Then it goes through the same basic process four times, once each for the ZIP, PAK, ARC, and ZOO formats.

First the program executes the FindFirst function, which finds the first file (if any) with a name matching the name passed to the function—in this case “.PAK.” Then the program fills a small text buffer (called Cmdln) with the name of the program needed to decompress the given file type, which in the first instance is PKUNZIP. Then it
calls the procedure (ConvertOLD) that does the decompression.

ConvertOLD works by first calling Initialize, which sets up a new filename (with the LZH extension), ensures that the file being converted doesn't already exist, and ensures that there is enough disk space to work with. The program just terminates if either condition is not met. ConvertOLD then writes several messages to the screen (lines 61 and 62) informing the user about what is going on.

The real trick comes in the next few lines. The first Exec statement (in line 63) starts up a secondary copy of COM-MAND.COM, which copies the file being converted to the work directory. Then, in line 64, the program changes to the work directory, and in line 65, executes the decompression program specified in CmdLn. Then the compressed version of the file is deleted, and the program returns to the original directory.

The last statement in ConvertOLD calls another procedure, DoLZH, which uses several of the same types of Exec tricks to invoke LHARC.EXE, which compresses the now-decompressed file in the LHARC format. The FindNext procedure invoked in line 52 finds the next file by matching the given file type, if any, and returns to ConvertOLD, which continues to loop as long as there are matching files.

After all files of that type have been converted, ConvertOLD returns to the main loop, which continues by converting the remaining file types.

All in all, an elegant solution to a problem that would have been a mess to solve manually; enjoy your new motherboard and your software, Doug!

**Qedit Update.** It's a truism in the computer world that as software evolves, it gets bigger. As features are added (and bugs are fixed), programs typically require more and more RAM and disk space. Not so with Qedit! (discussed here in detail in the July 1989 column), which shrinks every time a new version is released.

The latest version (2.08) fixes bugs and adds several new capabilities, including sorting, case conversion, and better macros. Qedit now weighs in at 48K, still costs less than $60, and a functionally equivalent OS/2 version is available at the same price. Tell 'em we sent you! (A shareware version of Qedit 2.07 is still available on the Gernsback BBS: 516-293-2283, 300/1200, 8N1).
WHAT'S NEW AT VOICE OF AMERICA?

By Don Jensen

The Voice of America (VOA) is the one shortwave station that anyone can hear! With powerful shortwave transmitters in North Carolina, California, and Ohio, the signal quality is excellent, too; VOA signals can be easily heard anywhere in the U.S. or Canada, using even the simplest and most inexpensive receiver.

Buy why bother, you may ask? When it comes to SWLing, tuning distant stations half-way round the world is what's interesting and fun. Why settle for plain vanilla when there's all that tutti-fruitti DX to go after?

A good reason, I suppose, is to get a better idea of the image of America being presented to those in other lands. If you want to see America as others see it, tune in to VOA Europe, the programming intended for listeners "across the pond."

The Voice of America, now nearly a half century old, was founded during WWII to counter Nazi propaganda. Not surprisingly, its initial target was Western Europe. But gradually, during the post-war years, the audience target shifted eastward to those behind the Cold War's Iron Curtain.

Money problems and the changing emphasis brought reductions to VOA services to Western Europe. Why squander funds on broadcasting to our friends and allies, the reasoning went. Between 1953 and 1961, VOA programs in Portuguese, Spanish, Italian, German, and French were ended.

It wasn't until the start of the 1980s that there was a revival of interest in again "talking to Europe." A study confirmed that, indeed, America was losing touch with younger Europeans.

What sort of programming would appeal to Europeans, ages 18 to 40? Research suggested that European listeners would be receptive to short features focusing on American life and individual Americans. In October 1985, VOA Europe began broadcasting a full service of news, music, and Americana features.

Perhaps the most interesting, even to listeners on this side of the Atlantic, are the featurettes, usually two-and-a-half minutes or less in length, compiled by what the VOA calls its "A-Team," with the "A" meaning "Americana."

In addition to these short features, the team also has produced special material, including a recent 100-part series called "Voices of America," which featured "sound pictures" of important places in U.S. history.

The "A Team" has taken its European listeners to Plymouth Rock; to Thomas Edison's laboratory; to Ford's Theater, where Lincoln was assassinated; and to Ellis Island, where the distant cousins of many of today's European listeners first got their glimpse of America.

VOA interviewers have talked to state governors, dog catchers, scientists, chimney sweeps, doctors, lawyers, even Indian chiefs, all across the United States. Overseas listeners have heard interviews with a lady jockey, high school students who run a gourmet restaurant, and an opera-writing judge.

VOA Europe's "Discover America" series focused on European interest in the new world's history, culture, and customs. Program producers researched and answered more than 250 questions about America sent in by listeners in 14 European countries. A question about the origin of the name, "Dakota"—it means "friend" in the Sioux Indian tongue—led to a series of featurettes on how each of the 50 states were named.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the Voice of America soon discovered that its programs intended for Europe were being enjoyed by listeners elsewhere in the world, with letters about them arriving from such places as India and Nigeria. North American listeners, no doubt, will also find some fascinating nuggets in the same programming mine.

Prime-time listening time in Europe is, of course, their evening. English-language VOA programs to Europeans can be heard from 1700 to 2200 UTC. "Early morning" transmissions are aired around 0600-0700 UTC. Programs are transmitted from VOA facilities at Greenville, NC, plus overseas relay stations in places like the United Kingdom and Morocco.

Listeners from all over the world write to the Voice of America after listening to its programs. Here some of that mail is displayed on a hallway bulletin board in the VOA's Washington headquarters for visitors to read.
There are many frequencies used, so you should have little difficulty in finding VOA programming if you tune around a bit in the 31-, 25-, and 19-meter bands. Some frequencies you might want to try are 9,700, 9,760, 11,760, 11,805, and 15,205 kHz.

**Time Frame.** Some things are so basic to shortwave listening that it's necessary to repeat them from time to time. One of those "bottom line" bits concerns Coordinated Universal Time, abbreviated UTC. Since an understanding of UTC is essential to SWL'ing, it is important to explain it for the benefit of those newcomers who are feeling their way into this listening hobby. Others may just skip along a few paragraphs and we'll catch up with you later.

Okay, then, what is this UTC all about? Remember first that at any moment in time, local clock time will be different in different places around the globe. It is simultaneously afternoon in the U.S. and Canada; evening in Europe; and late at night in Asia.

So, to keep everyone on "a level playing field" wherever they may be, we have a common time reference called Coordinated Universal Time. To prevent confusion, whatever our local clock reads, we all convert time references to UTC.

You will see, for instance, that all times listed in this column will always be UTC. They also will be given using the 24-hour clock system, in which the hours from midnight to noon are given as 0000, 0100, 0200, 0300, and so on through 1159, and those from noon to midnight are 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500, and so on through 2359.

The most important thing is to be able to convert UTC to your own local time. If, for example, a station broadcasts at 0300 UTC, you'll need to know what that means to you. If you live in the eastern zone of the United States, subtract 5 hours from UTC for Eastern Standard Time (4 hours during EDT periods). In the Midwest, subtract 6 hours (5 during daylight time) to get CST. Those living further west should subtract 7 hours for MST (8 hours for MDT); 8 hours for PST (9 hours for PDT).

Here are some examples: 0300 UTC equals 2200 (or 10 p.m.) EST. 1800 UTC is the same as 1000 (or 10 a.m.) PST. During the summertime, 1300 UTC is equal to 0800 (or 8 a.m.) CDT. And rather than calculate it each time (though with a bit of practice, it's quite easy to do) you might wish to make a simple chart for yourself.

**Feedback.** Your letters, questions, and comments about shortwave listening are always welcome! Also, I'm always interested in hearing about the SW stations you're hearing, including the times and frequencies. Write to me in care of "DX Listening," *Popular Electronics*, 500-B Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.

I've received a number of letters from you readers commenting on the listening hobby. M. Harenberg, Baltimore MD, and Arnold Timm, Minneapolis, MN, have, for instance, written long letters with their views. Unfortunately, space just doesn't allow printing them in full. But I'd like to select a few excerpts for the rest of you.

Reader Harenberg writes: "How very exciting and interesting this hobby can be is almost beyond belief...I'd like to share a few ideas with *Popular Electronics* readers. Don't look for cheap receivers. What you get is inferior performance. Buy brand names. Read receiver performance reports such as those in *Passport To World Band Radio* (P. O. Box 300, Penn's Park, PA 18943)...I used to belong to SW clubs but don't any more. Their formats in their monthly bulletins are the same. I scan one band and know what I want to listen to in minutes. Also, don't expect to find listed in any magazine or book all the stations. I find only about a quarter of them are listed..."

Mr. Timm says: "I keep my 42-year-old ears tuned to radio communications...I've been involved, off and on for over 18 years. It seems to me that we could do more to help seniors and students who may be low-income radio hobbyists. Would it not be wise to share information with them. Bring back the basics, with simple circuits to build, operate, and maintain."*

**Down The Dial.** Here are some of the shortwave tidbits some of you have been hearing:

**Australia**—4,920 kHz. While the *Radio Australia* programs commonly heard are intended for foreign listeners, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation's shortwave outlet at Brisbane directs its home-service programming to listeners within Australia. That outlet has been heard in California with pop music and features during the early mornings.

**Chile**—6,030 kHz. *Radio Santa Maria* is not an easy station to hear in the United States. But it has been logged as late as 1205 UTC sign off on the West Coast. Its Spanish-language programming includes lottery information for Chilean listeners.

**Nigeria**—7,255 kHz. The Voice of Nigeria, Lagos, can be heard, with rather good signals at times, around 0500 UTC with English news, commentary, and African music.

**Canada**—9,625 kHz. The Canadian Broadcasting Corp. airs Northern Service programs to its Arctic region on this frequency. Tune in around 1700 UTC and you'll hear programming in French and in local native languages.

**USSR**—9,720 kHz. *Radio Moscow*’s long-running letters-from-listeners program, "Moscow Mailbag," featuring the gregarious Joe Adamov, has been heard here at 2310 UTC.

**Greece**—11,645 kHz. *Voice of Greece*, programming from Athens, has been noted on this frequency with English news read by a woman announcer at 0130 UTC.

**Switzerland**—21,695 kHz. *Swiss Radio International* uses this "high" shortwave frequency for English programming around 1330 UTC.
WORKING DX HAS ITS OWN “AWARDS”

Working DX (i.e., long-distance radio communications) has long been a popular endeavor among hams... ever since the post-World War I era when smug commercial- and governmental-policy makers contemptuously snorted "put 'em [hams] on 200-meters and below—they'll never get out of their back yards with those frequencies!" But "200-meters and below" are the high-frequency shortwaves, which we know today are the very frequencies that make international communications possible. DX'ing quickly became one of the most popular activities in ham radio, and continues to be so today.

How DX Works. The physical phenomenon that makes DX'ing possible is ionospheric propagation, or skip. Figure 1 shows how it happens. The ionosphere is a region of the Earth's atmosphere where the gas molecules that make up air are far enough apart that ionization can take place. Energy, mostly from the sun, causes electrons to split off atoms creating positive and negative ions in the process. In lower regions of the atmosphere, those stripped-off electrons quickly recombine with other atoms, so there is no net ionization present. But at distances above about 50 miles, the air is so thin that recombination is much slower and a net ionization exists. Solar ionization, which is related to the number of sunspots on the surface of "Old Sol," is a principal factor in determining the "DX'ability" of any given frequency and day.

The HF signals from the Earth's surface see the ionosphere as a "radio mirror" that "reflects" signals back to Earth. The actual process is not reflection, however; it is refraction. In other words, the signals bend in the ionosphere. The amount of bending is a function of frequency. Some signals (e.g., signals 1 and 2 in Fig. 1) never bend enough to come back to Earth...they continue on into space. Other signals (signals 3 and 4 in Fig. 1) bend enough to permit a phenomenon similar to the total internal refraction that is seen in fish tanks and other bodies of water when light shines through. In other words, the refraction is sufficient to make the signal behave as if it reflected from a mirror.

In Fig. 1 we see two examples illustrating two situations. One is the case of signal 3, where the angle of radiation is high, so the signal reflects back to earth at point R1. It then reflects back to the ionosphere where it refracts again and drops back to earth at point R2. Signal 3 will be heard in the immediate vicinities of the transmitter and points R1 and R2. At other points on the Earth's surface, it will not be heard (or it will be very weak).

A longer skip signal (signal 4) also reaches point R2, but with only one "hop." The two signals are examples of single-hop and multi-hop propagation. There is no hard rule for how long each hop is (it depends on several factors), but 1400 to 2500 miles is a good "arguing" point.

DX Awards. There are a number of DX awards available to the amateur operator, but perhaps the two most sought after are the Worked All Continents (WAC) and DX Century Club (DXCC) awards offered by the American Radio Relay League (ARRL, 225 Main Street, Newington, CT, 06111). The WAC is actually co-sponsored by the International Amateur Radio Union (IARU), of which ARRL is the U.S. representative. The WAC is conferred for working, and receiving QSL cards from legal amateur-radio stations on all six continents: North America, South America, Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania. Note that Middle East stations (including Israel) count as Asia, while Oceania includes the Pacific Ocean islands, Australia, and New Zealand (but Hawaii and the Aleutians are considered states and hence count as North America). There is a special certificate available for amateurs who work all six continents on each of five bands.

The DXCC award is presented to amateurs who can show QSL cards confirming contacts with 100 "countries" (as defined by the ARRL on the DXCC...
Countries List). There are special certifi-
cates available for five-band, single
mode, and other special cases. In ad-
dition, once the basic certificate is
earned one can earn additional en-
dorsement stickers for each additional
ten countries worked. Write to the ARRL
for the countries list and any aids they
currently offer to aspiring DXCC’ers.

In both cases, don’t forget that U.S.
contacts count. For example, your U.S.
contact for DXCC and your North
American contact for WAC can be your
buddy across town who QSL’d your first
novice contact. Many amateurs forget
to count their own country when tally-
ing their QSL cards for the award.

**Earning The Certificates.** First, you
need an HF amateur-radio station of at
least Novice grade (although more DX
opportunities exist for General-, Ad-
vanced-, and Extra-class licensees).
Don’t lament too much if you can’t af-
tord a kilowatt and a tri-band beam.
While these neat hunks of wattage are
really nice to have, they are not terribly
necessary until one reaches the 200 +
countries point. Even at those excited
levels, a low-power operator with skill
will beat out the high-powered “lid” (a
lid is a horn with poor operating habits)
given enough patience. I know a
number of amateurs who worked
DXCC using 50 watts and either a long-
wire or dipole antenna.

The antenna should be one that of-
ers a low angle of radiation (see signal
4 in Fig. 1). I prefer having two or more
antennas for the same frequencies.
One should be a low angle of radiation
vertical such as the half-wavelength
Cushcraft (48 Perimeter Rd., Mar-
chester, NH 03108) Model RS. The sec-
ond should be a multi-band dipole
(unless you want to work only one
band). “G5Ri” “Carolina Windom” or
some similar antenna. If frequently
happens that a signal will be heard on one
antenna well, and on the other poorly
or not at all. This phenomenon is
directed by differences in location (a
few yards can be critical, especially
above 20 meters), and the antenna’s
angle of radiation. Of course, if you can
afford a beam or quad, then do it...it
never hurts.

Second, buy some QSL cards; those
who don’t QSL rarely get QSL’s back...and you need those foreign QSL
cards to confirm those contacts. Also,
file an envelope with the ARRL QSL Bu-
reau that serves your call area (write to
the ARRL), and join the ARRL in order to
use their out-going QSL bureau when
appropriate.

Third, become familiar with the
bands and their activity. If you work 40-
meters CW in the daytime or evening,
then you are used to contacts in the 200-
to 1000-mile range. But what about the
wee hours between midnight
and dawn? An awful lot of JA, ZL,
and VK activity from the Far East shows
up at those times on “good” of 40
meters.” Also, learn to use the Gray Line
Terminator for odd-ball communications.
MFJ Enterprises, Inc. (Box 494, Mis-
sissippi State, MS, 39762; 601-323-5869)
offers DX’er software for Gray Line and
HF-propagation applications. Those
programs will help you plan your DXCC
operations. Also, monthly DX-propaga-
tion predictions appear in QST, the ARRL
magazine that comes along with your
membership.

Finally, learn some good operating
techniques. The principal error of new-
comers (and oldsters who never got the
word) is to call “CQ DX” over and over
again. The DX station has a zillion North
American, especially U.S., stations to se-
lect from...so will only occasionally re-
spond to “CQ DX.” It might be worth a
single call to get it out of your system
once and for all, but in the main, calling
“CQ DX” is useless.

What does work, however, is a lot of
listening. And don’t just listen to the
weak stations with a load of echo.
Many times we dig for the weaker guy,
only to find out that he or she is a W/K in
the next call zone...out of our skip zone.
On the other hand, when the DX is
good (like it is right now), the European
station will sound like gang busters. I’ve
heard many a 58 or 59 (or 598/599 on
CW) station from South America and
Europe.

Listen a lot on the standard “net” fre-
cuencies. A lot of people use those fre-
cuencies as “calling” frequencies even
when the network they like is not in ser-
vice. Good bets are 21.39 MHz on 15
meters, and around 14.290 to 14.320
MHz on 20 meters. Several international
nets use those frequencies. **But do not
interrupt net business for DXCC con-
tacts!** It’s darn bad manners and more
likely to earn you the enmity of the other
stations. Instead, when a pair of stations
goes up or down band to pass traffic,
follow them and wait for the contact to
end. When it’s polite to do so, break in
and ask for a quick QSO (communica-
tion). Don’t just listen for “CQ” calls from the
(Continued on page 98)
Scanner Scene

By Marc Saxon

TURBO-CHARGED SCANNER

In your Porsche or Saab, the word "turbo" relates to a blower that helps the vehicle go faster. In an aircraft, a turbo-prop engine is one that lets the plane fly faster than a standard prop-engine aircraft. In the world of scanners, the word has come to mean a set that scans at a rate of speed far faster than usual. So it is with the Uniden BC-1 Super Turbo Scanner.

Many scanners scan at a rate of 8 to 16 channels-per-second (cps), and some can be modified up to 20 cps. While many folks feel that going from 16 to 20 cps is going from a trot to a gallop, compared to the BC-1 Super Turbo Scanner, that all seems slower than molasses going uphill in winter. That's because the BC-1 scans at 60 to 100 cps.

There are other things that are quite different about this scanner. For one thing, you can't program any frequencies into the BC-1. It's been factory programmed with all CB channels; the NOAA weather channels; and the VHF-low/high-, UHF-, and UHF-T-band police frequencies used in each individual state. You merely punch up the state you're driving through and the BC-1 scans all of the police frequencies used in that state. You can hold a transmission or skip it over. If you touch the wx key, the BC-1 instantly finds you an active weather channel. If you hit the CB button, you can monitor any one CB channel, or scan them all. You can lock out up to 32 channels to be skipped while in scan mode, and there's a button to insert a 3-second scanning delay on any channel.

The set is quite small (it weighs less than 2 pounds) and is obviously intended for the driver who likes to have his ears on while traveling along the interstate. It comes with a telescopic antenna, but certainly any mobile installation would be improved with an antenna mounted on the exterior of the vehicle.

The Bearcat BC-1 comes from the Uniden Corporation of America, 4700 Amon Carter Boulevard, Fort Worth, TX 76155, and carries a suggested list price of $219.00.

You Wrote To Say. Justin LeBlanc of Haughton, LA, wrote to tell us that last year he was in Memphis, TN, and made it a point to visit Graceland, the Elvis Presley estate now open to the public. He advised that the trip was enhanced by carrying along his handheld scanner and monitoring the two channels used there for various purposes. Those are 151.625 and 151.925 MHz. The next stop after Memphis was Nashville, where he found that the Grand Old Opry Tours run their communications on 464.75 MHz. Justin asked that we pass those frequencies along to our readers, as both cities attract many visitors each year and being able to monitor what's going on behind the scenes enhances the experience.

From Clearwater, FL, we heard from George Schmitt. He reported that he was speaking to a sheriff about purchasing a new scanner that picked up the 800-MHz band, so that he could monitor the communications of that officer's agency, which had recently moved to that band. The deputy told him that it might not be possible for him to hear the communications even with those frequencies covered because the agency is using a "trunked system." George asked us to shed some light on that as it's one he hadn't heard before.

Well, George, such systems do exist, and while they're not impossible to monitor, they do make it a bit more of a task than systems you're probably used to monitoring. Trunked systems all operate with the licensees assigned maybe a dozen or more channels. During any series of exchanges of communications between a dispatcher and a mobile unit, the conversation might very well jump in a seemingly random pattern through several or all of those channels. If you programmed each frequency into your scanner you'd probably be able to follow the conversation without missing much. However, that's not the biggest problem.

The whole thing gets hairy when the licensee has two or more dispatchers operating simultaneously on the same shared set of trunked channels. A city might, for instance, have a license for a single trunked system using twenty channel pairs. Those could all be in use by police and fire agencies, plus EMS, street-repair crews, building inspectors, and the dog catcher. Attempting to single out and follow one conversation from the barrage of babble is extremely difficult.

Trunked systems are becoming rather popular of late. Although it may seem that their primary intent is to confound scanner owners, they are used primarily to make a two-way system more versatile. Whereas the hypothetical city just described once may have had to maintain numerous different one- or two-channel communications systems (perhaps in different bands), with their new trunked commu-
Support America's colleges. Because college is more than a place where young people are preparing for their future. It's where America — and American business — is preparing for its future.
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Caution! Under no circumstance should the Mobile Charger be left plugged in while the engine is turned off. Many automotive electrical systems do not disengage the cigarette-lighter socket when the engine is turned off, hence leaving the Mobile Charger plugged in could (and probably will) deplete the car's battery. As an alternative to unplugging the charger circuit between uses, you might consider placing a single-pole single-throw switch in series with cigarette-lighter plug's line cord to serve as an on/off switch.

The original intention of the Mobile Charger was to refresh 12-volt Camcorder batteries while traveling. However, the mobile Charger is not limited to that application. For instance, tradesmen can recharge cordless power tools while traveling between job sites. Public-safety workers can keep their flashlights fully-charged, and ready for use while driving.

And that's not the end to the possibilities of this project. While the Mobile Charger is not the answer to all your battery needs, it does provide a convenient way to charge depleted batteries whenever an AC power source is unavailable.

No foil-etching pattern is required for the assembly of the Mobile Charger. The author simply etched isolated copper areas into a printed-circuit blank, and surface-mounted the components to the copper side of the board. Point-to-point wiring was then used to interconnect the components.

FACTCARDS—Facts at your fingertips for Experimenters and Project Builders!

- ALL YOU NEED to know about electronics from transistor packaging to substitution and replacement guides. FACTCARDS numbers 34 through 66 are now available. These beautifully-printed cards measure a full three-by-five inches and are printed in two colors. They cover a wide range of subjects from Triac circuit/replacement guides to flip-flops, Schmitt triggers, Thyristor circuits, Opto-Isolator/Coupler selection and replacement. All are clearly explained with typical circuit applications.
- WANT TO EXPAND your knowledge of electronics? Do it the easy way by studying the Electronics Fact Cards. Do you travel to and from your job each day? Drop a handful of cards in your pocket before you leave, and the bus becomes a schoolroom! At home, you can build some of the projects and not only have fun building and using them, but learn how they work at the same time.
- YOU'LL BE AMAZED both at how rapidly you learn with these cards, and how easy it is to understand. These new cards are available right now. Don't miss out. Send your check or money order today.

Please send a copy of FACTCARDS at $3.50. Shipping $1.00 (U.S. and Canada only).

Please send _____ copies of FACTCARDS. Total cost is sum of copy price and First Class postage and handling cost multiplied by number of card sets ordered.

Please print:

(Name)

(Sweet Address)

(City) (State) (Zip)

Detach and mail today:
Popular Electronics Bookstore
P.O. Box 4079
Farmingdale, NY 11735
All Payment must be in U.S. Funds.
Parts List for the VLF Converter

Q1—MPF102, general-purpose, N-channel FET
Q2, Q3—2N3904, general-purpose, NPN silicon transistor
R1—1.5-megohm, 1/2-watt, 5% resistor
R2—330-ohm, 1/2-watt, 5% resistor
R3, R5, R6—1000-ohm, 1/2-watt, 5% resistor
R4—220,000-ohm 1/2-watt, 5% resistor
C1—0.05-µF, ceramic-disk capacitor
C2, C3—680-pF, ceramic-disk capacitor
C4, C6—0.1-µF, ceramic-disk capacitor
C5—15-pF, ceramic-disk capacitor
C9—470-µF, 16-VWDC, electrolytic capacitor
S1—SPST toggle switch
L1—1.5-mH choke
L2—2.5-mH choke
L3—See text
XTAL1—3.5-MHz (80-meter band) crystal
Perfboard, crystal socket, metal cabinet, antenna terminals, etc.

On frequencies above 15 kHz, you can expect to receive several of the following signals: Loran, Military, some foreign broadcasts, various CW signals, and in some areas a number of beacon and CW signals between 160 kHz and 190 kHz sent out by experimenters using 1-watt transmitters. Many of those legally operated transmitters have spanned the airways for several hundred miles to be received by other VLFers.

With the component values given in the Parts List, the circuit will cover all of the VLF frequencies from below 10 kHz to over 260 kHz. For the circuit to operate from 200 kHz to 500 kHz, a couple of input-filter component values will need to be changed. Remove C2 and C3, and replace C3 with a 150-pF, 100-WVDC ceramic-disk capacitor. Remove L2 and connect L1 to Q1's gate, or, if you are going to make only a temporary change, just place a jumper across L2. If you wanted a dual-band converter, a simple switching circuit could be added to do the above component swapping.

Even though the circuit's frequency range is on the low side, care should be taken in the circuit's construction. The components can be neatly mounted on a 2 x 3-inch piece of perfboard (as I did) or a circuit board can be used for an even more compact unit. Whatever scheme you use, keep the component and interconnecting leads short, and locate the crystal-oscillator circuit away from the front-end circuitry.

If you want to convert to a different frequency, use a socket for XTAL1. The converter will operate best when housed in a metal cabinet and since the circuit only draws a few milliwatts of current, battery operation is suggested. To use the VLF converter, connect the converter's RF output to the shortwave receiver's antenna input through a shielded cable or coax. Connect a good ground to the converter and receiver. Connect a long-wire antenna to the converter, tune the receiver to 3.5 MHz, and set the receiver's mode switch to CW.

The receiver should produce a loud audio tone. That audio tone is produced by the receiver's BFO (beat-frequency oscillator) heterodyning with the converter's 3.5-MHz crystal oscillator—that's normal. As the receiver is tuned beyond 3.5 MHz toward 4.0 MHz, the dial reading, starting at 3.5 MHz, can be used to read out the converted frequency: 3.5 MHz = 0 Hz, 3.6 kHz = 100 kHz, and 4.0 MHz = 500 kHz.

Inductor L3 was made by winding 30 turns of 26-gauge wire on a 3/4-inch diameter ferrite core removed from an old AM-radio, loopstick antenna coil. The VLF converter can be used on other bands by changing the crystal's frequency and L1's inductance. To change from the 80-meter band (3.5 MHz) to the 40-meter band (7 MHz), both the crystal and L3 will need to be changed. Inductor L3 can be modified to operate in the 40-meter band by removing about 10 turns. That's all the time and space allotted to us for this month, but be sure to tune in again next month, when we'll present another group of useful and fun circuits designed to entertain and educate you in the ways of electronics. Until then, enjoy experimenting with these RF circuits, and good luck in your signal hunting endeavors.
OLD TIME CIRCUITS
(Continued from page 45)

predecessor or competing crystal sets, but it did supply greater volume because of the amplifying action of the tube. Unlike the circuit in Fig. 7, the signal input is shown at the left; output at the right, a circuit arrangement that was used from that time on.

The antenna transformer had a primary winding that was tuned by a slider and a secondary tuned by a variable capacitor, C1. Earlier sets had just a slider-tuned secondary, but the variable capacitor supplied more precise tuning.

As in the last circuit, multiple batteries were used. The "A" battery was a 6-volt storage battery of the type found in some vehicles of that era. The "A" battery had a rheostat (R1) in series with the tube's filament, but there was no way of knowing the exact filament voltage to use. The operator would set the resistance of R1 to its maximum, connect the battery, and slowly reduce the resistance of R1 until the filament glowed a warm orange-yellow light. (The filaments of the first tubes were tungsten and were quite bright.) The rheostat was used as a volume control and as the program material became loud, the rheostat was adjusted to allow less filament current. Turning the current down also extended the tube's life.

The "C" battery had a double function: it biased the tube, V1, to its cutoff point, permitting signal detection. It also prevented a condition known as a blocked grid in which electrons captured by the control grid finally made the grid so negatively charged that current flow from filament (cathode) to the plate ceased.

The "B" battery was often a single 45-volt pre-packed block with just two terminals. In some instances a pair of them were used in series to supply 90 volts.

Some of the early tubes were quite "microphonic" and would start howling with the smallest amount of vibration. Various cushioning arrangements were used for the tube socket and sometimes a lead weight was mounted on the tube, with the weight shaped so as to fit the tube's curvature.

Still another problem was "hand-capacity." The circuit's tuning was affected by the physical proximity of the user's fingers. That was overcome in two ways: one was to mount the capacitor several inches away from the front panel with its shaft connected to the tuning knob by a length of some tubular insulating material, such as a bakelite rod. The other technique was to use a metallic front panel with a ground lead connected to it.

From Whisker to Vacuum. Early radio receivers had two primary goals: detection of the radio signal and amplification. In its formative years, radio depended on semiconductor diodes, notably the galena crystal—a bluish-gray mineral known also as lead sulfide. The crystal had much to recommend it: it was small and inexpensive but required patience to find its most sensitive spot.

Following the crystal detector came the tube diode. Invented in England in 1904 by Professor J.A. Fleming, it was that invention that determined the course of radio for the following four decades. The crystal detector could have been developed into the transistor; but the "Fleming valve," as the tube was called, led to the growth of vacuum-tube technology instead.

The Fleming tube consisted of a filament made from carbon, tungsten, or tantalum, surrounded by a metal cylinder, with the assembly sealed in an evacuated glass tube.

Figure 9 shows one of the early tube-diode radio circuits. The single battery, "A," not only heated the filament to incandescence, permitting the escape of electrons from its surface, but also supplied a small amount of plate voltage. That voltage was governed by variable-resistor R2. The setting of variable-resistor R1 set the amount of filament voltage and was also used as a volume control.

Since the tube supplied signal rectification but not amplification, it may seem surprising that the plate required some potential. The potential was supplied to overcome the effects of space charge due to electrons remaining in the vicinity of the filament, an effect that impeded the movement of electrons to the plate after the tube was operated for a time.

The problem with Fleming-valve receivers, as with other early signal rectifiers, was that they did not supply signal gain. Further, it was not as efficient as a good crystal detector.

Amplification at Last. The arrival of the triode vacuum tube paved the way for amplification, but the tube needed three batteries for operation: an "A" battery to supply filament power; a "B" battery to supply plate voltage; and a "C" battery to supply grid voltage.
The development of De Forest's Audion, the name he gave to his triode vacuum-tube circuit, led to a substantial amount of experimentation despite the fact that early tubes were "gassy," leading to erratic operation.

No sooner had batteries supplied DC voltage for tube operation than some efforts were made to eliminate them. One attempt resulted in an odd-ball circuit called the "Cowper" (see the circuit in Fig. 10).

A single battery was used to supply filament voltage, which was controlled by a motor. Acting as a voltage divider, a potentiometer shunted across the filament battery furnished a negative bias voltage for the control grid. The plate also received some battery voltage via a winding on the audio transformer and the headphones.

Since the battery was usually a 6-volt lead-acid storage type, the amount of plate voltage was small, but some gain was supplied by the use of a "feedback honeycomb" coil. The amount of feedback was determined by the position of the feedback coil, L1, with respect to another coil (in this case the antenna coil, L1) used in the tuning circuit. Inductor L1 would be fixed in position and L3 would be mounted on a pivot so it could be rotated to vary the coupling of the coils.

The triode vacuum tube, V1, worked as a detector with the filament and control grid functioning as a diode, and all three elements operating as an audio amplifier. The purpose of the RF chokes, L2, was to help keep the carrier out of the audio transformer. Capacitor C3 worked as an RF bypass to keep the carrier from reaching the headphones. Capacitor C4 and honeycomb-coil L1 form a wide-bandwidth series tuned circuit.

But despite the low ports count and the very clever use of the components, the receiver never gained much popularity. Its output wasn't strong enough to drive a speaker and that was soon to become a feature of merit to consumers. It was rapidly replaced by more appealing three-tube circuits consisting of a grid leak detector followed by two stages of audio amplification to provide enough output for speaker operation.
circuit use 50-volt supplies? The answer has to do with speed.

Try this simple experiment: leave the pushbuttons open, and turn the motor shaft briskly using the attached lever. At around 60 RPM, you will feel a distinct drag and the ammeter will show around half an amp being fed back into the battery. The speed at which the current just starts to flow backwards is the speed it would run at when driven as a motor.

To go faster, you need a higher voltage. Of course, you will also need some means of preventing the motor from burning out when it is standing still, because when the motor first starts from rest, a greater amount of current flows through the windings than normal. That "stalled current," as it is called, is usually limited by two resistors (R1 and R2) as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 is the most commonly used drive circuit for low to medium power motors. The $V_{oc}$ rating of the NPN transistors should be greater than twice the motor-supply voltage.

High-power motors require a different approach. Dropping resistors would waste too much power, so the driver transistors are used as switching current regulators instead.

Shaft Torque. There are numerous applications for stepper motors. In models, for example, they can often make a gearbox unnecessary because of their high shaft torque. They also have great braking ability. Try this experiment: Remove the 1.5-volt cell from its holder and depress all four pushbuttons. Now try to turn the motor shaft. The damping effect with all windings shorted is amazing. The braking torque saturates at only a few RPM. A constant-current circuit would enable the stepper motor to be used as an adjustable brake on reel-to-reel tape hubs.

Put the 1.5-volt cell back in its holder and try turning the motor really fast. You will notice that it feels like a slipping clutch. That is because the generated AC current is limited by the winding inductance as the frequency increases.

This constant-current generating characteristic is very useful for bicycle-lighting systems—just choose the total bulb wattage to suit the saturation current of the "alternator," and the bulb brightness remains constant above a certain threshold speed.

STEPPER MOTORS
(Continued from page 74)

other stations, but rather for QSOs in progress. It is then possible to break in and ask for a quick QSO at the end of the present QSO. In fact, many DX stations will ask for additional contacts before moving on.

Also, don't assume that an American accent means a stateside station. There are scores upon scores of thousands of U.S. citizen's living and operating abroad under their own or foreign call signs. They are military, civilan U.S. Government employees, corporate employees, academics on sabbatical, missionaries, and scores of other "yanks" on foreign soil.

The sunspot activity has not been higher than it is this year since the DX "Golden Era" in the late 1960's. It's eleven-year cycle is very favorable to hams right now. Even with low power and a non-premium antenna system, you can earn both DXCC and WAC with relative ease...something that won't be true in a few years.

HAM RADIO
(Continued from page 91)

earlier that C1 can range from .001 to 100 μF and R1 can be any value between 1000 ohms (1k) and 10 megohms.

First change the value of R1 to 500k by placing a second 1-megohm resistor in parallel with the resistor currently used as R1. Now calculate the timing interval and record that value. Then initiate a timing cycle as before, taking note of its length. How does the measured time compare to the calculated value.

Now change R1 to 2 megohms by placing two 1-megohm units in series. As before, calculate the time and record that value. Initiate a timing cycle by bringing pin 2 low momentarily and take note of the length of that cycle. Compare that to your previous calculations and readings. What conclusion can be drawn from the collected data? Repeat the previous experiments, this time substituting various values of capacitors for C1.

Experiment with the other circuits and see what untold mysteries you can discover. Try using one or two in your own applications. A few applications for a couple of the circuits should immediately come to mind.

EIA
(Continued from page 77)
The Electronic Industries Association/Consumer Electronics Group has recently completed the first in a series of videocassette training tapes.

**EIA/CEG ANNOUNCES COMPLETION OF NEW “BASIC CAR AUDIO INSTALLATION” VIDEO TAPE**

If you are thinking of “cashing in” on the profits in the ever growing car audio service business, the troubleshooting–service–installation—and removal of car audio products is a large, non-competitive profit center for your service facility. This thirty minute video introduces you to the ever increasing complex world of car stereo installation. It guides the new installer or owner in the correct layout and design of a car stereo installation facility, covering basic as well as specialized tools needed for the installation business.

This informative videotape is also an excellent aid to the electronics technician in that it gives the correct procedure for removing and replacing “any” car radio from the dashboard of any car and shows the installer’s, salesperson’s and customer’s role in the installation and sale of car audio products.

**KEY TOPICS COVERED IN THIS VIDEO**

- The design and layout of a car stereo installation center.
- Basic and specialized tools needed for car audio installation work.
- Safety in the shop.
- How to treat the customer’s car, from pre-installation checkout to demonstrating to the customer the completed job.
- The proper procedure for installing car audio equipment.
- The technical resources available for information about specific types of vehicles, dashboard dismantling, speaker sizes and antenna locations.
- Speaker wiring types found in the automobile. Common and floating ground systems—how to differentiate. Proper wiring procedures used in the car.

The cost of the videocassette is $30.00. Use the order form below to order yours now!

Send to: EIA/CEG, Department PS, P.O. Box 19100, Washington, D.C. 20036

---

**ORDER FORM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Car Audio Installation</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Total Enclosed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Videocassette</td>
<td></td>
<td>$30.00 each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHS □ BETA □</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name
Title
Firm
Address
City State Zip
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RECEIVER CIRCUITS
(Continued from page 48)

FROM LAST IF AMPLIFIER

Fig. 6. Diagram A shows a conventional diode detector, while the circuit in B is a modified diode detector.

Fig. 7. These are the standard pins on the LM386 audio-amplifier chip.

Fig. 8. Here’s an LM386 connected as a receiver’s audio-output stage. The bypass capacitor, C4, should not be overlooked.

The gain control potentiometer provides a means to control the overall gain of the stage. The gain-control voltage supplied to pin 5 can be derived either from a manual gain control (i.e., a potentiometer voltage divider), from an automatic gain control (AGC) circuit, or from a combination of both.

Figure 5 shows a sample manual gain-control circuit based on a 10k potentiometer and a 5.1k fixed resistor. If a fixed gain is desired, then a fixed-ratio voltage-divider chain can be used instead. Also, if it is not strictly necessary to use the same gain control for all stages in the combined IF amplifier. One can, for example, make one stage a variable-gain circuit, and set the other(s) for a fixed gain.

Detector and Audio Circuits. Once the IF amplifier builds the signal up to a point where it can be successfully demodulated with good volume, we will want a detector circuit to recover the modulated audio. The simplest AM detector is the envelope detector shown in Fig. 6. The envelope detector is a signal-diode rectifier at the output of the last IF transformer. The diode should be a germanium type such as the 1N34, 1N60, 1N270, ECG-109, or NTE-109 devices. A voltage-control potentiometer serves as the load for the diode, and a 0.01-µF capacitor serves to filter out any residual IF signal that remains in the circuit following demodulation.

The detector stage must be capacitively coupled to protect the following stage because the demodulation process produces a small DC offset. The capacitor strips off the DC and makes the signal AC once again.

In some cases the audio stage following the detector contains a volume control, so an alternative circuit, such as the one in Fig. 6B is used at the detector.

The basis for our audio-output stage is the easily obtained LM386 audio-amplifier IC (see Fig. 7). The chip is available from Radio Shack and a number of mailorder sources. While the low power level leaves something to be desired, the LM386 is both better behaved and more available than certain higher powered audio chips.

Figure 8 shows the basic circuit for the LM386 chip when used as an audio stage for a receiver project. Notice that the circuit is extremely simple in that it basically has just input, output, ground, and V+ connections. The circuit is able to provide two levels of gain. If capacitor C2 is used, then the gain is 200 x; and if the capacitor is deleted, the gain is 20 x. Normally, the gain will be set to 20 x in receiver projects unless the design provides a little gain ahead of the detector (which might be the case in the simplest superhet or in direct-conversion designs).

The LM386 is relatively well-behaved in projects, which means that it takes only ordinary care in layout to achieve good results. It is possible, however, that because of the high gain, the IC will oscillate mercilessly if a poor layout is created. Be sure to keep the inputs and outputs physically separated, and don’t allow the ground to wind its way all over the board. Use a centrally located ground and make all your ground connections to it. Also, make sure that the V+ bypass capacitor, C4, is used and is placed very close to the amplifier pins.

Conclusion. It was not the intention of this article to design a radio receiver for you, but rather to empower you to design your own radio receivers in the VLF AM, and shortwave bands. The circuits are well-behaved and easily built using readily available components.
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available voltage at the transistor decreases, and with it the volume at the speaker. Then the striker signal goes low and C5 discharges quickly through D1, leaving it ready for the next cycle. That process gives the sound effect of a bell or chime repeatedly being struck.

You can tinker with the values of the resistors to change the type of effect. For instance, R3 and R4 control the pitch and R2 the spacing of the striker. Just about any general-purpose transistor or diode should work without any trouble.

—James Parvey, Portland, OR

I wanted to tell everybody that Jim also sent in his solution to the water problem we had, and he got it right. But Jim, we’re out of the Fips Books, and are sending you a Think Tank book instead.

Bipolar Relay Driver. As a hobby, I build and install computer equipment for the totally disabled. With this equipment, they can dial and answer a telephone, control room lights, lock and unlock doors, operate a TV and radio, write letters on a printer, and play 30 and more games.

I could not locate a pulse-on, pulse-off bipolar relay to use as a hook switch at any of our local suppliers, and since this was an on-going problem, designed and built this relay driver. My first attempts, using flip-flops failed due to blips or other electrical disturbances turning on the telephone amplifier at some ungodly hour, like 3:00 AM.

After several tries, I came up with a rock-steady driver that hangs on like a bulldog. See Figure 10.

When power is applied to the circuit, capacitor C2 begins to charge through R1 and R7, at the same time, transistor Q3 is biased on via R2 and R5, pulling the collector of Q3 (which is connected to the base of Q1) low. When terminals T1 and T2 are bridged (via a switch or some similar device), the charge stored in capacitor C2 is fed to the base of Q2, causing it to turn on, pulling the base of Q3 low. That causes Q3 to turn off, deactivating the relay. The bias at the base of Q2 is also fed back to the base of Q1 through R4 and R3, causing it to turn on. That pulls the base of Q2 low, causing Q2 to turn off, which again turns on Q3.

—Joe F. Sobieski, Johnstown, PA

Good idea, Joe. It’s certainly a well-thought out circuit with many additional applications. I hope our readers will file this one away, as you never know when you’re going to need something like this.
Telephone Light. I had a problem at night when the telephone rang. It would wake up everyone in the house. I wanted to replace the bell with a light, but needed an optoisolator to separate the telephone from the light circuit. I decided to make my own. That was done by taking two black caps from a nose-drop bottle. I threw away the plastic nose end, leaving a rubber bulb in each cap. I then cut off the tops of the bulbs, leaving their rubber parts in the cap. I bought a cadmium sulfide light-dependent resistor (R3) and a super-bright LED (LED1) and assembled those components as shown in Fig. 11.

To make the optoisolator, glue the two caps together and apply a layer of black electrical tape over the seam. You can touch up the ends where the leads come out with a bit of black paint. The unit works very well. Mount it in a small experiment’s box and add an AC receptacle for convenience’s sake.

Now when the telephone rings, the external light flashes, and you don’t hear the raucous sound of the bell. Of course, the light will only come on while the phone is ringing, so add the SPST switch shown across the line, and when the phone rings, you can close that switch to keep the light on until you’re ready to go back to bed.

—Lloyd F. Thomas, Oxnard, CA

Cute idea, Lloyd. But I’d suggest that instead of cutting off the rubber bulb, simply cut a slit in them. That way you won’t have to retouch with paint. You might also want to fill the bulb with some silicon cement which will also provide a measure of strain relief.

Well, as we say in the publishing business, “that’s a wrap for this month!” We’ll see you again next month, so keep the soldering irons hot and get those pet ideas of yours in right away. Do so and you might win yourself a wonderful prize, a copy of the Think Tank book. Send your ideas to “Think Tank,” Popular Electronics, 500-B Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.
ANTIQUE RADIO
(Continued from page 83)

the same neighborhood—but you had to be lucky to be heard more than a mile or so away. To exchange signals with an amateur-radio operator in the next town, you needed to make your equipment a little more sophisticated. And most people began by adding a home-made "condenser" (we call them capacitors now).

The condenser was made by sandwiching sections of tinfoil (usually about a foot square) between sections of plate glass (perhaps 14 inches square). There might be as many as 20 of these alternating glass-and-foil sections, and the whole shebang was held together in a wood rack. Electrical contact with the condenser was made via a pair of binding posts or other terminals. One terminal would be connected to the top foil in the stack and every other foil on down; the other terminal would be connected to the second-from-the-top foil and every other one on down. The result was that the set of foils connected to one terminal was interleaved with the set connected to the other one.

Your home-made capacitor was connected directly across the spark gap and, by storing energy between sparks, it definitely gave your sparks more power and your signal more range. But that, in itself, probably wouldn't improve your signal to the point where it would reach the next town.

Creating a Tuned Circuit. Your next logical improvement would be to add a coil in series with the capacitor and spark gap. Properly sized, the coil and capacitor would form a tuned circuit causing the transmitter to radiate most of its power at a specific desired wave-length (as opposed to whatever the natural wavelength of the antenna system happened to be).

If you were like most folks who were ready to take that step, you added an oscillation transformer instead of merely a coil. The primary of that transformer acted as the tuning coil, and was wired in series with the condenser and the spark gap. The secondary (whose position with respect to the primary was adjustable) was connected in series with the antenna and ground—which were now inductively coupled to the spark-gap circuit instead of direct-connected as before.

Inductive coupling resulted in better power transfer to the antenna than the direct-connection scheme—and, if a hot-wire ammeter (which was a device for indicating the current flowing in the antenna circuit) was added to the system, the distance between the primary and secondary of the oscillation transformer could be adjusted for maximum radiated power. The oscillation transformer was also sometimes called a helix because of the distinctive spiral configuration of its windings.

Transformer-Powered Stations. Once all of those improvements were made, your signal might sometimes be heard at a distance of five miles or so instead of just in the next block. But if you wanted to be heard 50 or 100 miles away, you had to take a still more drastic step—one that was not for those faint of heart or light of purse.

A spark coil connected to a few dry-cell batteries could only provide a limited amount of power. But if your home was wired for electric lighting (and if the electricity supplied was the usual alternating current), you could get rid of the coil and switch over to transformer power.

Buying a high-tension transformer was a fairly large financial investment. And—if you were a teenager, as many radio experimenters were—you might also have to do quite a selling job on your parents concerning the safety aspects of the proposed purchase. The transformers routinely used for radio work stepped up the 117-volt house current to about 15,000 volts. But once you got one, there was no more need to fool with cranky interrupters or coax inch-long sparks out of dying batteries. Your station was now in a power class occupied by many small commercial stations of the day.

Converting to transformer power didn't change the operating principles of your station. You still needed a condenser, oscillation transformer, gap, etc. But the higher voltage and higher power required better-insulated tilter and heavier duty components. So when you made that move, most of your original station would have to be replaced with much more expensive stuff.

Even your Morse key, which probably was the same light-weight model used in land-line telegraph circuits, would now have to go. Transformer rigs were keyed right in the 117-volt transformer primary circuit, where the current averaged 20 or 30 amps. So the keys re-

quired heavy-duty contacts—which were often made of silver (though platinum was considered better).

The Rotary Gap. Probably the most changed component in your new transformer rig would be the spark gap itself. The signal produced by your old interrupter-and-coil was fairly high pitched and easy to read. But a transformer operating at the normal 60-cycle household-power frequency would produce a low-pitched buzzing signal when mated with an ordinary "straight" spark gap. The sound was unpleasant and hard to distinguish through static crashes and other types of interference.

The answer was to use a "rotary" gap. A typical amateur rotary gap contained several pairs of fixed electrodes mounted in a circle on a fixed support. A motor-driven metal bar, carrying an electrode at each end, rotated within that circle. The electrodes on the bar were arranged so that they came close to, but did not touch, the fixed electrodes.

At different points in the rotation, the electrodes on the bar were positioned opposite different pairs of fixed electrodes. And each time the bar was positioned in that way, the spark would jump across that particular pair of fixed electrodes. The result was that your signal would now be an easy-to-read musical note (whose pitch depended on motor speed) instead of a buzz. The sharp operator learned to cut power to the motor when completing a transmission—producing a jaunty-sounding drop in pitch that signalled he was listening for a reply from the other station.

See You Next Month! By that time I hope to be able to complete my power supply so that I can give you an operating report on the A.C. Super-Wasp. After that, maybe we'll return to the wireless days for a while and talk about old-time receiving techniques. In the meantime, send your comments and questions to Antique Radio, Popular Electronics, 500-B Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.
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<table>
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<tr>
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YOUR own radio station! AM, FM, TV, cable, licensed/unlicensed, BROADCASTING, Box 130-H3, Paradise, CA 95967.

LET the government finance your small business. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded message: (707) 448-0270. (KJ)

EASY work! Excellent Pay! Assemble products at home. Call for info. (504) 641-8003 Ext. 5700.


WANTED
INVENTORS! Call IMPAC - We submit ideas to manufacturers! For free information package call us Canada (1) 822-5500.
R.F. jamming: knowledge and or equipment also highly sensitive hearing devices: surveillance or medical. EUGENE DELL, 300 Bentwood Ave., Johnstown, PA 15904.

SATCHELL TV
FREE catalog - Do-it-yourself save 40–60% Lowest prices world wide, Systems, upgrades, parts, all major brands factory fresh and warranted. SKYVISION INC., 2008 Collegeway, Fergus Falls, MN 56537. (1) 800-343-6455.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS WHY PAY A HIGH MONTHLY FEE?
All Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin, Zenith, Scientific Atlanta, Magnavox and all specialized cable equipment available for shipment within 24 hours. For fast service MC / VISA or C.O.D. telephone orders accepted (800) 648-3030 60 Day Guarantee (Quantity Discounts)
9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Closed. CABLE TV END-SENDS. Send self-addressed stamped envelope (60c postage) for Catalog.

STEPPER MOTORS
CONTROL stepper motors with your computer $49.95. Includes motor, drive, software documentation. Information package $1.00. AARRICK ROBOTICS, Box 1574, Hurst, TX 76053. (817) 571-6528.

CABLE EQUIPMENT
CABLE TV Secrets - the outlaw publication the cable companies tried to ban. HBO, Movie Channel Snowshame, descramblers, converters, etc. Suppliers list included. $8.95. CABLE FACTS, Box 711-H, Pataskala, OH 43062.

DIGITAL CAR DASHBOARDS
BUILD yourself complete digital dashboards informational package: $2.00 (refundable) MODERN LABS, 2900-F Ruisseau, Saint-Elizabeth, QC, J0K 2J0, Canada.
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CABLE TV "BOXES"
Converters — Descramblers
Remote Controls — Accessories
* Guaranteed Best Prices
* One Year Warranty — C.O.D.
* Immediate Shipping
* FREE CATALOG
Call or Write
TRANS-WORLD CABLE CO.
12052 Southwold 117th Court, Suite 258
Miami, Florida 33186
1-800-542-9933

VISA

EMPLOYEES APPRECIATE THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN.
JUST ASK THE PEOPLE AT GEORGIA-PACIFIC.

"Besides being a good investment in my country,
Bonds help me save for my two daughters."
—Craig Heinblighter

U.S. Savings Bonds now offer higher, variable interest rates and a
guaranteed return. Your employees will appreciate that.
They'll also appreciate your giving them the
easiest, surest way to save.
For more information, write to:
Steven R. Mead, Executive Director,
U.S. Savings Bonds Division, Depart-
ment of the Treasury, Washington, DC
20226.

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS
Paying Better Than Ever
A public service of this publication.

ADVERTISING INDEX
POPULAR ELECTRONICS magazine does not assume any responsibility for errors
that may appear in the index below.
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**PACKMATE 286 COMPUTER WITH VGA COLOR MONITOR**

- 80286 microprocessor (operates at 12 MHz)
- One 5-1/2" 1.44 MB floppy drive
- One 3-1/2" 1.22 MB floppy drive
- 30 MB hard drive + 1 MB RAM on motherboard: expandable to 3 MB
- Includes VGA 14" color monitor & VGA card
- High res. monitor: 480 x 600, & 256 colors.
- IBM compatible: AT compatible
- 8 expansion slots: Dual FDD/HDD controller
- 2 half height drive cavities exposed
- 2 serial ports: 1 parallel port
- System configuration: 286 microprocessor (operates at 12 MHz)
- One Year Warranty!

**FACTORY NEW! FACTORY PERFECT!**

Due to a special arrangement, we were able to obtain a large inventory of these computers with color monitors. As a result, we can now offer them to you at huge savings!

**FOR FASTEST SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE**

1-800-729-9000

**VISA MasterCard DISCOVER**

**DAMARK INTERNATIONAL, INC.**

6707 Single Creek Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55430

Customer Service: 612-566-4940

Please rush me Packard Bell Computer(s) @ $1499 each, plus $39.00 s/h each.

Item No. B1789-132142, MN res. add 6% sales tax.

Name ____________________________

Address __________________________

City-State-Zip ______________________

Check No. _________________________

VISA MasterCard DISCOVER

Card No. _________________________

Exp. Date ___________ Ph. # ________

Signature _________________________

DELIVERY TO 48 U.S. STATES ONLY

---

**MODEL CONTROLLER**

(Continued from page 71)

**TO UNREGULATED 12VDC SOURCE**

![Diagram of the model controller](image)

**Fig. 3.** Install the printed-circuit mounted components, and wire the off-board components to the board guided by this illustration. It is recommended that IC sockets be used for U1 and U2. Note that Q4 and Q5 are shown as being mounted to the printed-circuit board; they are actually mounted off-board to the project's metal enclosure.

---

Here's the author's completed prototype. The controller adds real-life characteristics to your model setups.

---

Joints, solder bridges, misoriented components (particularly the polarized capacitors, transistors, and diodes). Make sure that the IC's are properly seated in their sockets (no pins bent under or outward).

If all seems correct, apply power to the circuit. LED1 should light. If not check the orientation of the power supply components (the most likely trouble spot is a mis-oriented bridge rectifier). If all is okay there, check the output of U1 with an oscilloscope (if one is handy). Check to make sure that the outputs of U2-a and U2-b are oscillating at about the same rate as the output of U1, and that those signals are being reproduced at the outputs of Q4 and Q6. If all goes well, close up the enclosure. Your project is now ready for use.

---
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Uniden Corporation of America has purchased the consumer products line of Regency Electronics Inc. for $12,000,000. To celebrate this purchase, we’re offering $50.00 in savings on the CD Series scanners in this ad for big savings. Hurry... offer ends March 31, 1990.

**MONEY SAVING COUPON**

Get special savings on the scanners listed in this coupon. This coupon must be included with your prepaid order. Cash, credit card, personal checks and quantity discounts are excluded from this offer. Offer valid only on prepaid orders. Uniden Corporation Electronics Inc., P.O. Box 1045 - Dept. UNI3, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1045 U.S.A. Coupon expires March 31, 1990. Coupon may not be used in conjunction with other coupons. See below for shipping, handling and insurance costs. May be photocopied. Add $12.00 for shipping in the continental U.S. and $22.00 for all other orders.

**COUPON**

Regency TS2-T .......... $249.95
Regency R1600-T .......... $329.95
Regency R1099-T .......... $399.95
Regency RH500E-T .......... $399.95
Bearcat 200XL-T ........... $299.95
Bearcat 400XL-T ........... $329.95
Uniden HR2510-T ........... $229.95
Uniden HR600-T ........... $274.95

**VALUABLE COUPON**

Uniden CB radios

**Uniden CB Radios**

The Uniden line of Citizens Band Radio transceivers is styled to compete with the highest quality scanner. Uniden CB radios are so reliable that they have a two year limited warranty. From the feature packed PRO-110E to the PRO-500C, Uniden has no better Citizens Band radio on the market today.

PRO-110E - Uniden 40 Ch. Portable Mobile CB $89.95
PRO-1045E - Uniden 1045 Mobile CB $189.95
PRO-1050C - Uniden 1050 Mobile CB $399.95
GRANTY - Uniden 40 Channel SSB CB Mobile $119.95
MADISON - Uniden 40 Channel SSB CB Base $129.95
PC-27T - Uniden 27 Channel SSB CB Base $149.95
PRO-500C - Uniden 50 Channel Mobile CB $359.95
PRO-530XL - Uniden 530 Channel Mobile CB $559.95
PRO-535XL - Uniden 535 Channel Mobile CB $699.95
PRO-640E - Uniden 640 Channel SSB CB Mobile $137.95
PRO-710E - Uniden 710 Channel CB Base $159.95
PRO-730E - Uniden 730 Channel CB Base $174.95

**Uniden Radar Detectors**

Buy the finest Uniden radar detectors from CEI today!

TALKER-T2 Uniden talking radar detector $144.95
RED-T Uniden "Passport" size radar detector $114.95
RDXLT-T Uniden "Micro" size radar detector $144.95
RD25-T Uniden "Micro" size radar detector $54.95
RD50-T Uniden "Micro" size radar detector $79.95

**Bearcat® 200XL-T**

List price $599.95/CE price $299.95/ Special 12-Band, 200 Channel 900 MHz Handheld Search List Limit Hold Priority Lockout Frequency Coverage: 29.94-118.174 406.6-512.805.6 MHz

The Bearcat 760 XL has 100 programmable channels organized as five channel banks for easy use, and 12 bands of coverage including the 800 MHz band. Bearcat 760 XL mounts through the dash and connects directly to fuse block or battery. Also has an automatic adapter, flip down stethoscope earpiece, and an AM/FM radio. Bearcat 760 XL is 5 1/16" W x 1 1/4" H x 7/4" D. Model BC 5900XL-T is a similar version without the 800 MHz band for only $194.95. Order your scanner from CEI today.

**Bearcat® 800XL-T**

List price $549.95/CE price $299.95/ Special 12-Band, 400 Channel 1000 MHz Battery Operated Priority control/ Search/Scan/AC/DC Bands 29.5-54, 51-118, 174-220, 406-512, 805-912 MHz

The 800XL-T receives 40 channels in two banks. Scans 15 channels per second. Size 9 3/8" x 4 1/2" x 1/2". If you do not have the 800 MHz band, the Bearcat 210XL-T model is available for $178.95.

**Bearcat® 145XL-T**

List price $189.95/CE price $94.95/ Special 10-Band, 16 Channel No crystal scanner Priority control/ Search/Scan/AC/DC Bands 29-50, 51-118, 174-220, 362-404, 512-624 MHz

The Bearcat 145XL is a 16 channel, programmable scanner that can handle all the major radio bands. This unit features a built-in delay function that adds a three second delay on all channels 95% of the time. A mobile version called the BC550XL-T featuring priority, weather search, channel lockout and more is available for $559.95. This model includes a reliable mobile mounting bracket and mobile power cord.

**President® HR2510-T**

List price $499.95/CE price $239.95/ Special 10 Meter Mobile Transceiver Digital VFO Full Band Coverage All Mode Operation Backlit Liquid crystal display Auto Squelch RIT/Pre-Programmed 10 Hybrid Frequency Coverage 28.0000 MHz to 29.9999 MHz

The President HR2510 Mobile 10 Meter Transceiver can be used by anyone interested in amateur radio communications. Up to 25 Watt PEPE USB/LSB and 25 Watt CW mode. 100 Hz/10 kHz steps. Digital VFO built-in. Memory, memory lock, dual In/Out capabilities. The HR2510 is the perfect solution if you are looking for a mobile transceiver. With its built-in memory, the HR2510 is the perfect choice for amateur radio communications. Up to 25 Watt PEPE USB/LSB and 25 Watt CW mode. 100 Hz/10 kHz steps. Digital VFO built-in. Memory, memory lock, dual In/Out capabilities. The HR2510 is the perfect solution if you are looking for a mobile transceiver. With its built-in memory, the HR2510 is the perfect choice for 10 Meter Mobile Transceiver...

**President® HR2600-T**

List price $499.95/CE price $299.95/ Special 10 Meter Mobile Transceiver New Features The President HR2600 Mobile 10 Meter Transceiver is the President HR2510 Mobile Transceiver except now has a repeater offset (100 kHz) and CTSS encoder.

**Uniden Cordless Telephones**

**KX750-T** Uniden Cordless Phone with speaker $99.95
**KX550-T** Uniden Cordless Phone $79.95
**KX300-T** Uniden Cordless Phone $69.95

**Extended Service Contract**

For $5.00, you can get up to six months extension of the warranty contract from Warrantech. This service extension plan begins after the extended warranty expires, and will perform all necessary labor and will not charge for repair. Extended service contracts are not refundable and apply only to the original purchaser. New extended warranty contract on a mobile or base scanner is $29.99 and three years is $39.99. For mobile scanners, 2 year service contract is $79.99. For detectors, two years is $29.99. For CB radios, three years is $34.99. Order your extended service contract today.

**OTHER RADIOS AND ACCESSORIES**

BC550XL-T Bearcat 10 channel scanner $114.95
BC715XL-T Bearcat 16 channel scanner $156.95
RD50-T Regency 50 channel Portable $109.95
R72-T 2 V.A Ni-Cad battery set of eight $17.95
FBE-T Frequency Directory for Eastern U.S.A. $14.95
FBM-T Frequency Directory for Western U.S.A $14.95
RFD-T Great Lakes Frequency Directory $14.95
RFD-T Southeast Frequency Directory $14.95
RFD-T U.S. Military VHF Frequency Dir $14.95
ASA-T Airplane Scanner Directory $14.95
SR-T Survival Radio Frequency Directory $14.95
TBR-T Brazilian Scanner Directory $14.95
TTC-T Tune in on telephone call $14.95
CHT-Bight CB Handbook/AM/FM/Freeband $14.95
TCH-T Catalog to order your scanner by CEI or re-certified checks require bank clearance.

**BUY WITH CONFIDENCE**

To get the fastest delivery from CEI of any scanner, send your order directly to our Scanner Distribution Center. **Michigan residents please add 4% sales tax.** Supply your order with your order number. Purchase orders are accepted from approved government agencies and most well rated firms at a 10% surcharge for ‘B’ billing. All sales are final, no returns, acceptance and verification. All sales on accessories are final. Prices, terms and specifications are subject to change without notice. All prices are in U.S. dollars. Out of stock items will be placed on backorder automatically. Every item ordered will be backordered for a maximum handling fee will be charged for all orders with a merchandise total under $29.99. O.D.O. CEI warehouse in Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD’s. Most items listed have a manufacturer’s warranty. Free copies of specifications and owner’s manuals are available by writing to CEI. Non-certified checks require bank clearance. Not responsible for typographical errors.

Mail orders to: Consumer Products Division, Box 1045, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A.

**CIRCLE 6 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD**
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